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Manuscript number: AEOLIA_2016_55
Title: Our evolving understanding of aeolian bedforms, based on observation of dunes on
different worlds
(Previous Title: Our evolving understanding of aeolian bedforms, based on studies of different
Worlds)
Article type: Review Article

We thank the two reviewers and the editor for their insightful and helpful comments. In
particular, the many reference suggestions and questions about the specific types of
investigations we focused on in constructing our “Phase” framework helped point out areas of
confusion or incompleteness. We believe this revision much more clearly lays out our inputs,
resultant framework, and overall aims.
In the following pages, we have replied in detail to reviewer comments (our replies are in
italics). Changes can also be found within the tracked-changes manuscript Word document.
Additionally, below, we address a couple of large-scale revisions:
 As stated above, thank you all very much for the reference suggestions. We added most
of them in (and explain below if we did not). These strengthen the paper and help fill
gaps.
 We edited the title and added a paragraph to the Introduction to narrow our focus to
dunes on planetary bodies, as studied through observational data. Dunes are usually the
first aeolian bedform seen on a body (there’s a slight exception for Venus, where surface
observations by the Venera missions pre-dated Magellan radar images – we touch on this
in the text) and are a highly useful record of atmosphere and surface conditions (and can
provide quantitative constraints on both, via models of their formation processes). We
have highlighted more strongly that there are parallel investigations that focus on model
development/refinement, on laboratory work, and on field studies (sometimes the feature
is studied within the context of model development or sometimes as terrestrial analogs) -that are touched on but which are not completely described within this paper.
 Although both reviewers asked about TARs (with good reason), as well as other aeolian
bedforms -- we have not included discussion of those features. In the particular case of
TARs, their formation mechanism is still debated and thus discussion of them is much
less straight-forward than for aeolian dunes. However, as noted in our new Introduction
paragraph, we would expect that a similar framework would work for them.
 One reviewer also expressed concern that the summaries at the end of each phase section
may not work very well in their present format. The goal of these end-portions were to
provide easy-to-find-and-read summaries of each Phase. We have added an alternative
version which perhaps may be easier to read at the end of Phase 1 – what do you think of

the Table version? If this is an improvement, we can easily turn all summaries into a
Table.
Thank you again for your assistance in improving this manuscript!

Thank you,
Serina Diniega and co-authors

Editor’s (Matt Chojnacki) comments
 Ln 351-356 and related text: Consider the following reference which used multiple
criteria to constrain dune sediment sources: Chojnacki, M., D. M. Burr, J. E. Moersch,
and J. J. Wray (2014b), Valles Marineris dune sediment provenance and pathways,
Icarus, 232(0), 187–219, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2014.01.011.
Reference has been added.


Fig. 9’s caption needs a citation (Silvestro et al. 2013).
Added.



Ln 632 and others: “Chojnacki”
Apologies! This has been fixed.



Ln 640-643 (for sediment fluxes) and Ln 640-643 (for dune ages termed “turnover
times”) and related text: Consider the following reference: Chojnacki, M., J. R. Johnson,
J. E. Moersch, L. K. Fenton, T. I. Michaels, and J. F. Bell III (2015), Persistent aeolian
activity at Endeavour crater, Meridiani Planum, Mars; new observations from orbit and
the surface, Icarus, 251(0), 275–290, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2014.04.044.
Added.



Please cite all instruments (HiRISE, THEMIS etc.) appropriately.
I assumed this comment was regarding the images used within the figures … I have
checked the captions and now have identified in each what instrument acquired the
discussed data.

Reviewer 1’s (Lori Fenton) comments:
The author(s) propose that scientific investigations of planetary aeolian bedforms follow a
predictable progression of inquiry, with the aim of understanding how specific data set types
either contribute to knowledge gain or leave knowledge gaps. They identify a striking sequence
of methods and perspectives used as understanding of planetary bedforms increases, which
necessarily differs significantly from the progression of terrestrial aeolian science. The proposed
sequence (Phases 1-7) is simpler than the whole available literature would contain (see general
and specific comments below). Many studies, aeolian features, and ideas have not been included
here, likely leading to the oversimplified nature of the sequence. However, the proposed
sequence is essentially consistent with the published literature, and does provide insight for both
planetary and terrestrial aeolian scientists. I suggest that, following the comments below, this
manuscript should be published with major revisions.
I generally disapprove of not revealing myself to authors, in the hopes that open communication
can help clarify concerns and more quickly answer the authors’ questions (hopefully leading to
the best science and quicker revisions). I encourage the authors to contact me to address any such
questions regarding this review.
- Lori Fenton lfenton@seti.org
General comments
1. The work seems to be limited by not including the full available literature for Mars. For
example, the first global maps (which define Phase 4) of martian dunes were produced by
Thomas (1982) and Ward et al. (1985), which were not included here, and are not shown
in Fig. 13 (see specific comments below for these and other references – there are many
striking gaps, and I did not include all relevant references). The authors need to include a
more thorough search of the rather extensive martian literature, which could be
illuminating. Note also that many papers address more than one phase.
Based on this (thank you, Lori!) and other reviewers’ comments, we have added in many
more references, especially regarding Mars but also some additional studies for Titan,
Venus, and the comet -- and these were valuable additions. However, we note that we
cannot aim to include all papers while keeping this manuscript to a reasonable length
and focus. We do not aim to present a fully comprehensive review of e.g., Mars aeolian
research – although we do try to accurately represent the full scope of work when
placing this work within the proposed Phase framework. We have aimed for a reasonable
sampling, and hope this is enough to justify our proposal, and to provide a starting
ground for any reader interested in learning more on that (or any) particular topic.
In general, we have edited the Title and Introduction text to clarify the focus of this paper
– especially the new 3rd paragraph of the Introduction.

2. I suspect that the advent of new missions (on Mars that would include three “pulses” of
activity: Mariner/Viking in the 1970s, MGS/MPF in the 1990s, and the more recent
MO/MRO/MEX/MER/MSL missions in the past 10 years) or new methods (e.g.,
mesoscale models, use of gross bedform-normal transport, the recent introduction of
“fingering” vs. “instability” modes, etc.) can cause renewed activity in lower phases that
produces a more thorough understanding.
Absolutely – this is a point of the paper; by defining a framework, it should be easier to
see when renewed activity occurs and thus to identify where updated understanding
should flow, with improved constraints on assumptions, a need to re-do a study with
increased or improved data, etc. A sentence emphasizing this has been added to the
Introduction.
3. Figure 13 is very informative and clearly demonstrates progression through the phases.
However, the horizontal bars do not adequately represent progression within a given
phase. I suggest that, using the more thorough literature search from point 1 above, the
horizontal bars can be broken into individual years, showing the number (or fraction) of
publications that year that addressed each phase. This would nicely show that new
methods and data sets produce new pulses of research activity, and reveal the complexity
of progression through the phases, as it is not likely to be linear or even monotonic in
time.
This was an intriguing idea. We considered several ways of collecting such information
and then displaying it. Our chosen method: we focused first on the papers cited within
this manuscript (so that readers have some idea of where the information comes from)
and showed what years are included in this reference list with darker colors within
Figure 13 (also are listed in the supplemental table). A more general “period” for
studies within each Phase was then shown with the light & dark colors. This was based
on a looser categorization of the papers (e.g., these included smaller contributions to an
additional Phase, versus just the Phase(s) under which the paper was cited) and
supplemental checks via google scholar (e.g., we searched for references under keywords
“Venus dune” and saw the few years that came up). This latter method was an attempt to
mitigate the limitations of our reference list -- as many papers (cited and otherwise)
contribute towards more than one Phase, there are many papers that we did not cite, and
there were also many abstracts and papers presenting work that was eventually compiled
into a more complete/seminal peer-reviewed publication.
From all of this, we updated Figure 13 (and its caption).
4. There is ambiguity over whether the manuscript seeks to address only dunes, or any
bedforms. If considering only dunes, then the features on Io and 67P/C-G may not (yet)
qualify for discussion, and it may not make sense to discuss the “large martian ripples” in

great detail. The title suggests the authors are discussing any aeolian bedforms, but the
main discussion in on dunes (e.g., there is no mention of TARs, the study of which may
follow a similar progression of inquiry). Much knowledge on Mars has been gained from
ripples (migration rates), TARs, wind tails, and sand drifts (El Dorado) that are not
properly classified as “dunes”. While including all aeolian features (e.g., wind streaks,
loess deposits, yardangs) would be overly exhaustive (although worth study), I
recommend that the manuscript expand to include all (aeolian) bedform types, and thus
include, e.g., lee dunes, TARs, coarse-grained ripples, and wind shadows.
As discussed under point (1) above, to keep this manuscript to a reasonable length, we
have focused it onto dunes, so as to present one evolution sequence. Other aeolian
features, such as wind shadows, could also be discussed within a similar framework. For
TARs specifically: we had previously decided to not mention then as there is not yet a
well-accepted description of their formation mechanism (they’ve been identified as
transverse dunes forming within a reversing wind regime, granule ripples, and sub-aerial
anti-dunes), and so the information these features provide about the environment isn’t as
clear or easy to trace as interpretation of dunes. However, as pointed out by both
reviewers – this omission without explanation is confusing. So, we have added a note to
the Introduction, explaining the focus of this paper and explicitly noting that other
“aeolian features” (including TARs) are not included. With mention of the TARs, we
have also included the point that there may be no good Earth analogue for these strange
features, as this is an interesting idea.
In general, we have edited the Title and Introduction text to clarify the focus of this
paper.
5. I suggest including a Phase 0: “Predictions”, made prior to direct observation of
bedforms. Some discoveries have been quite surprising (e.g., Io, 67P/C-G), whereas
others were considered long before spacecraft data were obtained (e.g., Mars, Titan,
Pluto). How correct have the predictions been, and what lessons can be learned to aid
predictions for future missions (e.g., Venus)? Given the more surprising locations where
putative bedforms have been observed, what other exotic locations can be considered
(e.g., on the surfaces of Neptune and Uranus, if any such solid interface exists?).
This is a very good idea. We have not added an actual Phase 0 to the discussion (for one
thing, describing this in sequence did not seem feasible without having gone through the
discussion at least within Phase 1 – and thus seemed to be giving away the punchline
before telling the joke), but we have added this intriguing point to the conclusion. And
within Phase 1, we discuss predictions that have been made (in either direction, and with
different degrees of success).

6. Finally, I wonder if any similar study has been done for other geologic/atmospheric
processes/features found on several planetary worlds. Has nobody considered the
sequence of study methods for volcanism or impact cratering throughout the Solar
System? If not, then does this investigation of aeolian processes provide a platform for
any such studies to work from?
The authors have not come across any such studies – those would be intriguing to read,
and to see if the advancement of science understanding follows a similar progression. (I
would imagine so for features that rely upon similar data sets, which would include
impact cratering and volcanism as suggested.)
Specific suggestions:
 Line 72: typo: “… each Phase, s, we use…”
Fixed.


Table 1: suggest changing “dune” to “bedform”
- Phase 2, “Unit”: “Dune morphology” is not a unit or feature of interest. Suggest:
“Dune, aeolian surface materials”
We disagree that “morphology” cannot be described as the “feature of interest,”
although perhaps “characteristic of interest” may be more correct. “Unit” has
been removed.
- Phase 2: “composition” doesn’t seem to fit here as this row is worded. Could also
include thermal properties, relief, surface roughness.
“Characteristics of surface materials” has been added to include those options.
- Phase 3: Suggest “Morphological analysis of the dunes within a field”
Phase 3 we have used “Pattern analysis” as is suggested in a later comment
(Line 394).
- Phase 4: Suggest also including regional studies here. Many informative studies
focus on particular regions in greater detail. This could also be added as a
subsequent phase. Note that both global and regional analyses of these features
often include atmospheric modeling.
“Regional” has been added.
- Phase 5: could also include erosional features (e.g., gullies).
Phase 5 focuses on evidence of wind interaction with the dunes, and so gullies are
left in Phase 6 (more general “activity” and dune evolution).



Line 104, 143, etc.: Suggest using “saltatable grains” rather than “sand grains”. It’s
possible that in some unusual planetary environments, the saltated grains could be larger
or (less likely) smaller than sand (e.g., there are reports of saltating pebbles in katabatic
flows in Antarctica, or the >mm-sized grains on comet 67P/C-G).
As discussed within Phase 1, “sand” is commonly used to refer to a specific absolute
grain size, but in fact can refer to a grain size defined by how the grains are moved by the

wind (i.e., are saltatable). We retain use of “sand grains” or “grains” throughout the
document as this was much cleaner/smoother in usage than “saltatable grains,” but we
have added text to make the meaning clearer.


Line 117: See also Edgett, K. S., and N. Lancaster (1993), Volcaniclastic aeolian dunes:
terrestrial examples and application to martian sands, J. Arid Environ., 25(3), 271–297,
doi:10.1006/jare.1993.1061.
Reference has been added.



Lines 129-130: “direction and velocity”: Suggest “direction and speed”, as velocity
inherently incorporates both direction and speed.
Line 150: “every deeply-studied body with an atmosphere…” Suggest including “and an
observable surface”. Jupiter and Saturn are also deeply-studied bodies with
atmospheres…
Lines 154-158: Excellent points, but a very long sentence. Suggest breaking it up.
Line 195: Use if “either” implies two possibilities, but three are listed.
Text changed as suggested.









Line 202: On comparing venusian bedforms to underwater terrestrial bedforms, see also
Neakrase (2015) http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/dunes2015/pdf/8023.pdf.
Line 208: See also the description and measurements of ripples and “dune-like
structures” in Thomas et al. (2015). They also argue for the airfall mechanism of
initiating transport. Thomas, N. et al. (2015), Redistribution of particles across the
nucleus of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, Astron. Astrophys., 583(A17),
doi:10.1051/0004-6361/201526049.
References were added.



Line 249: typo “imagery”
Fixed.



Line 283: Another question: “If conditions are unusual (e.g., tenuous atmosphere), how
does sustained saltation and/or reptation occur on this world?” (This comes from
considering the unusually low air pressures on Io and 67P/C-G.)
Question added.




Line 302: Suggest “350 m/px”
Line 309: Remove “via”
Text changed as suggested.



Line 309-312: See Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990). Longitudinal
dunes form when two winds of roughly equal transport strength (i.e., they move the same
amount of sand) are >~90º apart. Essentially the crestline is trying to be as normal to the
incident wind as possible. When two winds are <~90º apart they produce transverse
dunes (i.e., they are “parallel enough” to work constructively to produce the same
crestline alignment). Inbetween these extremes are oblique dunes, which have
characteristics of both types – most dunes likely have some oblique component to them.
Rubin, D. M., and R. E. Hunter (1987), Bedform alignment in directionally varying
flows, Science, 237(4812), 276–8, doi:10.1126/science.237.4812.276. Rubin, D. M., and
H. Ikeda (1990), Flume experiments on the alignment of transverse, oblique, and
longitudinal dunes in directionally varying flows, Sedimentology, 37, 673–684.
References added. (Thank you, I was looking for these!)



See also Courrech du Pont et al. (2014) and other related publications, who found that
dunes align either in a “bed instability mode”, which can approximate the gross bedformnormal transport alignment found by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda
(1990), or (in conditions of low sediment supply/availability), in a “fingering mode”,
which can approximate a longitudinal direction parallel to the resultant drift direction.
Courrech du Pont, S., C. Narteau, and X. Gao (2014), Two modes for dune orientation,
Geology, 42(9), doi:10.1130/G35657.1. The two modes identified in China by Rubin and
Hesp (2009) and applied to Titan dunes (as described in Sec. 3.2) likely occur for reasons
of changing sediment availability (i.e., the “sticky” sediment leads to lower sediment
availability, so these dunes formed in “fingering mode”).
This is an example of my general comment #2 above: that introduction of a new model
for dune alignment has redefined aeolian science, and prompted reanalysis of previous
data sets. In this case, the study of Titan dunes occurred as this recent understanding was
being developed.
A very good point. This reference and description has been added within Section 3.2.





Lines 327-328: The text (outside the Fig. 6 caption) does not describe what processing
has been done to this image. Suggest rewording and/or a brief description in the text (or
removing this frame from the figure).
This image (6b) has not really been "processed", aside from the fact that it's a SAR
image. Text has been added to the caption to better explain this – “The right image (b), a
Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) image, shows bedrock as bright, because it is rough,
and unorganized dune sands as dark, because dunes are smooth at the SAR wavelength
of 6 cm (black areas are regions devoid of data returned to the SAR antenna).”



Line 336: Surely images from Viking 1 have been used for mapping as well? Also see
Ward et al. (1985) and Thomas (1982). Ward, A. W., K. B. Doyle, P. J. Helm, M. K.

Weisman, and N. E. Witbeck (1985), Global Map of Eolian Features on Mars, J.
Geophys. Res., 90(B2), 2038–2056, doi:10.1029/JB090iB02p02038. Thomas, P. (1982),
Present wind activity on Mars - Relation to large latitudinally zoned sediment deposits, J.
Geophys. Res., 87(B12), 9999–10,008, doi:10.1029/JB087iB12p09999.
Very good point – references have been added and this start on Phases 3-4 has been
added to Figure 13.


Lines 344-347: The work by Fenton et al. (2005) was done using MOC NA images,
worth mentioning so readers don’t assume it was done with Mariner 9 and Viking images
(as stated in the first sentence of the paragraph). Also, this work used a mesoscale model,
not a GCM.
Text has been fixed.



Note also that the first comparisons with atmospheric models were done before MGS: see
Greeley, R., A. Skypeck, and J. B. Pollack (1993), Martian aeolian features and deposits:
comparisons with general circulation model results, J. Geophys. Res., 98(E2), 3183–
3196.
Thank you for the pointer. However, this reference has not been added as the aeolian
features considered for this comparison did not include dunes. The study focused instead
on bright wind streaks, dark wind streaks, and yardangs.



Line 353: Suggest “proposed” instead of “identified”, as these sources are not confirmed.
See also Geissler, P. E., N. W. Stantzos, N. T. Bridges, M. C. Bourke, S. Silvestro, and L.
K. Fenton (2013), Shifting sands on Mars: insights from tropical intra-crater dunes, Earth
Surf. Process. Landforms, 38(4), 407–412, doi:10.1002/esp.3331.
Text has been fixed. And the reference has been added to that section (in addition to
where it was already cited).



Line 361: Suggest “proposed” instead of “identified”; the presence of microdunes are by
no means verified.
Line 369: typo “withing”
Lines 375-381: Suggest that Phase 2 can continue concurrently with initiation of Phases
3-5, with the introduction of new observations and the development of models, and
analysis methods.
Text changed as suggested.






Table 2:
- Suggest “low albedo” rather than “dark albedo”.
Fixed.
- If not including Io and Pluto here, then why include 67P/C-G?
Analysis of the comet has passed peer review, while analysis of the Pluto and Io
features have not yet. (This distinction is made within the title of Table 2: “as
presented in the literature.”)



Line 394: Suggest calling this phase “Pattern analysis”, as simply “analysis” alone could
mean anything, and is used to describe other phases.
Done (related: see Table 1 comment above).



Line 403: Suggest “upwind margin” rather than “start” (which could imply time rather
than space) and “lateral margins” rather than “boundaries”. Note that not all dune fields
have a single upwind and downwind margin (e.g., many intracrater dune fields on Mars),
complicating this issue.
Line 438: Suggest “uniformity” rather than “consistency”.
Line 446: The knowledge gain is considerably more than just the dune field pattern and
shape. The pattern reveals the maturity state, and perhaps relative age, of the bedforms
(defined by defect density, which is not directly discussed but hinted at in lines 436-440)
and possible temporal changes in the sediment state (e.g., sediment supply, wind
patterns).
Text changed/added to as suggested.






Line 456: In this section, consider including discussion of the martian global (or nearly
global) inventories of Thomas (1982), Ward et al. (1985), Hayward et al. (2007; 2014)
and the included discussions of world-scale processes and factors (e.g., sediment sources,
characteristic dune field sizes, location relative to topography and geology, relation to
global-scale wind circulation, etc.). Hayward, R. K., L. K. Fenton, and T. N. Titus
(2014), Mars Global Digital Dune Database (MGD3): Global dune distribution and wind
pattern observations, Icarus, 230, 38–46, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2013.04.011.
References have been added, along with a bit of discussion about global studies of
martian aeolian bedforms.



Lines 464-465: Suggest “…terrestrial dunes can rely on, for example, detailed
petrographic…” Other studies have done the same with different methods.
Changed “can” to “may” to address this point.



Line 470: Suggest “proposed” rather than “identified”, as the source of the NPSS is still
debated. Some mention should also be made of the extensive aeolian deposit underlying
the current polar cap (which is the most recent major sand source), making the extent of
the sand reservoir even more vast. See Byrne and Murray (2002). Byrne, S., and B. C.
Murray (2002), North polar stratigraphy and the paleo-erg of Mars, J. Geophys. Res.,
107(E6, 5044).
Text changed and references has been added.




Line 493: Suggest “incorporated” rather than “absorbed”.
Line 505: Suggest “crater retention age of <10 000 years”, as the dunes may be much
older.
Text has been fixed.



Lines 531-532: Note that some early global-scale studies (limited simply by the low
resolution of earlier data sets) may produce the larger-scale sediment transport pathways

or atmospheric circulation interpretations (Phase 4) sooner than the “field-specific results
of Phase 2 and 3”. (e.g., Ward et al., 1985). The progression through the phases is not
necessarily directly in order.
This point has been added to the summary.


Line 539: Crater-retention age, rather than actual age.
Text has been fixed.



Line 543: “Details” as described here refers to “superposed bedforms”, suggest being
more specific.
Phase name is now “Analysis of superposed bedforms on the dune formed due to wind
interaction with the dune.”



Line 548: Suggest “as fine as” in place of “up to” (0.25 m/pixel…)
Text changed as suggested.



Lines 631-636: Actually there were a few publications indicating observations of
bedform movement/change prior to the HiRISE overlap studies (Fenton, 2006; Bourke et
al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2008). Fenton, L. K. (2006), Dune migration and slip face
advancement in the Rabe Crater dune field, Mars, Geophys. Res. Lett., 33(20), 1–5,
doi:10.1029/2006GL027133. Bourke, M. C., K. S. Edgett, and B. A. Cantor (2008),
Recent aeolian dune change on Mars, Geomorphology, 94(1-2), 247–255,
doi:10.1016/j.geomorph.2007.05.012. Sullivan, R. et al. (2008), Wind-driven particle
mobility on Mars: Insights from Mars Exploration Rover observations at “El Dorado”
and surroundings at Gusev Crater, J. Geophys. Res., 113, E06S07,
doi:10.1029/2008JE003101.
Thank you – references have been added.



Line 630: Suggest also including features indicative of inactivity , which is also revealing
about bedform migration rates (e.g., fissures on north polar dunes from Portyankina et al.,
2012, pits and other features on southern midlatitude dunes from Fenton and Hayward,
2010). Portyankina, G., A. Pommerol, K.-M. Aye, C. J. Hansen, and N. Thomas (2012),
Polygonal cracks in the seasonal semi-translucent CO 2 ice layer in Martian polar areas,
J. Geophys. Res., 117(E2006), doi:10.1029/2011JE003917.
This is a very good point -- it has been added to the end of Phase 6 (with the suggested
reference).



Lines 642-643: Note that the sand fluxes are comparable to those in the Antarctic Dry
Valleys, which are low compared to those elsewhere on Earth.
Text has been fixed.



Line 658: Suggest also Kereszturi, A., D. Möhlmann, S. Berczi, T. Ganti, A. Horvath, A.
Kuti, A. Sik, and E. Szathmary (2010), Indications of brine related local seepage
phenomena on the northern hemisphere of Mars, Icarus, 207(1), 149–164,
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2009.10.012.

Within the paper, we discuss features that move significant movement of sand over the
dune lee slopes. This paper discusses a different type of activity on the dunes, but over a
scale that is much smaller and thus is not as relevant for analysis of present-day dune
evolution. Thus, this reference has not been added.




Line 685: typo “dunes slopes”, “levels of aeolian activity”
Line 692: “were” in place of “was”
Line 719: Suggest adding “How can observations of sediment grain size and bedform
morphology provide insight regarding transport processes and the nature/frequency of
mobilization events?”
Text has been changed as suggested.



Line 776-778: Sullivan et al. (2008) would be a good reference for this. They proposed
that the meter-scale bedforms on the El Dorado deposit in Gusev crater were sand ripples.
Reference has been added.



Line 905: typo “transverse”
Text has been fixed.



Line 932-950: The case of the Amazonian paleo-dune fields seems to be more of a lesson
that terrestrial dune researchers can learn from planetary dune researchers than the
reverse. Suggest relocation to the following section.
The text has been moved, as suggested, to the end of the next section.



Line 954-955: “no global catalogue of dunes for Earth” See Lancaster et al. (2015).
However, it is telling that this database was assembled many years after the first
planetary examples. Lancaster, N. et al. (2016), The INQUA Dunes Atlas chronologic
database, in press at Quat. Int., doi:10.1016/j.quaint.2015.10.044.
This reference has been added, with some explanation of what it is -- despite the name,
this paper is a database of dated dune samples, rather than a spatial atlas of dune extent,
morphology, etc. (For instance, currently very-active regions such as the Sahara scarcely
feature in this database.) It is telling that a comprehensive global database of the type to
be expected within planetary science has not yet been created for Earth, and even partial
catalogs have been put together only in the current decade!



Line 955: typo “editions”
Text has been fixed.

Reviewer 2’s comments:
This is an interesting review of progress in planetary dune studies, with a valuable conceptual
framework to organize the recent history of investigations and to refer to the often scattered
literature on planetary dunes.


The conceptual organization into 7 phases provides a good way to organize
understanding of studies. It seems to me that phases 6 and 7 could be combined, as both
emphasize the "details" - which I would prefer to call ""dynamics". There is a natural
progression from inferring dynamics from morphology, to actual observations of
processes and dynamics.
While we agree that there is a natural progression between and partial overlap of studies
fitting into Phases 6 and 7, we want to highlight the different temporal/spatial scale,
frequency, and mode of observation that is used in the two Phases, as these lead into
different types of investigations. Phase 6 can rely solely on orbital images (even if that
leads down the wrong path), although of course in situ observations can assist; and so
the dynamics observed within Phase 6 can span a much longer time period than in situ
observations may allow for, with coarser temporal resolution. Phase 7 may involve no
observation of dynamics, or only evidence of sand transport and not bedform evolution;
but instead can yield groundtruth information about grain characteristics and bedform
scale. Thus we maintain them as separate phases.



I am not sure that the summaries at the end of each phase section work very well in their
present format. I suggest that they be re-written as continuous prose, so that each
provides a lead into the next section.
The goal of these end-portions were to provide easy-to-find-and-read summaries of each
Phase. Turning them into smooth prose would lengthen them significantly, and thus
somewhat negate this intent. We have added an alternative version which perhaps may be
easier to read, at the end of Phase 1 – what do you think of the Table version? If this is
an improvement, we can easily turn all summaries into a Table.



Inevitably, such a review is selective, and one can quibble about the selection of material
and examples. On example is the use of spectral information to examine dune sediment
composition. There is a lot more that could be said here (especially for Mars), because
compositional information is key to understanding many aspects of planetary geologic
and climatic evolution. Another example is a bed form that has proved difficult to
understand is the transverse aeolian bedforms (TARs) of Mars - this is a good example of
where Earth analogues have failed to help.
Based on other reviewers’ comments, we have added in a few more references relevant to
compositional studies on Mars. We agree we cannot include them all, while keeping this
manuscript to a reasonable length! We have aimed for a reasonable sampling, and hope

this is enough to provide a starting ground for any reader interested in learning more on
that (or any) particular topic.
As for TARs, we had previously decided to not mention them as there is not yet a wellaccepted description of their formation mechanism (they’ve been identified as transverse
dunes forming within a reversing wind regime, granule ripples, and sub-aerial antidunes), and so the information these features provide about the environment isn’t as
clear or easy to trace as interpretation of dunes. However, as pointed out by both
reviewers – this omission without explanation is confusing. So, we have added a note to
the Introduction, explaining the focus of this paper and explicitly noting that other
“aeolian features” (including TARs) are not included. With mention of the TARs, we
have also included the point that there may be no good Earth analogue for these strange
features, as this is an interesting idea.
In general, we have edited the Title and Introduction text to clarify the focus of this paper
– especially the new 3rd paragraph of the Introduction.


One aspect that could be emphasized more is the linkages between planetary and
terrestrial aeolian studies. It is clear that in many cases questions raised by planetary
studies have resulted in a re-examination of the basic physics of particle movement (e.g
Greeley and Iverson work in the 1970's on thresholds for particle movement), in addition
to prompting further study of terrestrial aeolian features.
More discussion and references around this point have been added to various parts of the
manuscript (in particular, within the caption for Figure 1), to emphasize this point.

Some specific comments
 Some additional sub headings within each section would be very helpful - to emphasize
the examples discussed - and to break up the lengthy text
This was tried (as we agree the text is lengthy). However, while a few sections had
natural subsection break points, others did not; and so we decided to leave subsection
headers out rather than create an inconsistent organizational framework.
We also note that part of the difficulty that we had with this is that we did not want to
create subsections that divided discussion about different planets -- Part of the goal of
this paper was to show that all planetary studies fall onto a common framework.


In the introduction, the conceptual framework for dune field dynamics is perhaps best
exemplified by Kocurek, G., Lancaster, N., 1999. Aeolian system sediment state: theory
and Mojave Desert Kelso dune field example. Sedimentology 46, 505 - 515.
This is an intriguing summary of dune field dynamics, and a pointer towards it is now
included within the Phase 1 discussions (as a more technical description of the fairly

basic points discussed within this manuscript). We did not add it to the Introduction as
there are no other citations within that portion of the manuscript.


A good summary of the status of knowledge of Martian aeolian and dune studies at the
end of the Viking era is provided by Greeley R., Lancaster, N., Lee, S., Thomas, P., 1992.
Martian aeolian processes, sediments and features, in: Kieffer, H., Jakosky, B.M.,
Snyder, C.W., Matthews, M.S. (Eds.), Mars. University of Arizona Press, Tucson, pp.
730-767.
Reference has been added.

Phase of aeolian bedform study on a planetary body
1 Recognition of dune(s)
2 Analysis of gross individual dune characteristics:
e.g., morphology and composition
3 Pattern analysis of the dunes within a field,
including variations due to e.g., sediment supply
and wind variations
4 Regional and global surveys and aggregateanalysis of dune characteristics, with a reaggregation of data for e.g., estimates of age or
sand volumes, identification of large-scale
sediment transport pathways, or identification/
estimation of the effect of location-related nonaeolian processes
5 Analysis of dune superposed bedforms on the
(such as ripples) formed due to wind interaction
with the dune
6 Observation of activity on the dune, including
non-aeolian activity

7 Groundtruth data

Mars
71 – 1, 72 – 2, 73 – 1, 76 - 1
79 – 2, 81 – 1, 82 - 1
92 – 1
05 – 1
10 – 1, 11 – 1, 13 – 1, 16 – 2
79 – 1, 81 - 1
05 – 2, 06 - 1
10 – 3, 11 – 1, 12 – 2, 14 – 1,
15 – 1, 16 - 3
82 – 1, 83 – 1, 85 – 1
92 – 1
00 - 1
03 – 1
07 – 2, 09 – 1, 10 – 1, 11 – 2,
12 – 1, 14 - 1
06 - 1
10 – 1, 11 – 1, 12 – 3, 13 – 1,
14 – 1, 15 – 1, 16 - 6
(non-activity) 00 – 1
06 – 1, (dome dunes
disappearing) 08 – 1
10 – 1, 11 – 2, 12 – 4, 14 – 1,
15 – 3, 16 - 3
16 - 5

Venus
92 – 1, 94 -1
92 – 1, 95 – 1, 97 – 1, 99 –
1
15 - 1

Titan
06 - 1
08 – 2, 09 – 1, 10 – 1, 13 –
1, 14 – 1, 15 - 1

94 – 1
06 - 1

11 – 1, 14 - 1

94 – 1

09 – 1, 11 – 1, 12 – 1, 13 –
1, 14 – 1, 15 – 3, 16 - 2
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Title: Our evolving understanding of aeolian bedforms, based on observation of dunes on different
worlds
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6

Dunes, dune fields, and ripples are unique and useful records of the interaction between wind and

7

granular materials – finding such features on a planetary surface immediately suggests certain

8

information about climate and surface conditions (at least during the dunes’ formation and evolution).

9

Additionally, studies of dune characteristics under non-Earth conditions allow for “tests” of aeolian

Abstract (253 words)

10

process models based primarily on observations of terrestrial features and dynamics, and refinement of

11

the models to include consideration of a wider range of environmental and planetary conditions. To-

12

date, the planetary aeolian community has found and studied dune fields on Mars, Venus, and the

13

Saturnian moon Titan. Additionally, we have observed candidate “aeolian bedforms” on Comet

14

67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the Jovian moon Io, and – most recently -- Pluto. In this paper, we

15

hypothesize that the progression of investigations of aeolian bedforms and processes on a particular

16

planetary body follows a consistent sequence – primarily set by the acquisition of data of particular

17

types and resolutions, and by the maturation of knowledge about that planetary body. We define that

18

sequence of generated knowledge and new questions (within seven investigation phases) and discuss

19

examples from all of the studied bodies. The aim of such a sequence is to better define our past and

20

current state of understanding about the aeolian bedforms of a particular body, to highlight the related

21

assumptions that require re-analysis with data acquired during later investigations, and to use lessons

22

learned from planetary and terrestrial aeolian studies to predict what types of investigations could be

23

most fruitful in the future.

24
25

Keywords (at least 6): Planetary; terrestrial; aeolian bedforms; aeolian science; dunes; ripples
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Highlights (max 85 characters, including spaces)

28

 Planetary dunes yield useful/unique information about climate & surface conditions.

29

 Aeolian bedform studies progress logically in questions/assumptions/new knowledge.

30

 Considering this progression exposes gaps/assumptions to be reviewed with new data.

31

 Comparing planetary progression with Earth aeolian studies yields lessons for each.

32
33
34

1. Introduction
Over the past couple of centuries, explorers and scientists of terrestrial dune fields have shown

35

that the interaction between wind and granular material results in regular geometries and rates of

36

evolution. Field observations and studies have inspired modeling and experimental works that have

37

aided in the interpretation of measurable ripples and dunes as proxy indicators of wind speed and

38

direction(s), grain sizes and sources, and underlying topography. The study of such landforms has been

39

greatly extended and advanced by observation of analogous features on other planetary bodies. The

40

comparison of these extraterrestrial features with aeolian process models has increased our

41

understanding of aeolian bedform evolution in both directions – observations of (potential) aeolian

42

bedforms generate investigations into the wind regime and granulometrics of surface materials on a

43

planetary body, and also enable refinement of bedform evolution models as hypotheses about

44

dominant effects are “tested” outside of Earth-conditions.

45

In this paper, we will review how our understanding (or assumed understanding) of sand dunes

46

and/or ripples on a planetary body, and the information those aeolian bedforms yield about planetary

47

conditions and processes, has progressed on different bodies. We hypothesize that the progression of

48

investigations of these types of aeolian bedforms on a particular planetary body follows a consistent

49

sequence – primarily set by the acquisition of data of particular types and resolutions, and by the

50

maturation of knowledge about that planetary body. Our aim is to define that progression so we can
2

51

better constrain our level of knowledge about the aeolian bedforms of a particular body, highlight the

52

gaps in our knowledge (i.e., our assumptions), and predict what type of future investigations could be

53

most useful in addressing new questions and/or enabling improvement over an assumption.

54

In the interests of space and focus, most discussion (and cited literature) will focus on dunes and

55

dune fields – i.e., the larger aeolian bedforms and thus usually the first seen on a planetary body. We do

56

delve into ripples (and martian mega-ripples) in portions of the discussion, but primarily as features seen

57

on dunes and that complement dune analysis; and we acknowledge that far more could be said about

58

these smaller-scale bedforms and that studies of these bedforms on Mars has contributed much more

59

towards our understanding of the aeolian environment and processes than is presented here. We also

60

do not generally discuss other types of aeolian bedforms within this paper. In particular, we do not

61

include discussion of Transverse Aeolian Ridges (TARs) on Mars as there is still much debate about their

62

formation mechanism (perhaps as they are an example of a feature that does not have a good terrestrial

63

analog?). It is likely, however, that one could trace advancements in our understanding of TARs or other

64

aeolian features along a similar progression of ideas as is presented here for dunes, as all of these

65

features are studied via similar observation types and their dynamics and morphologies tie into similar

66

questions about atmospheric and surface conditions. We also consider only the observation and analysis

67

of bedforms on the surface of a planet, not e.g., evidence of past bedforms recorded within sandstone

68

stratigraphy (and thus, while dunes and ripples can also form due to the flow of other fluids, such as

69

water, in this paper we focus on aeolian dunes). Thirdly, in discussing our evolution in thinking about

70

aeolian bedforms and processes on other planets, we focus on observation-driven science

71

advancements; we touch on but do not delve as deeply into the parallel lines of investigation focused on

72

model development and validation, empirical studies, and (analog) terrestrial field work – investigations

73

that feed into advancements within (and between) the Phases that we outline here. Finally, we

74

recognize that we present only a sampling of relevant studies – we aimed for enough to map out
3

75

advances in understanding, to justify our proposed framework, and to provide a starting ground for any

76

reader interested in learning more on a more specific topic.

77

In defining the “progression” of understanding (Section 2), we focus on Mars, Venus, and the

78

Saturnian moon Titan – all planetary bodies where aeolian bedforms have primarily been explored with

79

remotely acquired data. We also will comment on recently discovered candidate “aeolian bedforms” on

80

Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and possible dune-like landforms on Io and Pluto. Within each

81

phase of investigation (Subsections 2.1-7), we aim to identify the type of observations generally needed

82

and connect these to the primary knowledge, assumptions, and questions that result, and then lead into

83

future investigations (summarized at the end of each section). Furthermore, we identify the typical

84

investigations (outside of direct studies of the aeolian bedforms) that follow each gain in knowledge, to

85

show how aeolian bedform studies contribute to the larger study of that planetary body.

86

Our proposed framework of phases, regarding investigation of aeolian bedforms on a planetary

87

body, is summarized in Table 1. We again note that this framework is not meant to be fully

88

comprehensive for aeolian dune studiesWe also note that progression in investigations and

89

understanding is not necessarily linear/sequential – for example, planetary missions are generally

90

focused on objectives other than aeolian bedform investigations, so observation types can be acquired

91

in a “mixed” order. Additionally, the advent of new missions, methods, or models can lead to renewed

92

activity within “lower” phases along with advances into higher phases. Science questions also often end

93

up circling back as an assumption becomes superseded by new information and derived products and

94

assumptions must be re-thought. Thus, in addition to identifying typical assumptions associated with

95

each Phase, we use that framework to identify some example areas of knowledge gaps or the types of

96

typical assumptions and results that need re-evaluation when new data becomes available (Section 3.1).

97

We also discuss how modeling (Section 3.2) and terrestrial studies (Section 3.3) relate to

98

planetary aeolian studies. In particular, we highlight lessons learned regarding our understanding of
4

99
100

aeolian processes and their drivers, as well as in methodologies employed. These lessons translate (or
could translate) to improved results within other areas of aeolian science.

5

Table 1. Summary of the investigation phases
Phase of aeolian bedform study on Area of
a planetary body
interest
1 Recognition of dune(s)
Dune
(possibl
y a dune
field)

Characteristic(s)/Fea
ture(s) of interest
Dune morphology
(i.e., recognizable,
distinctive gross dune
shape or crestline
patterns within a
field)
Dune morphology,
characteristics of
surface materials

Data needed to move to this phase
(from an earlier phase)
Images (visible, radar, spectral, etc.)
with sufficient resolution to
distinguish dune from non-dune
surroundings, e.g., linear/arcuate and
isolated/repeated morphology

Complementary science
investigations
Knowledge of and about
analog features (terrestrial
or planetary)

Images (visible, radar, spectral, etc.)
with sufficient resolution to
identify/correlate with dune margin
and/or crestline patterns (possibly
same data as Phase 1)
Coverage (of images, see above)
throughout dune field

Global/regional-scale
climate models (specifically:
wind velocity, direction, and
variation); Dune formation
models
Regional/local-scale climate
models (specifically: wind);
Regional/local-scale
topography; Studies of nonaeolian dune-modifying
processes (e.g., polar or
surface crust forming
processes); Maps of other
aeolian features around the
dune field
Expansive composition
maps for identification of
potential sand sources;
Maps of other aeolian
features; Global or regionalscale climate models

2 Analysis of gross individual
dune characteristics: e.g.,
morphology and composition

Dune

3 Pattern analysis of the dunes
within a field, including
variations due to e.g., sediment
supply and wind variations

Dune
field

Dune shapes
throughout the field

4 Regional and global surveys
and aggregate-analysis of dune
characteristics; e.g., estimates
of age or sand volumes,
identification of large-scale
sediment transport pathways,
or identification/ estimation of
the effect of location-related
non-aeolian processes
5 Analysis of superposed

Regional
or
Global
(i.e.,
multiple
dune
fields)

Dune field
characteristics
(including
morphology of field
and dunes within
each field) and
spatial distribution

At least regional coverage of images
or (often coarser and/or less
definitive) proxy data (e.g., thermal
inertia)

Dune

Within/on-dune

(Very) high-resolution images
6

Ripple formation models;

bedforms on the dune (such as
ripples) formed due to wind
interaction with the dune

features (e.g.,
ripples)

6 Observation of activity on the
dune, including non-aeolian
activity

Dune

7 Groundtruth data

Dune

Smaller-scale
evidence of change
(e.g., ripple
crestlines, dune
margins)
All features and
components of the
dune, especially sand
size/composition

Repeat images for seeing planform
changes (e.g., movement of
material); these images need
sufficient resolution and temporal
baseline for changes to be observable
In situ observations of the dune,
sampling and analysis

7

High-resolution topography
(dune); Very high resolution
climate model (CFD)
(specifically: wind)
Ripple and dune migration
models

In situ observations of
potential sediment sources
for fluvio-sedimentary
landforms

101

2. The Phases of Investigation

102

2.1. Phase 1: Recognition of dune(s)

103

In this first phase of aeolian studies, we focus on the occurrence of the first observation of a

104

dune (or, more likely, a dune field). This has geologic significance as aeolian bedforms – dunes and

105

ripples – directly record an interaction between the atmosphere and surface: specifically, the movement

106

of granular material due to wind. Furthermore, a dune or ripple is more than a pile of sand – it is a

107

distinctive landform that requires certain conditions to organize, and that appears to evolve and move

108

“as a unit” through the aggregation of the actual movement of individual grains of sand, onto and off of

109

the dune. Specifically, the existence of an aeolian bedform implies:

110



A sufficient supply of saltatable (sand) grains,

111



A wind of sufficient velocity and consistency to move those grains, and

112



A period of consistent wind blowing, long enough for the bedform to form and evolve.

113

(We now examine what each of those underlined terms imply about the planetary body’s environment,

114

focusing on the larger-scale dunes that are typically observed first. A more technical summary of the

115

conceptual framework for dune field dynamics and how this is affected by the sediment state of a dune

116

field -- related to sediment supply, sediment availability, and transport capacity of the wind – is

117

described within Kocurek and Lancaster (1999).)

118

A sufficient supply means much more than the volume of the dune – for most dunes to form

119

and evolve, sand must be able to move onto and off of the dune (possible exceptions would be climbing

120

dunes or other such features where the sand accumulates due to blockage). Barchans in particular are

121

an inefficient dune shape due to sand leakage from the horns (Hersen, 2004). Thus, an important

122

implication with the first recognition of a dune feature on a planetary body is that a process must exist

123

that will yield a significant amount of sand (discussed in within an example in Phase 4). Depending on

124

the body, that process may involve erosion of larger rocks (e.g., as is common on the Earth) or a process
8

125

that directly forms grains of that size. For instance, martian volcanic activity has been proposed to

126

create sand-sized particles (Edgett and Lancaster, 1993; Wilson and Head, 1994) and photochemical

127

processes in the Titan atmosphere may eventually lead to saltatable grains, perhaps via an intermediate

128

evaporite or sedimentary location (Soderblom et al. 2007; Radebaugh, 2013; Barnes et al. 2015).

129

On the Earth, nearly all dunes and ripples are comprised of sand grains – and this refers to a

130

specific size. (e.g., the Canada Dept. Agriculture (1976) lists sand as grains 0.05-2 mm in diameter).

131

However, “sand grains” can also be defined based on dynamics. “Sand” is the size of grains most easily

132

moved by a fluid (Bagnold, 1941) – smaller grains are held together by interparticle, cohesive forces and

133

larger grains have more mass and so are held down more by gravity. Under the Earth’s atmosphere and

134

gravity, grains ~1 mm in diameter are able to saltate, and thus are the most easily moved by the wind.

135

However, under the influence of a different atmospheric (or fluid) density and gravity, the grain size

136

most easily moved by the wind could be a different size (Figure 1; Edgett and Christensen, 1991; Greeley

137

et al., 1974; 1980; 1992a; Moore et al., 2015). Throughout this discussion, when discussing “sand

138

grains,” we mean “the grain most easily moved by the wind (or fluid)” and not a fixed size range. Thus,

139

the existence of a dune (i.e., a landform composed of sand grains) on a planetary surface yields a

140

coupled constraint on the grains and the wind velocity.

141

Even if the wind reaches sufficient strength to transport sand, if it is not consistent (in direction

142

and speed) over a sufficient period of time, the wind would just move small amounts of sand back-and-

143

forth until that sand became trapped into depressions, sheltered areas, and other sand-traps; that sand

144

would not be able to organize into a bedform. Models have shown that sand dunes have a minimum size

145

(e.g., Claudin and Andreotti, 2006; Parteli et al., 2007); below this size the slipface is unable to develop.

146

A slipface is necessary to stabilize the dune (as sand then can be captured on the sheltered, lee slope) to

147

allow it to continue growing and migrating.

148
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149
150

Figure 1: Wind shear velocity needed to move grains of different sizes, on different planets. Plot

151

showing the estimated threshold shear velocity for wind-driven transport of a grain of a specific diameter

152

for (from top) Pluto, Mars, Earth, and Titan; curves are taken from Moore et al. (2015; Fig. 17). The

153

general shape of the curve is reflective of smaller particles experiencing stronger interparticle forces

154

(such as electrostatic forces), while larger particles have more mass – either effect thus requiring more

155

shear velocity to initiate and sustain grain movement. The curve’s minimum indicates the expected size

156

of “sand grains” (i.e., the grains most easily lifted and moved by a shearing fluid – by saltation) on that

157

planetary body, that would be involved in the formation of aeolian bedforms. On Earth, sand grains are

158

commonly ~0.1mm in diameter. On Mars observations of saltatable grains (“sand grains”) in aeolian

159

deposits such as dunes (e.g., Figure 11) yield comparable diameters, which is consistent with the curves

160

shown. The differences in shear velocity needed to initiate motion are due primarily to differences in the

161

estimated air (fluid) and grain densities on each planetary body. The first investigations into these curves

162

and how they shift under different planetary conditions (Greeley et al., 1974) were initiated based on

163

observation of dunes on Mars (as described in the text: Belcher et al., 1971; McCauley et al., 1972; Cutts

164

and Smith, 1973).
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165
166

To date, we have seen potential dunes on every deeply-studied body with an atmosphere and

167

observable surface (including Titan, where dunes were considered unlikely: Lorenz et al., 1995), as well

168

as a few bodies with no known atmosphere (Table 2). Based on the connections outlined above, this first

169

“sighting” suggests the accumulation of a lot of sand (leading to questions about where the sand is

170

coming from and why it is accumulating) and implications about wind strength, direction, and

171

consistency. This yields a “groundtruth” observation for comparison with atmospheric models in both

172

wind strength and direction (although it may be unclear when the bedform was created and thus what

173

input conditions should be used for the model, or how the bedforms may have since been modified by

174

non-aeolian processes).

175

Two classic examples of this are Mars and Titan. On Mars, signs of aeolian processes had been

176

seen in cyclic, large-scale albedo changes and Mariner 6 imaged crescent-shaped features that were

177

hypothesized to be very large barchan or parabolic dunes (Belcher et al., 1971). The first clear example

178

of martian dunes was observed by Mariner 9 (McCauley et al., 1972; Cutts and Smith, 1973). Those

179

observations suggested a wind regime that would allow for transport and collection of, as well as the

180

presence of, a large amount of granular materials1, leading into laboratory studies of aeolian granular

181

transport (Greeley et al., 1974; 1980). When Viking 2 imaged the north polar erg (Figure 2), this led to

182

investigations of martian erosional processes (acting on polar layered deposits or soils of lower

183

latitudes?) and climate models (Cutts et al., 1976). (A summary of results from Viking and Mariner-based

184

aeolian studies can be found in Greeley et al., 1992a.) On Titan, “cat-scratch” features had been

185

observed circumnavigating its equator, but were not immediately recognized as dunes until Vic Baker

As Cutts and Smith [1973, p4151] put it: “The principal implication of dunes is a supply of noncohesive particles in
the Martian surface environment and wind velocities sufficient for saltation transport. … Dunes are not amenable
to an alternative explanation of this sort. Thus we feel that we can now confidently assert the existence of a
saltation regime on Mars”, which leads to “many implications of a saltation regime such as wind abrasion, wind
scour, and dust production.”

1
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186

brought the large draa of Saharan/Arabian/Namib deserts to the attention of the Cassini RADAR Team.

187

The presence of dunes was a surprise as it had been hypothesized that while Titan’s atmosphere may be

188

capable of moving sand grains, it seemed unlikely that grains of the right size would exist (Lorenz et al.,

189

1995). Observation of the dunes (Lorenz et al., 2006) led immediately to detailed investigations of what

190

grains could be made of and how they would form (furthering studies of the chemistry on this Saturnian

191

moon: Lorenz et al. 2006; Soderblom et al. 2007; Barnes et al. 2015) as well as leading to attempts to

192

reconcile the observed dune morphologies with the model-predicted wind regime around the equator

193

(Lorenz and Radebaugh 2009).

194

195
196

Figure 2. An early image of the martian north polar erg. (a) These linear features, imaged near the

197

martian north polar cap by Viking 2 (frame 59B32: 62 km x 104 km), were hypothesized to be dune fields

198

based on their consistent orientation and wavelength, and low sinuosity, branching and merging. Image

199

and description are taken from Cutts et al. (1976; Fig. 7). (b) Higher-resolution images have proven that

200

these are dune fields, with a wavelength (between primary crestlines) of approximately 0.4 km. A few
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201

more orders of aeolian bedforms (e.g., the smaller crestlines, transverse to the primary crestlines) are

202

also visible. Image is a portion of HiRISE PSP_007115_2600 (MRO/NASA/UA).

203

204
205

Figure 3. A ~5 m boulder and potential aeolian features at Philae lander’s touch-down-1 site. This

206

ROLIS descent camera image shows a depression partly surrounding the boulder and a triangular-shaped

207

apron on the opposite side have been interpreted as a moat and a windtail, indicating transport of

208

granular material across the comet’s surface (Mottola et al., 2015). Initial studies evaluated possible

209

aeolian mechanisms for this transport. © ESA/Rosetta/Philae/ROLIS/DLR

210
211

Contrarily, while Venus has a dense atmosphere, only two potential dune fields and a few

212

possible microdune fields have been identified within Magellan radar data ( Greeley et al., 1992b; 1995;

213

Weitz et al., 1994),, which covers 98% of the surface with 100 - 200 m resolution and shows wide

214

coverage in other aeolian features such as windstreaks and potential yardangs (Greeley et al., 1995).

215

This confirmed the hypothesis that aeolian bedform development on Venus must be limited, based on

216

Venera 13 and 14 observations of the venusian surface that showed a dearth of aeolian ripples within

217

loose material (Basilevsky et al., 1985; Florensky et al., 1983). (Note that for Venus, surface observations

218

were first, before the mapping of surface topography from orbit.) The implication was that venusian
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219

conditions and processes commonly obliterate features, the conditions for dune formation are not

220

common on Venus (e.g., that there are few sands available on Venus or wind is not sustained at the

221

surface), or that dunes are not generally visible via the radar images (Greeley and Arvidson, 1990; Weitz

222

et al., 1994). Wind tunnel (Greeley et al., 1984a; 1984b; Marshall and Greeley, 1992; Williams and

223

Greeley, 1994) and sand flux modeling (Kok et al., 2012) has shown that saltation under venusian

224

conditions may occur in a very thin near-surface layer with very low velocity, which does not favor

225

formation of large dunes. Thus, venusian sand transport appears more comparable to terrestrial

226

bedform formation under water (Marshall and Greeley, 1992; Kok et al. 2012; Neakrase, 2015).

227

Unfortunately, no new data about Venus has been acquired since Magellan, so Venus dune

228

investigations remain stuck just past Phase 1 (with a small start within Phases 2-4, see discussion of

229

Phase 2; Figure 13).

230

Potential aeolian bedforms have also been seen on planetary bodies lacking an atmosphere. For

231

example, planetary scientists were recently very surprised to see features that looked like aeolian

232

bedforms (i.e. moats, wind tails, and dune-like ridges) on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Figure 3;

233

Mottola et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2015a; 2015b). A comet seemed clearly to be a planetary body that

234

would lack an atmosphere, and thus any wind -- yet the features were observed. This immediately led to

235

studies trying to determine how a “wind” could exist on this comet, if even transiently. One mechanism

236

proposed to explain particle mobilization on comets was gas outflow from reservoirs of subsurface

237

sublimating ice that emerges and erodes particles from channel walls (Cheng et al., 2013). However,

238

since this process would only affect localized regions and the dune-like features on 67P have been

239

observed in a much wider area, “splashing” initiated by airfall, i.e. ejection of particles by incoming

240

projectiles, has been suggested as the most significant mechanism to explain particle mobility (Mottola

241

et al, 2015; Thomas et al., 2015b). A three-dimensional cellular automaton model has proven that moats

242

can result from abrasion of the surface by impinging particles, whereas wind tails develop where
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243

granular surface materials were shielded by obstacles from particle transport (Mottola et al., 2015). The

244

results of this study put forward the explanation that the aeolian bedform-like features on comet 67P

245

are of erosional nature, rather than depositional – but the questions and investigations that arose in

246

response to the recognition of features that resembled aeolian bedforms were consistent with typical

247

Phase 1 discussions.

248

The surface of Io is covered in a ubiquitous frost of SO2 as seen by the Galileo Near Infrared

249

Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS), likely mixed with dust and fine-grained materials, all ejected from the

250

continuously erupting volcanic plumes and explosive volcanic eruptions (Kieffer et al. 2000, Milazzo et

251

al. 2001). The surface as seen by the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) instrument on Galileo is mostly

252

uniformly light-colored from this frost and generally smooth, with some fractures, slumps and pits

253

(McEwen et al. 2000). In a few regions, there are landforms with dune-like characteristics: regular

254

spacing, a slightly meandering form, “crestline” defects, and apparent topography visible through the

255

uneven collection of frosts (not possible to confirm with Galileo’s instruments). In one location, the

256

dune-like landforms are found near a particularly active volcanic plume source, the Prometheus plume,

257

which is sourced by advancing lava flows over vaporizing frosts (Figure 4; Kieffer et al. 2000; Milazzo et

258

al. 2001). It is possible this plume forms a localized atmosphere dense enough to loft particles from the

259

surface and deposit them nearby in dunes, much like one of the processes hypothesized for forming the

260

features on comet 67P.

261
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262
263

Figure 4. Potential aeolian bedforms on Io. This ridged terrain has been postulated as potential aeolian

264

bedforms, formed from volcanic plume deposits. Lava is erupting from a fissure about 40 km east (right)

265

of the edge of this mosaic, and the 100 km tall Prometheus plume is erupting from somewhere near the

266

western (left) end of this mosaic. The bright streaks radiating from the area where the lava flows (the

267

dark features) overrun the field are where the hot lava recently vaporized the sulfur dioxide, which then

268

coated the lava-facing sides of the ridges. These images were taken by Galileo during a flyby of Io on

269

February 22, 2000, with a resolution of 12 m/pixel. Image and description are taken from NASA

270

Photojournal PIA02568.

271
272

The flyby of Pluto by New Horizons in July 2015 produced one of the most striking increases in

273

image quality of a planetary surface in the history of planetary exploration (Moore et al., 2016; New

274

Horizons, 2015; Stern et al., 2016). The landscape imaged during the flyby revealed a surprising diversity

275

of landforms, which suggest varied geological and geomorphological processes active within recent

276

geological history surface (Moore et al., 2016; Stern et al. 2015; Trilling et al., 2016). Mountains, glaciers,
16

277

plains, possible cryovolcanism and a surprisingly low density of craters covered much of the surface.

278

Initial science results from the flyby noted the possible existence of ‘windstreaks’ (Stern et al. 2015) on

279

Sputnik Planum, apparently extending in the lee of dark hills protruding through the nitrogen ice of

280

which the plains are composed. Aeolian bedforms were speculated on before New Horizons arrived

281

(Moore et al., 2015), and dunes have since been posited in the Baré Montes and enigmatic features in

282

the Tartarus Dorsa have been interpreted variously as dunes or erosional aeolian features (Fenton,

283

2016; New Horizons, 2016). However, recent imagery from Sputnik Planum (Figure 5) provides perhaps

284

some of the most convincing examples of potential aeolian bedforms, with continuous linear features

285

with a spacing of ~400-600 m. These features extend across the polygonal dark features, which have

286

been interpreted as convectional cells within the ice, suggesting that they are the result of surface

287

processes not related to the convective movement within the ice. Pluto is thus tentatively within Phase

288

1 of the progression, and if an aeolian origin can be shown to be feasible, then available data may be

289

sufficient for progression into Phases 2-3.The dune-like landforms on comet 67P, Io and Pluto are well in

290

Phase 1 discussions and primary work remains to be done for these features to determine their ultimate

291

origin.

292
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293
294

Figure 5. Possible Pluto aeolian bedforms at the margins of the nitrogen ice of Sputnik Planum. These

295

features are oriented approximately parallel to the ‘shore’ where the ice abuts mountains. Image width

296

is approximately 75 km. Image credit: NASA/JHUAPL/SwRI.

297
298

Summary of Phase 1

299

Data needed: Images of the surface topography, of sufficient resolution to identify the distinctive

300

shapes of dunes -- images could be visible or spectral imagery or radar scans of the planetary body’s

301

surface; identified analog (usually terrestrial) aeolian bedforms.

302

Knowledge gain (from that data): Existence of a potential aeolian bedform.

303

Assumptions generated: Conditions (wind conditions and grain size/supply) conducive to dune

304

formation and evolution exist or have existed – note that this is a coupled constraint, and further

305

information is needed to estimate each individual measurement.
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306

Questions: What is the composition of the grains? How were sand-sized grains formed? Why do the

307

grains accumulation in that particular location (related to winds, topography, sand source)? Are the

308

dunes active? If conditions are unusual (e.g., tenuous atmosphere), how does sustained saltation and/or

309

reptation occur on this world?

310

Lead to investigations of: Models of surface processes and rates (chemical, erosional, etc.) that could

311

create “sand” grains; comparison to (global) atmospheric models; independent measurements of

312

surface conditions/composition for comparison to grain-formation models; independent studies of wind

313

speeds and/or grain sizes (e.g., thermal inertia) to decouple saltation conditions.

314

(Alternatively: ) Table N. Summary of Phase 1
Data needed
within Phase 1
Knowledge gain
(from that data)
Assumptions
generated
Questions
generated

Leads to
investigations of

Images of the surface topography, of sufficient resolution to identify the distinctive
shapes of dunes -- images could be visible or spectral imagery or radar scans of
the planetary body’s surface;
Identified analog (usually terrestrial) aeolian bedforms.
Existence of a potential aeolian bedform.
Conditions (wind conditions and grain size/supply) conducive to dune formation and
evolution exist or have existed – note that this is a coupled constraint, and further
information is needed to estimate each individual measurement.
What is the composition of the grains?
How were sand-sized grains formed?
Why do the grains accumulation in that particular location (related to winds,
topography, sand source)?
Are the dunes active?
If conditions are unusual (e.g., tenuous atmosphere), how does sustained saltation
and/or reptation occur on this world?
Models of surface processes and rates (chemical, erosional, etc.) that could create
“sand” grains;
Comparison to (global) atmospheric models;
Independent measurements of surface conditions/composition for comparison to
grain-formation models;
Independent studies of wind speeds and/or grain sizes (e.g., thermal inertia) to
decouple saltation conditions.

315
316
317
318

2.2. Phase 2: Analysis of gross individual dune characteristics
Analysis of the dune morphology (Phase 2) typically closely follows Phase 1, often via the same
medium of an image of the surface. As models (e.g., Pelletier, 2009; Sauermann et al., 2001; Werner,
19

319

1995) and laboratory studies (e.g., Andreotti et al., 2006; Parteli et al., 2009) have established, a dune’s

320

overall shape and orientation yields additional information about wind conditions when the dunes were

321

forming and evolving2. Thus, this investigation stage generally involves detailed mapping of dune shape

322

(outline and crestline) and comparison to analog terrestrial dunes. Numerical models of sand transport

323

and dune evolution are also used for comparison between dune-generated predicted wind directions

324

and atmospheric models (possibly down to a mesoscale or regional scale and including the effects of

325

large-scale topography).

326

For example, once it was recognized that the long, generally linear cat-scratch features on Titan

327

were dunes (Lorenz et al. 2006), researchers began investigating what type of dunes were observed and

328

what wind conditions were required for their formation and persistence (in addition to questions about

329

what the sand may be made of). From the morphology of the dunes, visible in 350 m/px Synthetic

330

Aperture RADAR (SAR) data from the Cassini spacecraft (slightly hyper-resolution in nature in some

331

locations because of the high contrast between SAR-absorbing sands and fractured, signal-scattering

332

bedrock), it was determined they are longitudinal in type (also called linear; Lorenz et al. 2006;

333

Radebaugh et al. 2008). Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) data in select, high-

334

resolution regions confirmed the general morphology of Titan’s longitudinal dunes as well as their

335

spectral contrast between sand and substrate (Barnes et al. 2008). On the Earth, longitudinal dunes are

336

typically formed when several alternating winds of roughly equal transport strength (i.e., they move the

337

same amount of sand) are >90° apart, yielding a single sand transport direction that is along the dune

338

crestline (Fryberger and Dean 1979; Parteli et al., 2009; Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990;

339

Tsoar, 1983). (An alternate hypothesis that had been put forth connecting longitudinal dune morphology

340

and wind directionality for Titan and some Earth dunes is discussed in Subsection 3.2.)
However, establishing a connection between wind directions and dune slipface orientations sometimes is not a
straightforward process – such studies often rely on many assumptions about timing of the winds and their
consistency, and results are usually non-unique. Thus additional information is usually needed to evaluate a
proposed interpretation. See Phase 3 for more discussion of the complexity that can be found in many dune fields.
2
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341

Further information about these dune fields was then used to also predict the dominant wind

342

directions, for comparison with climate models (discussed here, but merging into Phase 3

343

investigations). Titan’s dunes are found strictly between 30°N and S, ringing the equator, and are

344

oriented roughly parallel to the equator (Lorenz et al. 2006; Radebaugh et al. 2008). Their morphology,

345

and especially behavior around topographic obstacles (wherein grains are piled up at the upwind margin

346

and are more sparse at the downwind margin), indicated a general sand transport direction from west

347

to east (Figure 6; Courrech du Pont et al., 2014; Lorenz and Radebaugh 2009; Lucas et al., 2014;

348

Radebaugh et al. 2010;). However, this was found to be at odds with the global atmospheric transport

349

direction of east-to-west predicted in the equatorial zone by global climate models. Subsequent

350

modeling studies revealed that seasonal or storm-driven winds could produce fast westerlies near the

351

equator (Tokano 2010; Charnay et al., 2015), possibly resolving this inconsistency.

352
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353
354

Figure 6: Earth and Titan dunes, diverging around topographic obstacles. (a-b) Landsat 7 ETM+ and

355

SRTM C-band images of dunes in Namibia (centered on 25° 23′ S 15° 16′ E). The right image (b), a

356

Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) image of the same dunes, shows bedrock as bright, because it is rough,

357

and unorganized dune sands as dark, because dunes are smooth at the SAR wavelength of 6 cm (black

358

areas are regions devoid of data returned to the SAR antenna). The winds blow SE to NW (bottom L to

359

upper R), as evidenced by the dune-free regions in the lee of the bedrock topography and the diversion of

360

dunes around the upwind sides of the topography. In the lower image (c), dunes similarly divert around

361

topographic obstacles and resume on the downwind side, within this region of the Belet sand sea, Titan.
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362

This is a Cassini Radar image (300 m resolution) centered on 6.5° S, 251° W, with winds interpreted to

363

blow SW–NE (L–R). Images and description are from Radebaugh et al. (2009).

364
365

On Mars, mapping of the duneforms observed by Mariner 9 and Viking orbiters, combined with

366

information about the surrounding surface topography and composition (including other potential

367

aeolian features), was used to determine the wind direction(s) that would yield the dune crestline

368

orientation(s), the wind and topography that would yield sand accumulation within that area and its

369

likely stability (i.e., was this a stable sink for sand, or a temporary repository), and possible sand sources

370

(Cutts and Smith, 1973; Greeley et al., 1992a; Thomas, 1981; 1982; Tsoar, 1979). For example, the large

371

number of transverse dunes observed within southern mid-latitudes and north polar region on Mars (vs.

372

longitudinal dunes), in Viking and Mariner images, implied that dune fields were forming within regions

373

of near unidirectional winds, and the asymmetry in dune field complexity between the north and south

374

hemisphere was seen as evidence of a more complex southern wind regime (Greeley et al., 1992a;

375

Thomas, 1981). After higher resolution images became available and atmospheric modeling became

376

more refined in technique and topography/boundary inputs, a more detailed comparison was done to

377

see if atmospheric models could reproduce the observed dune shapes and orientations. For example,

378

mesoscale modeling of dunes within Proctor Crater on Mars based on MOC NA images matched two

379

sets of dune slipface orientations (the primary and tertiary) to seasonal winds that were impacted by

380

daily and seasonal insolation patterns and the crater topography, as predicted by a mesoscale model

381

(Fenton et al., 2005; however, the secondary dune slipface orientation remained unexplained). This

382

study validated the mesoscale atmospheric model by providing a reasonable explanation for the range

383

of slipface orientations seen within that dune field, and thus advanced the use of these models within

384

model-observation comparison studies for understanding aeolian processes on Mars.
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385

Coupled with analysis of wind direction, observations of the dune’s local surroundings can also

386

be studied to identify sediment sources and sand transport pathways. In some areas, distinct sand

387

transport pathways leading from the sediment layer to the dune bodies have been revealed by the

388

detection of congruent material composition. For example, on Mars, local sediment sources for intra-

389

crater dunes have been proposed at impact crater walls by comparative analyses of high resolution

390

image and spectral data of dune bodies and the sediment layers exposed (e.g., Fenton, 2005; Geissler et

391

al., 2013; Silvestro et al., 2010a; Tirsch et al., 2011). Within the Valles Marineris rift system, spectral

392

analysis, morphological evidence of erosion and sand transport, and topographic information was used

393

to show that diverse and distinct sediment sources serve as local and regional sources (Chojnacki et al.,

394

2014).

395

On Venus, analysis of dune morphology is almost impossible due to lack of data. Dunes in both

396

recognized dune fields are at the resolution limit of radar images obtained by Magellan mission (Figure

397

7), the only adequate data source. Therefore, results of attempted of detailed analysis are not reliable

398

and are controversial (Greeley et al., 1997; Lorenz, 2015). Modeling of anisotropic radar scattering

399

(Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko, 1999) indicated that the microdune fields proposed by Weitz et al. (1994)

400

possess abundant unresolved steep slipfaces.

401
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402
403

Figure 7: Venusian dune field. This Magellan SAR image of the Aglaonice dune field (25°S, 340°E) shows

404

a field of white dots that are interpreted as specular reflections from the slopes of transverse dunes

405

(between the arrows). This type of reflection occurs if the slope is mostly smooth, and is oriented near-

406

normal to the incidence angle of the radar (which is 35° or near the angle of repose); similar features are

407

observed within Seasat and space shuttle radar images of terrestrial sand dunes. The implied wind

408

direction of these features, based on their orientation, is also consistent with nearby bright and dark

409

wind streaks extending from behind cones (not included in this cropped image). Radar illumination is

410

from the left, and north is at the top. Image is from NASA Photojournal PIA00483, and description is from

411

Photojournal and Weitz et al. (1994).

412
413

In general, Phase 2-type investigations can continue for a long period with refinement of the

414

investigations as higher-resolution images of the dunes are acquired, more information becomes

415

available about the local topography and other evidence of aeolian processes and conditions, and/or

416

atmospheric or bedform formation models are improved. This investigation phase may eventually grade

417

into (and occur concurrently with) Phases 3 and 5 which involve, respectively, higher-resolution analysis
25

418

of features within the dune field and features on the dunes formed by the dune-wind interaction (such

419

as ripple patterns on the dune slopes). Additionally, as new observations, models, and analysis methods

420

are developed, Phase 2 investigations can be renewed and revisited (as with all Phases beyond Phase 1).

421
422

Summary of Phase 2

423

Data needed: same as Phase 1.

424

Knowledge gain: Morphology of the potential crestlines and general dune shape; composition of the

425

dunes and surroundings; possibly identification of local sand sources.

426

Assumptions generated: Wind direction and consistency hypothesized to generate the observed shapes;

427

variations in wind speed implied by changes in sinuosity and shape through the dune field.

428

Questions: What sets the wind direction and causes its variations (e.g., daily or seasonal cycles)? Are

429

these representative of present-day wind conditions, conditions during a past period, or a convolution

430

of conditions during different past periods?

431

Lead to investigations of: Comparison over one to several dune fields with (global/mesoscale)

432

atmosphere models; reliably identify wind direction(s) consistent with the dunes’ forms.
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Table 2: Recognition and first analysis of dunes and dune fields on planetary bodies (Phases 1-2), as presented in the literature
Planet.
“Aeolian”
Data used
Immediate Implications
Immediate Questions
body
bedforms
first sighted
Mariner 9,
Mars
Visual image of
Dune material is dark (so some low Which “dark splotch[s] or
Hellespontu surface, <1 km/pixel albedo areas are regions of
streak[s]” are due to deposition of
s region of
material (vs. deflation of overlying bright
deposition, not erosion; and some
Mars, dense
dark material will saltate); Due to
material)? What is the source of the dark
material? Does the wind reach transonic
and large
the lower atmospheric density on
transverse
Mars, wind velocities may need to
velocities? Is high-velocity sand-blasting
dune field
resulting in highly-efficient wind erosion?
be much higher to move sand.
above; comparisons Presence of lots of sand and
What is the composition of the sand? Why
to other albedo
saltation processes; Dune material
is it so dark?
markings indicative
accretion directions and influence
of wind direction
of topography (craters) on field
location and dune morphologies;
comparable scale and shapes as
terrestrial dunes
Viking 2,
Visual image of
Lots of sand  some erosional
What is the composition and source of
north polar
surface, 30-60
process; Variability in wind regime; sand? Why is it accumulated around north
erg,
m/pixel
two wind directions in portions
polar cap?
transverse
Strong winds; Two wind directions, Are the dunes active, and how mature is
and barchan
thought to be seasonal; grains may the dune field? Are the dunes modified
dune fields
be eroded from the northern plains during the winter/early spring, when the
entire region is covered by CO2 ice?
Venus
Magellan,
Radar images, 75
Lots of sand in specific areas 
What is the composition and source of the
transverse
m/pixel; compared
some erosional process (perhaps
sand? What are the saltation dynamics
dunes, two
with orientation of
impacts?)
under a much denser atmosphere?
fields
other aeolian
features in same
dataset
Titan
Cassini,
Synthetic Aperture
Lots of sand  some “grain”
What is the composition and source of the
longitudinal Radar images, 175
formation process; one dominant
sand? What is the underlying topography,
dunes, large m/pixel
or at least two converging wind
causing accumulation in equatorial region
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Referenc
e
Sagan et
al., 1972

Cutts
and
Smith,
1973

Cutts et
al., 1976
Tsoar et
al., 1979
Greeley
et al.,
1992b

Lorenz et
al., 2006

field around
equator

Visual and Infrared
Mapping
Spectrometer
(VIMS)
observations, 500
m/pixel
Comet
67P/Chu
ryumovGerasim
enko

Rosetta,
moats, wind
tails, and
aeolian-like
ridges/rippl
es

optical imagery:
OSIRIS orbiter
camera images
(≥0.29 m/px), ROLIS
decent camera
images (≥1 cm/px)

directions throughout equatorial
region; pristine appearance and
superposition over geologic
features  young and possibly
currently active
Observations of interdunes 
recent activity and overall dune
field maturity; spectral information
 constraints on the composition
of the dunes and interdune
regions; photoclinometry yielded
height and wavelength estimates
“Sustained” granular transport
along the surface (so as to form
aeolian bedform-like features)
exists on a comet

28

and divertion of dunes? Is there any
connection with the potential fluvial
channels? Has the sand circumnavigated
the globe several times (implying a lack of
sand-sinks in the area)?
What information does the variability in
dune coverage and height, and in the
terrain that they cover, yield for the
evolution history and conditions for these
mature and recently active dunes? What
are the dune grains made of, given their
lower relative waterice content than
Titan’s average?
How does granular transport work on a
body without atmosphere? What is the
moving agens? Are these bedforms
accumulative or erosive? What is the
grainsize of the bedform materials? What
are the material sources? How long does it
take to form bedforms?

Barnes et
al., 2008

Mottola
et al.,
2015;
Thomas
et al.,
2015a;
2015b

433
434

2.3. Phase 3: Pattern analysis of the dunes within a field
Dune field evolution is related to the evolution of its constituent dunes, but occurs on a larger

435

spatial and temporal scale and involves areas of investigation that are different from (and can be larger-

436

than) the sum of its parts. For example, as dunes evolve within a field they exchange sand between each

437

other through both sand flux and collisions, and environmental boundary conditions such as the sand

438

influx geometry can affect dune field pattern development (Diniega et al., 2010a; Ewing and Kocurek,

439

2010). As such, it is necessary to model dune field evolution as more than just a collection of individually

440

evolving dunes, and to recognize that the large-scale dune field pattern can reflect conditions (and

441

changes in those conditions) around and throughout the field. For example, sand and dune influx

442

conditions will be different near the upwind margin of the dune field than near the terminus or lateral

443

margins (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010) due to proximity to sand sources or other dunes, or changes in

444

topography or “cementing” influences (e.g., chemical duricrust or, on the Earth, vegetation) within the

445

field (Kocurek and Ewing, 2005) (Figure 6: examples of dune interactions with topography on Titan and

446

Earth). Such changes can result in different dune sizes, spacing, or defect frequency (Diniega et al.,

447

2010a; Ewing and Kocurek, 2010).

448

The effect of underlying topography is also a key parameter affecting dune characteristics at the

449

dune field scale (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010). On Earth, bedrock topography has been linked to the effect

450

of roughness variations induced by the dune field itself producing an internal boundary layer decreasing

451

the shear stress downwind (Jerolmack et al., 2012) and/or to the feedback mechanism between long-

452

wavelength topography and the dunes (Pelletier, 2015). The role of topography in enhancing and

453

deflecting regional winds has also been invoked to explain complex dune field pattern on Mars in

454

Olympia Undae (Ewing et al., 2010) and complex dune arrangements in Moreux (Cardinale et al., 2012)

455

and Matara crater (Diniega et al., 2010b; Silvestro et al., 2012). However, it was only thanks to the

456

availability of high resolution DTMs from the HiRISE instrument that the effect of underlying topography
29

457

could be more precisely linked to different dune characteristics such as migration rates, dune heights

458

and density (Cardinale et al., 2016, Vaz et al., submitted). In particular, in Herschel crater dune density,

459

slip face advancements and migration rates are all controlled by two major topographic highs on the

460

crater floor (Vaz et al., submitted).

461

The dune field may also record changes in conditions over a longer-timescale than that recorded

462

within any individual dune. Multiple patterns (e.g., different types of dunes) can be superimposed

463

(creating a complex, versus a simple, dune field) as smaller dunes migrate and change in response to the

464

new environment faster than larger dunes (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010; Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2010;

465

Kocurek and Ewing, 2005). We note that this possible complexity within dune fields can complicate

466

analysis of the dune morphology (Phase 2). For example, even identification of the dominant (or most

467

recent?) slipface orientations can be non-trivial. This is especially true within planetary dune fields

468

where datasets may be limited to remote images, so dune slope angles and potential activity have to be

469

interpreted from images of the dunes’ planform appearance, possibly under suboptimal illumination

470

conditions for this type of image analysis. For example, within the north polar erg on Mars, many dunes

471

contain slipfaces pointing in opposite directions (sometimes on the same dune). One interpretation is

472

that some of these fields may contain both active and fossil dunes (Gardin et al., 2012). Within the Mars

473

southern mid-latitudes, at least two periods of dune-building (or dune-building occurring over 2

474

different timescales) are apparent as within the same field one can often find a dense collection of

475

transverse dunes (with slipface towards the east) and then barchans clearly climbing up and over the

476

transverse dunes on the east side (with slipfaces towards the west) (Figure 8; Diniega et al., 2010b).

477
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478
479

Figure 8: The complex dune patterns found in along the eastern edge of Matara dune field, Mars

480

(49.5°S, 34.8°E). This dune field, like many others in the Mars southern mid-latitudes, is a dense

481

transverse dune field, captured within a crater. The transverse dune crestlines are oriented north-south

482

with the clearest slipfaces towards the east (white arrows extend up the possible stoss slope, towards the

483

dune brink). However, along the eastern side of this field, many smaller dunes (mostly barchans – yellow

484

arrows, some possible transverse crestlines near the bottom of the image) are oriented with towards the

485

northwest. This potentially reflects two periods (or just two timescales?) of dune evolution, with a
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486

change in the dominant wind direction. North is up and illumination is from the left. Image is a portion of

487

HiRISE PSP_006648_1300 (MRO/NASA/UA).

488
489

A lack of variations can also yield information about the field’s and planetary body’s history. On

490

Titan, dune width and spacing measurements over more than 7000 linear dunes showed a high level of

491

uniformity around the moon, with no signs of compound or complex dunes (Savage et al., 2014). This,

492

coupled with the dunes’ large sizes, indicates that Titan’s dunes are mature features that have evolved

493

within consistent and stable environmental conditions for a long period of time.

494
495

Summary of (3)

496

Data needed: Observations of dunes fields, of sufficient spatial coverage and resolution to note changes

497

in dune patterns throughout the field, especially in tracing crestlines; possibly need knowledge of

498

topography.

499

Knowledge gain: The dune field pattern and shape; maturity state (and possibly relative age) of the

500

bedforms; possible temporal changes in e.g., sediment supply and wind patterns

501

Assumptions generated: Changes in the environmental conditions, in space or time.

502

Questions: For a given dune field, is sand sourced from one or several locations? Is the dune evolving

503

through one dominant wind pattern, or several? Have the dominant effects (sand source or wind

504

pattern) changed over the lifetime of the dune field?

505

Lead to investigations of: Explore influences on dune shapes beyond current dominant winds (Phase 2)

506

– such as the location of sand source(s) or of sand-starved regions of the field, a transition between

507

wind regimes, interactions between dunes (such as dune collisions), or other environmental

508

influences/processes.

509
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510

2.4. Phase 4: Regional and global surveys and aggregate-analysis of dune characteristics

511

As we gather information about dunes in more and more different dune fields around a

512

planetary body, it becomes possible to aggregate data to deal with high-level, large timescale questions

513

about aeolian processes and sediment supply, such as “How much sand is available in total?” and “Are

514

there primary types/locations of sediment sources that can yield information about how that sand has

515

been created, how it is transported, and whether it has been recycled?” Addressing such big-picture

516

questions can provide important information for investigations of grain-producing processes (e.g.,

517

surface erosion) and planetary surface history over the lifetime of the involved sand grains. Note that

518

while studies of grain history and sediment transport pathways involving terrestrial dunes may rely on

519

detailed petrographic and heavy-mineral techniques, with geochronology (e.g., Garzanti et al., 2013),

520

studies of planetary bodies often are based only on surface topography and, possibly, coarse

521

compositional information.

522

For example, on Mars, a near-global map of sediment deposits (including dunes) and wind

523

streaks to generate early estimates of sediment transport pathways/source regions (Thomas, 1982). An

524

early global map of aeolian features showed variations in time and space in the large-scale wind

525

directions recorded by the orientation of dunes, wind streaks, yardangs, wind grooves, and deflation pits

526

(Ward et al., 1985). Such studies have since been updated with increased coverage and image resolution

527

(e.g., Hayward et al., 2007; 2014), and still provide important information about direction and variability

528

in the wind patterns (down to intra-field scales), the influence of topography and local geology on wind-

529

flow and bedform development, and likely sediment sources for the observed deposits. At a regional

530

scale, the martian north polar erg volume has been estimated as ~1130-3250 km3 of dark sand (Greeley

531

et al., 1992a; Hayward, 2011), which is significant as the icy layers of the north polar cap has been

532

proposed as the source of the circumpolar dune fields (Byrne and Murray, 2002; Tanaka et al, 2008).

533

These deposits appear composed of recycled aeolian sediments, which were likely transported poleward
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534

and deposited (Breed et al., 1979; Byrne and Murray, 2002). This suggests that a huge volume of sand

535

may have formed on Mars during an earlier epoch and that these sand grains have survived at least a

536

couple of sustained dune-forming periods.

537

The Titan dune fields provide an example of how analysis of the distribution of dune field

538

locations (on the planetary body, or relative position within regional topography) and morphologies (i.e.,

539

field outline or crestline patterns) can yield additional information about larger-scale atmospheric and

540

topographic/surface conditions. Mapping of 16,000 Titan dune segments (covering 8% of Titan’s surface

541

which suggested that dunes cover a total of 20% of the global surface: Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009)

542

showed general dune field orientation and spacing patterns and confirmed that these features are

543

within a global field with few longitudinal trends, but with latitudinal trends in orientation and limited to

544

within 30° of Titan’s equator. Although dunes on Titan are organized into several separate sand seas

545

across the equator, all have some level of broad interconnectedness (Le Gall et al. 2012; Radebaugh

546

2013; Savage et al. 2014). As such, studies of the Titan sand sources, sediment transport pathways, and

547

deposition patterns are best analyzed from a “global” perspective.

548

Titan sands may be derived directly from the atmosphere, perhaps through clumping on the

549

surface, though it is perhaps more likely the sand has been processed through erosion of organic

550

sedimentary layers (Radebaugh 2013), possibly close to the equator where fluvial channels have been

551

imaged (Burr et al., 2013; Lorenz et al., 2008; Radebaugh et al., 2016). Other possible sources include

552

erosion of the SAR-uniform mid-latitudes, a possible sedimentary deposit (Malaska et al., 2016), and the

553

northern dry lakebed evaporite deposits, which have similar spectral characteristics to the VIMS

554

instrument (Barnes et al., 2015). Once the materials are transported into the Titan sand seas, they are

555

incoporated into the giant linear dunes, and either stay confined to one sand seaor contribute to a

556

global system of west-to-east sediment transport that persists over time (Savage et al., 2014).

557

Topography appears to play an important role, as it does for sand seas on Earth, in that it can help
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558

confine the sands to certain regions or preclude them from others, like from the rugged Xanadu region

559

(Lorenz et al., 2006; Radebaugh et al., 2011). Decreases in dune density within radar-bright and elevated

560

regions may provide regional-scale constraints on Titan’s winds for atmospheric models (Lucas et al.,

561

2014). Furthermore, topographic obstacles can cause diversion of dunes and dune/topography

562

relationships and perhaps reveal longer-term climatic changes (Ewing et al. 2015).

563

Consideration of the dune fields in aggregate can also allow for analyses that require a larger

564

area or more numerous measurements to reflect larger-scale temporal or spatial trends. For example,

565

dune fields on Mars appear very young as they lack craters, but constraints on their age had large

566

uncertainties due to their low individual areal coverage. Adding the dune fields together allowed for a

567

more robust estimated crater-retention age of <10 000 years (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). These dune

568

fields also exhibit latitude-dependent morphological trends in crestline sharpness/pattern, dune slopes,

569

and field shapes, so considering the dunes over the hemisphere enables studies of influence from polar

570

as well as aeolian processes (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). Another study of southern intracrater dune

571

fields on Mars compared dune field centroid locations, relative to the crater center, with mesoscale

572

atmospheric modeling to look at broad-scale atmospheric trends (over a much longer time period than

573

that recorded in dune slipface orientations within an individual dune field) (Hayward et al., 2009).

574

Although only two dune fields and a few microdune fields were identified with some certainty in

575

the whole set of Magellan radar images of Venus, a few lines of indirect evidence suggest that

576

unresolved small-scale anisotropic topographic features are ubiquitous; such features have been

577

interpreted as unresolved gently sloping aeolian bedforms (Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko, 1999;

578

Bondarenko et al., 2006). A comprehensive global inventory of aeolian bedforms on Venus will require

579

global imaging data set(s) of a higher resolution than presently exists.

580
581

Beyond global imaging of the data-type first used to identify the dunes, proxy measurements
can sometimes be used to supplement limited image coverage. For example, thermal inertia can be used
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582

to identify large deposits of unconsolidated, granular material. On Mars, further evidence that these

583

dark patches with high-thermal inertia were aeolian deposits were that these were found downwind of

584

topographic depressions (Christensen, 1983; Mellon et al., 2000). Thus global maps of thermal inertia

585

with resolution ~100 m/pixel have been used to map dune fields around Mars and estimate the number

586

of dune fields and their surface areal extent (Christensen et al., 2003; Hayward et al., 2007; Hayward,

587

2011).

588
589

Summary of (4)

590

Data needed: Identification of dunes around globe (from the data used in Phases 1-3, and possibly from

591

proxy data such as thermal inertia).

592

Knowledge gain: Dune field location and (possibly) morphology/type distributions; variations in location

593

and morphology related to sediment supply, climate history, and/or and other active processes (e.g.,

594

related to latitude, regional topography); identification of large-scale sediment transport pathways

595

(larger-scale than field-specific results of Phase 2 and 3; and possibly first produced earlier based on

596

low-resolution, but high-coverage datasets) based on (global/mesoscale) atmospheric models and

597

observation of sediment sources.

598

Assumptions generated: Correlations between dunes and proxy data; feasibility of extrapolation from

599

studies of individual dune fields/sand sources to a global model.

600

Questions: How much sand is there, where is it from/stored, and how did it get there? Over what spatial

601

and temporal scale is the sand being transported (i.e., what is the lifetime of a sand grain and is

602

sand/bedforms being recycled)?

603

Lead to investigations of: Age estimation of dune fields (as can aggregate together land-areas to

604

statistical significance; likely to be a relative or crater-retention age); identification/investigation of
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605

large-scale sediment sources (locations and/or processes; perhaps updated from Phase 2); global

606

surface areal coverage of dunes/volume of sand.

607
608

2.5. Phase 5: Analysis of superposed bedforms on the dune formed due to wind interaction with the

609

dune

610

Ripples, like dunes, form spontaneously within sand beds due to wind (or fluid) flow and record

611

wind and sediment conditions through their period of formation and evolution. However, as these are

612

much smaller features, they record conditions over smaller temporal and spatial scales and thus can be

613

reflective of a different set of environmental conditions than dunes. To-date, ripple-like features have

614

been only observed on Mars, where HiRISE images of the martian surface have resolution as fine as 0.25

615

m/pixel (McEwen et al., 2007). These features have wavelengths of 1-to-a-few meters, have been found

616

within sandy regions including on the slopes of dunes, and have been individually mapped and

617

monitored for movement (Phase 6) (Figure 9; Bridges et al., 2012; Silvestro et al., 2011). The study of

618

ripple morphologies and dynamics on Mars yields information about the wind flow over the dunes,

619

under the influence of the local wind patterns as well as the dune topography. This yields information

620

about the recent, local wind regime within several areas on Mars (Bridges et al., 2012b). Such

621

information about the temporally and spatially small-scale surface wind dynamics can be compared with

622

meso and microscale climatic models and in-situ wind measurements (e.g., Jackson et al., 2015; Silvestro

623

et al., 2013). In addition, because ripple morphology and migration rates are controlled by the

624

topographic and wind flow boundary conditions imposed by the dune morphology (Kocurek and Ewing,

625

2012), studies of the ripples’ form and variation provide insights to the underlying dune’s evolution

626

(Ewing et al., 2010; Vaz et al., submitted).

627

Ripple mapping and monitoring have been an important tool within recent martian studies,

628

where the crestline orientations and migration rates and directions of the large martian ripples are
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629

commonly used to reconstruct the wind regime over the dunes and to estimate sand fluxes (Ayoub et

630

al., 2014; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b; Cardinale et al., 2016; Silvestro et al., 2010b, 2011, 2013).

631

Automatic approaches have been developed to derive ripple trend and migration rates, enabling high-

632

resolution wind regime estimations and sand flux measurements to be computed over large areas

633

(Ayoub et al., 2014; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b; Silvestro et al., 2011; Vaz and Silvestro, 2014).

634

However, all of these studies have assumed that that the observed “smaller” bedforms on the

635

dunes are analogous to terrestrial sand ripples, and that ripple trends and migrations are normal to the

636

last wind of sufficient strength to move sand, as is typically the case for aeolian ripples on Earth. Recent

637

work has drawn those assumptions into question:

638

 Most ripple patterns on Mars are dominated by sinuous crestlines (Vaz et al., submitted), while on

639

Earth ripple crestlines are typically straight (Rubin, 2012) (Figure 9). In some areas, ripple patterns

640

observed on Mars show complex arrangements with two crestlines intersecting at right angles

641

(Figure 10; Silvestro et al., 2011, 2013). This suggests that some of the ripples on Mars might not be

642

in equilibrium with the last sand-moving winds or that the two sets of crestlines are

643

contemporaneous, but oblique to the formative winds (Silvestro et al., 2016).

644

 Additionally, unusual longitudinal displacement of crest-line defect terminations and oblique crest

645

migrations have been observed within orbital data in Gale and Herschel crater, suggesting that the

646

large ripples of Mars are different from terrestrial impact ripples (Silvestro et al., in press; Vaz et al.,

647

submitted). This hypothesis is in agreement with recent in situ observations from the NASA MSL

648

Curiosity rover, which shows that large ripples have sinuous and sharp crests and slip faces with

649

evident grainfall and grainflow structures (Bridges et al., 2016; Lapotre et al., 2016a) (Figure 10) that

650

are not common within terrestrial impact ripples. Superposing these large bedforms are smaller

651

"terrestrial-like" impact ripples of ~10 cm in wavelength (Bridges et al., 2016; Lapotre et al., 2016a).
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652

These observations suggest that terrestrial aeolian impact ripples might not be good analogs for

653

the Martian large ripples (Lapotre et al., 2016a; Silvestro et al., 2016; Vaz et al., submitted). As this gets

654

worked out, previous studies will need to be carefully reviewed, such as where the interpretation has

655

been that a multidirectional wind regime exists, perhaps triggered by the local dune topography or by

656

larger topographic features (e.g., Jackson et al., 2015; Silvestro et al., 2011). Also, the presence of such

657

large ripples on the dune's stoss side and their migration across the slipface (Figures 9-10) may alter the

658

wind profile above the dune and the slipface dynamics, beyond the way that these processes are

659

typically captured in dune evolution models applied to terrestrial dunes and their ripples (e.g., Ewing et

660

al., 2016). Increased coverage of high-resolution images coupled with in-situ observations by rovers are

661

necessary to progress understanding of the nature and dynamic of the martian large ripples. This is

662

fundamental for understanding how these ripples can be used to constrain local wind directions and to

663

tune sand flux estimations over the dunes.

664
665

Summary of (5)

666

Data needed: Higher-resolution images of dune field, reflecting variation over the dune, including in

667

composition or granulometrics; mapping and analysis of second-order and higher-order bedforms (e.g.,

668

ripples) and how these reflect the wind pattern around the dune.

669

Knowledge gain: Measurements of ripple movement and characteristics over the dune.

670

Assumptions generated: Use of the right analog features/models for interpretation of the smaller-scale

671

features.

672

Questions: What is the local sand flux and wind patterns over the dunes (as reflected in ripple

673

movement)? Are grains sorted within the ripples, and if so, why? Is ripple movement coupled

674

with/connected with current dune evolution, or e.g. does ripple movement reflect a surficial mobile

675

layer of sand over a relict dune core?
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676

Lead to investigations of: Wind diversion around dune topography; observation/better understanding

677

of local source regions.

678

679
680

Figure 9. Observed ripple movement on Mars. Images show (a) a rippled dome dune in the Bagnold

681

dune field, Gale Crater, with (b) ripple migration over the dune stoss side between Mars years 28 (2006)

682

and 29 (2008) (Silvestro et al., 2013). (c: T1-T2) The zoom-in shows one ripple (white arrow) moving over

683

the dune brink, reflecting grain transport onto the slipface and suggesting that dune migration may also

684

be occurring. HiRISE images shown: (a,c/T1) PSP_001488_1750 (taken 20 November 2006), (c/T2)

685

PSP_009650_1755 (17 August 2008) (MRO/NASA/UA).

686
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687
688

Figure 10. Ripple morphology on Mars. (a-b) HiRISE images of High Dune, an active dune within the

689

Bagnold dune field, Gale Crater, that has also been investigated by MSL Curiosity (Bridges et al., 2016;

690

Lapotre et al., 2016a). Visible in these orbital images is a complex ripple pattern on High dune's stoss

691

slope, with what appears to be two sets of large ripples intersecting at right angles (Silvestro et al.,

692

2016). This ripple configuration is typical of the Bagnold dunes and seems to be common on Mars. HiRISE

693

images are: (a) ESP_042682_1755, (b) PSP_009294_1750. (MRO/NASA/UA) (c) This image of the High

694

Dune stoss slope was taken by the Mast Camera on Curiosity, showing the complex morphology of these

695

large ripples, which in this closer-inspection perhaps do not appear analogous to terrestrial sand ripples.

696

The scalebar (one meter length) is for the lower portion of this cropped image. Image is from NASA

697

Photojournal PIA20168.

698
699
700

2.6. Phase 6: Observation of dune activity (aeolian or otherwise)
Only recently has it been observed that martian dunes and ripples are very actively migrating

701

and evolving within the present-day climate (Figure 9; Bourke et al., 2008; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b;

702

Chojnacki et al., 2011; 2015; Fenton, 2006; Geissler et al., 2013; Silvestro et al., 2010b; 2011; 2013).

703

Previously, an incongruence appeared in our understanding of present-day martian sand transport, as

704

the morphology of many aeolian bedforms (apparently sharp crestlines of dunes and ripples) and a

705

surface observation of saltation (Greeley et al., 2006) and ripple movement (Sullivan et al., 2008)
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706

suggested that some aeolian bedforms should be active. However climate models did not produce the

707

wind velocities predicted for saltation processes to occur under present conditions and no bedform

708

motion was observed within higher-resolution images (although some dome dunes were seen to

709

disappear (Bourke et al., 2008)). This was taken to imply that martian dunes may be stabilized (e.g.,

710

Zimbelman, 2000) and possibly relict features of a past climate with a denser atmosphere (e.g., Breed et

711

al., 1979), and that surface degradation processes must be slow. However, acquisition of a sufficient

712

temporal baseline and careful comparison of overlapping high-resolution images now yield measurable

713

and consistent changes in dune margin and ripple crestline locations through several fields (e.g.,

714

Endeavor Crater: Chojnacki et al., 2015), and show that sand fluxes on Mars are comparable to sand

715

fluxes in the Antarctic Dry Valleys (Bridges et al., 2012b). Within Endeavor Crater, these martian sand

716

fluxes are sufficient for dune turnover times to be much less than the time since known large climatic

717

shifts (e.g., an obliquity shift or increased atmosphere density), implying that these dunes are not

718

records of paleo-climate conditions (Chojnacki et al., 2015).

719

These new observations, proving that sand is currently moving on Mars in large volumes and

720

that at least some aeolian bedforms are presently active, were helpful in the advance of sediment flux

721

models and understanding how sediment flux dynamics may vary on different planetary bodies. For

722

example, an update to the model of steady state saltation (Kok and Renno, 2009) and application to

723

Earth and Mars conditions (Kok, 2010) showed that saltation can be maintained on Mars by wind speeds

724

an order of magnitude less than that required to initiate it, while nearly the same wind speed is needed

725

to both initiate and maintain saltation on Earth. This provides a viable explanation for why aeolian

726

bedforms appear to evolve at lower-than-predicted wind velocities (as well as an explanation for the

727

smaller-than-expected minimum dune size on Mars: Kok, 2010). Estimates of aeolian sand flux (in the

728

present or past) are important as they feed into models of surface erosion rates (e.g., Golombek et al.,

729

2006; 2014).
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730

Sand dunes on Mars are also subject to other processes in the present-day. For example, alcove-

731

apron and alcove-channel-apron (i.e., gully) formation has been observed in southern mid-latitude dune

732

fields (Figure 8; Diniega et al., 2010b; Dundas et al., 2012; 2015) and similar activity has been observed

733

in the north polar dune fields (Hansen et al., 2011; 2015; Horgan and Bell, 2012), moving large volumes

734

of sand downslope and possibly contributing to the overall migration of the dunes. Some have proposed

735

that this activity may have aeolian drivers (Horgan and Bell, 2012; Treiman, 2003), but most studies have

736

shown a seasonal control on the timing of feature formation and evolution, possibly related to CO2 frost

737

processes (Diniega et al., 2010b; Dundas et al., 2012; 2015; Hansen et al., 2011). It is also possible that

738

both aeolian and seasonal frost processes have an influence on these types of dune modification

739

activities (Hansen et al., 2015). Regardless of underlying process, these changes are actively modifying

740

the dune slopes (Allen et al., 2016; Diniega et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2011) and thus need to be

741

investigated and explained to form a complete story for the martian dune evolution and accurate

742

interpretation of observed dune morphology.

743

It is also important to note that some dunes have features indicative of a lack of activity, such as

744

fissures on north polar dunes (Portyankina et al., 2012) and pits and softened topography on southern

745

mid-latitude dunes (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). Such evidence for stability can provide constraints on

746

the current availability of mobile material and the near-surface wind environment, as well as a contrast

747

with the conditions when the (now inactive) bedform had evolved.

748
749

Summary of (6)

750

Data needed: Repeat images of sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to detect (and measure)

751

changes in surface morphology (or lack thereof).

752

Knowledge gain: Observation and constraints on the estimated (average/net) amount of of sediment

753

transport.
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754

Assumptions generated: Activity rates observed in the present-day can be extrapolated to past times

755

and conditions.

756

Questions: What other processes are contributing to dune evolution? How much sediment is moving

757

within the present climate? Has that amount of aeolian sediment transport changed since a previous

758

climate?

759

Lead to investigations of: How the estimated sediment transport may affect surface erosion rates

760

(including formation of sand) and formation of other aeolian features such as yardangs; How the climate

761

has shifted, if changes in sediment transport are apparent.

762
763

2.7. Phase 7: Groundtruth measurements

764

To-date, we have only visited – at ground-level and up-close – dunes on one planet other than

765

the Earth. While various Mars rovers have in situ imaged sand deposits and ripples (e.g., Greeley et al.,

766

2006; JPL, 2012; 2014; Sullivan et al., 2005), Curiosity’s visit to Bagnold Dune Field is the first in situ

767

observation of dunes and dune sand (JPL, 2015; Bridges et al., 2016). This rover has examined dune sand

768

on several different slopes on and around dune thought to be undergoing different levels of aeolian

769

activity (based on orbital observations of ripple migration and the strength of spectral signatures of dust

770

cover (Lapotre et al., 2016b)). Within even the first observations of dune sand (scooped from the stoss

771

slope and imaged on the lee slope; Figure 11), grain size differences have been noted that are perhaps

772

correlated with differences in grain composition (as grains of different sizes appear to correspond to

773

different materials) (Achilles et al., 2016; Cousin et al., 2016; Ehlmann et al., 2016). Images of the lee

774

slope of the more active “High dune” have yielded many grainflow features and potentially evidence of

775

some level of induration (Figure 12; Ewing et al., 2016) – none of which were visible in the orbital

776

images. The first results of this work are currently being put together, and we look forward to learning

777

more about the first in situ investigated extraterrestrial dunes.
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778

779
780

Figure 11. Image of the undisturbed surface within the base a Martian sand dune called "High Dune"

781

visited by NASA's Curiosity rover. The image covers an area 3.6 by 2.7 centimeters. Grain sizes show

782

some range, but a fairly consistent size – comparable to dune sand on Earth. It was taken by the Mars

783

Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) camera on the Curiosity rover's arm on Dec. 5, 2015. Image and description

784

are from JPL (2015).

785
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786
787

Figure 12: An active dune slipface on Mars, imaged by NASA’s Curiosity Mars rover. Multiple grain

788

flows, slumps, and ripples are visible on the slipface of "Namib Dune," a dune within the "Bagnold

789

Dunes" field along the northwestern flank of Mount Sharp, Gale Crater. None of these fine details are

790

visible from orbital (HiRISE) images. The overall slope is 26-28°, and 4-5 m in height. This view combines

791

multiple images from the telephoto-lens camera of the Mast Camera (Mastcam), taken on Dec. 21, 2015.

792

The scene is presented with a color adjustment that approximates white balancing, to resemble how the

793

sand would appear under daytime lighting conditions on Earth. Image and description are from NASA

794

Photojournal PIA20283.

795
796

Summary of (7)

797

Data needed: In situ observations of the dune and dune sand (possibly from different portions of the

798

dune); possibly observations of saltation on the dune or grainflow on the slipface.

799

Knowledge gain: Size, composition, and other characteristics of grains involved in saltation.
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800

Assumptions generated: That the observed characteristics and activity are not anomalous, in time and

801

space (i.e., the observation didn’t catch a rare circumstance/event).

802

Questions: Why do the grains look as they do, and what causes the variation/distribution in grain size?

803

How representative is this observed dune’s characteristics and activity? What causes the dune’s

804

features? How can observations of sediment grain size and bedform morphology provide insight

805

regarding transport processes and the nature/frequency of mobilization events?

806

Lead to investigations of: Models of dune activity and evolution, and generation of the observed sand

807

grains (extending or perhaps redirecting previous work); Based on in situ observation of features that

808

may not be visible from orbit, what is implied about dune activity and characteristics and how does

809

information that feed back into models of dune evolution (and what assumptions and related results

810

should be re-evaluated).

811
812
813

3. Discussion
There are some differences between the aeolian science investigations undertaken on each

814

planetary body – in particular as study methods of more recently studied bodies can build from lessons

815

learned in aeolian bedform studies of a previously observed body, and as overall our understanding of

816

aeolian processes becomes more refined as models are forced to reconcile with a wider range of

817

environmental and planetary conditions. But, as has been described, studies of aeolian bedforms on

818

planets (other than Earth) broadly tend to follow a similar pattern of gained knowledge, generated

819

assumptions, and follow-up investigations (that rely on the new knowledge and assumptions). The

820

similarities in the history of aeolian science over different planetary bodies (Figure 13) are due partially

821

to the knowledge-advancement at each body being based on the same types of data. Such data is

822

usually acquired in the same order, which is based on the way in which higher-resolution and increased
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823

coverage are acquired during extended or subsequent missions, and as concepts and investigations

824

mature and become more specific within all areas of planetary exploration.

825

Within that progression, we focus here on the gaps that seem likely to occur for any planetary

826

body. We then move beyond planetary aeolian studies, to look at the interplay of planetary aeolian

827

bedform studies with investigative fields that follow their own sequences of discovery and refinement:

828

aeolian process modeling and terrestrial aeolian studies.

829

830
831

Figure 13. Timelines showing movement into and through different investigation phases, for Mars,

832

Titan, and Venus. Darker colors indicate publication dates for relevant studies (as referenced within this

833

paper), and lighter colors indicate the general period of activity (again, based references within this

834

paper and checked against google.scholar search results with keywords e.g., “Venus dunes”). Under

835

Mars, Phase 6 is divided into observations of “no dune activity due to aeolian bedform processes” (6/n)

836

and of such activity (6/a). Within Phase 1 for Titan and Venus, publications predicting a limit on aeolian

837

bedform formation on those bodies are highlighted with a P – and the first observation of a bedform

838

occurs later. Arrival dates of relevant spacecraft, to the planetary body, are included – for obvious

839

reasons, these often initiate or re-invigorate investigations begun during a previous mission.
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840
841
842

3.1. Gaps that can form within the planetary aeolian science sequence of investigations
Over time and as more data is acquired, our understanding of aeolian processes and

843

interpretation of the aeolian landforms builds. However, as that understanding builds, it is important to

844

keep track of which building blocks are assumptions and not actual observations. It is necessary for

845

assumptions to be made to keep the science investigations moving forward and to guide development

846

of the next set of investigations, but an assumption that is treated like an “observation” can lead to

847

models with unrecognized limitations, which in turn can lead to incorrect interpretations of new

848

observations or even a lack of attention paid to “contradictory” observations. Thus, assumptions should

849

be recognized as such (and not treated as data) and be re-evaluated for consistency with new and

850

different data, until direct measurement of the assumed variable or process is possible – doing this can

851

make it easier to identify and investigate intriguing new understandings about processes and conditions.

852

Several examples of areas where new information has supplanted previous assumptions have

853

been mentioned within the discussion of the investigation phases (Subsections 2.1-7). Some additional

854

examples:

855

 As higher-resolution and more detailed studies are completed about specific dune fields, results of

856

these studies (Phases 5-7) should be inserted into field (Phases 2 & 3) and global studies (Phase 4)

857

that previously relied on lower-resolution or less complete data and assumptions about form and

858

process uniformity (in time and space) through the field. As was discussed under Phase 7, the

859

martian large ripples are a new example of this -- where in situ observations are drawing into

860

question previous work done regarding the scaling of aeolian bedform size between Earth and Mars

861

and interpretations of ripple crestline complexity, that had been based on interpretation of orbital

862

images. In general, as more detailed studies are conducted over specific martian dune fields, it is

863

important to regularly consider how those results fit within the results of larger-scale studies.
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864

 These observations have also led into a model of a potential new mode of subaerial bedform

865

migration and evolution (Lapotre et al., 2016a). As discussed in Phase 5, on the stoss slope of Namib

866

dune, two types of ripples have been imaged: The large ripples (few m-wavelength) were previously

867

observed in orbital images, and were through to be analogous to the wind ripples that we see on

868

the slopes of terrestrial dunes (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2008). However these large ripples have very

869

different morphology and dynamics (Silvestro et al., 2016) and in fact are superimposed by small

870

ripples (~10s cm wavelength) that have morphology more similar to terrestrial impact ripples (but

871

were not visible within orbital images; Figure 10). The large ripples are now hypothesized to be fluid-

872

drag ripples (Bagnold, 1951; Wilson, 1973), which on Earth form under water, but on Mars are able

873

to develop sub-aerially because of the higher kinematic viscosity of the low density atmosphere

874

(Lapotre et al., 2016a). This example shows the limitations of analysis from only orbital imagery,

875

even when we think that we understand what we are looking at. Additionally, the limits of

876

comparative planetology can mean we misinterpret observations where we lack a terrestrial analog.

877

 Dune sand grain sizes on Mars have been estimated since dunes were first seen, based on

878

assumptions about conditions for dune formation (Phases 1 & 2). Efforts to “measure” grain sizes

879

from proxy thermal inertia estimates have also been undertaken (mentioned within Phase 4), and

880

compared to and debated against the assumptions about the ability of the wind to move grains of

881

different sizes. Studies based on these estimations, and their results, now should be re-evaluated as

882

Curiosity has recently completed the first in situ investigation of a dune located on a planet other

883

than Earth (Phase 7), yielding the first direct measurements of martian dune grain sizes (Figure 11).

884

While on Titan sand grain sizes have not yet been measured in situ (and won’t be in the near-

885

future), studies have explored what grain sizes can be reached via feasible physical processes which

886

puts constraints on models of dune formation conditions, and visa-versa.
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887

Additionally, it is important to recognize the gaps and limitations that can occur in aeolian

888

studies if only the “standard” aeolian science inputs are considered (e.g., the “complementary sciences”

889

listed in Table 1 also need to be considered). As in all areas of planetary science and geology, it is

890

important to consider many pieces of information (and observations, as possible), and all need to be

891

consistent with the model for the model to be validated. For example, while potential sediment sources

892

can possibly be tracked from visible imagery, climate models, and/or topography models, compositional

893

information about the dune grains and the potential sand sources is needed to check that the model is

894

consistent with the full environment. This may extend beyond compositional information in the local

895

environment (which was included in Phase 2), as grains may have been transported over large distances

896

or have been recycled a few times – and this history may not be apparent without a broad-swath of

897

environmental information. Additionally, processes outside of standard, dune-forming aeolian processes

898

may be playing a role in dune evolution and observed morphology. For example, the dunes in the

899

martian polar regions have morphologies and features different from those in the equatorial region,

900

making it clear that polar processes are altering the aeolian bedforms and thus must be considered in

901

their interpretation (e.g., in the north: Hansen et al., 2011; 2015; in the south: Fenton et al., 2010).

902
903
904

3.2. Connections to modeling of the physical processes
As discussed above, looking at aeolian bedforms on other planets allows models to be tested

905

against a range of environmental and planetary conditions. From that, we refine our understanding of

906

aeolian processes without assumption of Earth-conditions. This can especially have a large impact on

907

models of the small-scale and complicated dynamics of sand-wind and sand-sand interactions. For

908

example, as discussed under Phases 2 and 6, our understanding of the way in which sand is picked up by

909

the wind, causing or continuing saltation, has now been “tested” under terrestrial, martian, and
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910

venusian conditions (Kok, 2010; 2012), resulting in an updated model of how saltation and reptation are

911

initiated and interact.

912

On Titan, questions about how “sticky” organic sand particles would interact with the wind

913

were part of an investigation to explain how the dunes had formed, and from that to connect the

914

crestline orientation to the forming-wind direction(s). The Titan dune sand color appears consistent with

915

a composition of organics, and such long-chain molecules (of as-yet undetermined exact composition)

916

could be derived from the atmospheric photodissociation of methane, which creates small particles

917

(Carl Sagan’s “tholins”) that snow down from the atmosphere (and then perhaps get incorporated into

918

surface sedimentary layers or clump together into larger granules, that are eroded and transported to

919

the dune-forming regions) (Radebaugh, 2013; Barnes et al., 2015). Studies of clay-rich dunes in China

920

had revealed that “sticky” particles could form dunes, but would anchor themselves to the downwind

921

edge of a longitudinal dune and thus grow and migrate the dune along the dune crestline; this was

922

proposed as a potential analog to the Titan dunes (Rubin and Hesp, 2009). Although the Titan dune

923

morphologies were overall found to be more consistent with freely-moving particles (i.e., the saltation

924

more usually observed on Earth) and thus this longitudinal dune formation model is less favored than

925

the model discussed in Subsection 2.2. This type of questioning highlighted a different type of terrestrial

926

dune-formation mechanism and “tested” behavior of the traditional dune formation model if one does

927

not assume a non-cohesive sand grain. This led to further development of a dune-wind alignment model

928

that brought these two hypotheses together as well as explained how bedforms with different

929

alignments can exist within the same multidirectional wind regime (Courrech du Pont et al., 2014).

930

Within this single model, dune alignment reflects growth via either a “bed instability mode” (which

931

approximates the longitudinal dune growth process proposed by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin

932

and Ikeda (1990)) or a “fingering mode” (the growth process proposed by Rubin and Hesp (2009)),

933

depending on sediment availability.
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934

Models that examine larger-scale dynamics can also be tested through application to different

935

planetary surfaces. For example, it was in studying martian dunes that a discrepancy was noticed

936

between the minimum dune size expected on that planet (~100x the minimum Earth dune size) and that

937

observed (~10x), thus driving new models of dune formation to explain the scaling factor. Model studies

938

aiming to replicate the observed minimum barchan dune size on Earth and Mars addressed this

939

question, and tested assumptions about how saltation, reptation, and wind drag interact in setting

940

characteristic sand trajectory distances, and from this the generation of instability within a sand bed

941

under a moving fluid (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006).

942
943
944

3.3. Connections to terrestrial studies and knowledge gain
The trajectory of terrestrial dune studies has differed markedly from the framework proposed

945

here for planetary dune studies. In essence, the difference is one of top-down vs. bottom-up approaches

946

as in situ observations of terrestrial landforms, conditions, and activity are significantly easier to carry

947

out. However, this has not resulted in the history of terrestrial dune fields being an opposite to the

948

sequence suggested as being characteristic of planetary dune research. The earliest published studies of

949

terrestrial dune fields were linked with exploration by non-indigenous people, and many of the founding

950

points of contemporary dune science can be traced to these expeditions. The exploration of the

951

southern African and Australian interior (mid-19th century), the Sahara (around the beginning of the

952

20th century, mostly by the French in the west and the English in the east) and the Arabian Rub al’Khali

953

(most notably by Wilfred Thesiger in the late 1940s) all had exploration as their primary goals. As with

954

contemporary rover exploration of the martian dune fields, many dune fields were approached with

955

trepidation due to the hazards they posed. Despite science being incidental rather than implicit to most

956

of the explorations, there was, nonetheless, early recognition of the great spatial extent of many dune
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957

fields, the remarkably organized nature of dunes and the fact that dunes could exist at differing activity

958

levels.

959

Although Bagnold’s work in the 1930s and 1940s is most commonly cited as being the

960

foundation of modern understanding of aeolian processes and landforms, there were significant

961

precursors. George Perkins Marsh (1864) considered geoengineering problems associated with drifting

962

sand, and the role of vegetation in stabilizing dunes, and Russian geologist Nikolay Sokolów had

963

discussed dune sedimentology and theories of dune formation in a 300 page book devoted to the

964

subject (1894). Georges Rolland, a French mining engineer, set out a series of propositions in 1890

965

based on fieldwork in the Algerian Sahara which addressed such issues as sediment source, the

966

distribution of dune fields, varying levels of dune activity and the relationship between wind regime and

967

different dune shapes (Burt et al., 2008). At this point, the role of the wind in dune formation was still

968

contested by many, and it was widely held that dunes would prove to have rocky cores (Goudie, 2002).

969

Many other aspects of contemporary aeolian science date from surprisingly early studies. Aerial imagery

970

was used to examine dune planform morphology in the 1930s (Aufrère 1932, Madigan 1936), and the

971

recognition of dunes as a particulate waveform in a fluid medium can be traced to the work of Cornish

972

(1914). Bagnold’s work, utilizing field and wind tunnel experimentation, is an early example of the

973

‘quantitative revolution’ widely recognized in geosciences in the middle of the 20th century. This directly

974

influenced the next half-century of research, via fieldwork and laboratory experimentation, in a phase

975

perhaps best summarized by Lancaster’s (1995) state-of-the-art textbook. Coincidentally, the same year

976

saw the publication of Werner’s (1995) application of cellular automata models to aeolian bedforms,

977

which accepted that dunes formed as an emergent property of a complex system, one of the first

978

indications of the failure of reductionist approaches to fully explain aeolian landscapes (Livingstone et

979

al., 2007). The same period saw the rise of the use of luminescence dating to provide ages for dune
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980

emplacement, since described as having has a transformative effect on studies of dryland science

981

(Singhvi and Porat, 2008).

982

Planetary studies of aeolian dunes therefore have the advantage of decades of terrestrial work

983

to draw upon, and this is reflected in the very rapid progress made on newly-discovered dunes (e.g.

984

Titan, Comet 67P). Terrestrial science, conversely, has had the advantage of a relatively steady

985

progression in the quality of the available data -- although the related understanding of aeolian systems

986

has not progressed as steadily. The progress made in understanding terrestrial dunes has not been

987

without challenges, and it is instructive to reflect on whether there are lessons for the planetary

988

community can be drawn from progress on terrestrial dune fields, and conversely whether the evolution

989

of extraterrestrial dune research can inform the research strategies of Earth’s dune studies.

990
991

What can planetary science learn from the history of terrestrial dune studies?

992

Much of planetary dune science is already directly influenced by the methods, theory and

993

process understanding derived from terrestrial studies, manifest in the numerous analog studies.

994

However, there are some less well-discussed points that are worthy of consideration.

995

As was noted in section 3.1, close attention must be paid to the difference between assumed

996

and observed knowledge. Cautionary tales can be drawn from terrestrial dune studies, and this is

997

perhaps best illustrated by the roll vortex hypothesis for longitudinal (linear) dune formation. First

998

proposed by Bagnold (1953), and promoted subsequently (e.g. Hanna, 1969) this suggested that

999

thermally induced vortices in regional wind-flow would lead to the development of helical horizontal

1000

flow cells that might lead to sand accumulation in linear bedforms extending downwind. The theory is

1001

strikingly devoid of empirical supporting evidence, and yet still persists in the literature. Quite simply,

1002

vortices of sizes that might explain dune spacing have never been observed despite numerous

1003

experimental attempts, and the transverse component of roll vortices does not appear to have sufficient
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1004

velocity to move sand (Lancaster 1995). Planetary studies should be careful to question existing

1005

paradigms and theories, and be willing to point out when data do not support these hypotheses.

1006

Bagnold’s great advances in aeolian science can be largely attributed to willingness and

1007

fearlessness towards innovation, in terms of methods and physical exploration. The novel application of

1008

wind tunnels to aeolian transport and sedimentation and the methods developed to enable remote

1009

desert travel directly enabled the advances in understanding that Bagnold brought. Planetary

1010

perspectives support this, with the radical advances in data brought from missions such as MSL,

1011

Cassini/Huygens, Rosetta/Philae and New Horizons. Such evidence supports the potential knowledge

1012

gains from similarly ambitious mission concepts of other planetary surface exploration missions, such as

1013

AVIATR (Barnes et al. 2012) and VISE (NRC, 2013) which have been considered for Titan and Venus

1014

exploration, respectively. The evidence from both terrestrial and planetary dune studies suggests that

1015

high-risk, innovative research has led to some of the greatest advances.

1016

The discrepancy between the timescales of aeolian process and the timescales evident in

1017

aeolian landscapes is also very evident – possibly even more so – on some planetary bodies. Despite

1018

processes operating within dune landscape on timescales of seconds to hours, the resultant landscape

1019

development frequently operates on timescales of >103 years. Dating of aeolian sediment, primarily via

1020

the suite of luminescence dating methods, has been adopted very widely on terrestrial dune studies,

1021

and has played a crucial role in linking the short-term process understanding with the long-term

1022

geomorphological record. It has enabled calculation of rates of landform evolution beyond that possible

1023

using observational records (e.g. Kocurek et al., 2007; Telfer, 2011), revealed complex spatial variability

1024

in aeolian accumulation (Telfer and Thomas, 2007) and frequently been used to infer external drivers of

1025

dune activity (e.g. climatic changes). Experimentation with luminescence readers suitable for Mars

1026

missions has been explored (e.g. McKeever et al., 2003; Jain et al. 2006), and if the substantial technical

1027

challenges can be overcome (Doran et al. 2004), martian luminescence dating offers the potential to
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1028

extend understanding of accumulation beyond the period of direct observation. Recent progress

1029

suggests that solutions may exist to these challenges (e.g. Sohbati et al., 2012).

1030
1031
1032

What can terrestrial dune studies learn from the history of planetary science?
Although at least parts of Phases 1-3 and 5-7 have been investigated on Earth for 70 years or

1033

more, a striking difference between planetary and terrestrial dune studies is that currently there is no

1034

global catalogue of dunes for Earth (Phase 4). The first edition of the Mars Global Digital Dune Database

1035

(Hayward et al., 2007) was published within six years of the start of THEMIS data collection (which are

1036

used to identify the thermal inertia proxy identifiers for dune fields), and global mapping of Titan’s

1037

dunes within the constraints of the available data (Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009) was published within a

1038

similar timeframe since the arrival of Cassini at Titan. Although some terrestrial regions have been

1039

mapped and duneforms catalogud (e.g., Namib; Livingstone et al., 2010), and a global database of dunes

1040

with dating constraints has recently been complied (Lancaster et al., in press), global-scale consideration

1041

of terrestrial dune fields is currently lagging behind planetary science. Efforts in this direction are

1042

currently in progress (Hesse et al., 2015) -- but it has been over 40 years since the advent of global

1043

terrestrial satellite coverage. The focus of planetary global catalogues of dunes has been on

1044

understanding global circulation patterns (e.g. Charnay et al. 2015, Ewing et al. 2015), sediment sources

1045

(e.g. Tirsch et al., 2011), identification of large-scale variations in dune form due to different evolution

1046

processes or rates (e.g., Hayward and Fenton, 2010; Savage et al., 2014), and targeting areas for detailed

1047

study (e.g., Hayward, 2011). Whilst it is not necessary to use dune morphology to understand modern

1048

circulation patterns on Earth, applications of such a database would include quantification of aeolian

1049

sediment volumes and flux, improved understanding of regions where dunes are currently stabilized,

1050

and potential for monitoring change in environmentally-sensitive, dynamic landscapes.
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1051

Livingstone et al. (2007), reviewing the state of understanding of terrestrial dune

1052

geomorphology, concluded that decades of largely inductive, and increasingly reductionist, study had

1053

not brought the completeness of understanding that had been hoped, and that integration of

1054

methodologies (field, modeling and remote sensing) offered the best prospects for knowledge. Perhaps

1055

due to the difficulties in conducting ‘field study’ of extraterrestrial dunes (i.e., Phase 7), which are only

1056

very recently being overcome on Mars, such combined strategies are often exemplified by planetary

1057

aeolian studies, where studies employing a wide range of methodologies including numerical modeling,

1058

laboratory experimentation, field study (presently via analog environments), and remote sensing are

1059

commonplace (e.g., Lucas et al. 2014). Although some terrestrial studies do synthesize such diverse

1060

methodologies, the example set by many planetary studies is a good one for terrestrial dune studies.

1061

Much of the focus of this paper has been on the increasing availability, resolution, and coverage

1062

of new remotely sensed data. The same has been true for Earth, and here lessons learned in planetary

1063

studies help guide interpretation of terrestrial images at the margins of the spectral and/or spatial

1064

resolution of the imagery. This is perhaps best illustrated with the example of the highly contested issue

1065

of extensive palaeo-dune fields in the Amazon Basin, presently covered with extensive tropical forest.

1066

Tricart (1974), working with recently-released first-generation Landsat imagery, identified widespread

1067

stabilized aeolian landforms in the tropical Amazon Basin. This interpretation was repeated numerous

1068

times (e.g. Klammer, 1982) and lead to a widespread belief in arid phases accompanied by vegetation

1069

loss during the late Quaternary evolution of the region, with huge implications for understanding of

1070

regional biogeography in one of the world’s most biodiverse regions. However, whilst subsequent

1071

reanalysis of high-resolution data has revealed aeolian dune fields around the margins of the Amazon

1072

basin (e.g. Teeuw and Rhodes, 2004; May, 2013) and/or immediately adjacent to large rivers where the

1073

sediment supply has at times been the dominant control (e.g. Carneiro, 2002), the existence of wide

1074

swathes of paleodunes across the Amazon basin has not withstood closer scrutiny (Colinvaux et al.,
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1075

2001). Tripaldi and Zarate (in press) reviewed the evidence, and demonstrated the importance of

1076

groundtruthing when image interpretation is challenging. Planetary geomorphologists are usually

1077

admirably conservative in terms of implying process from (apparent) landform, especially when imagery

1078

is at the limit of its spatial or spectral resolution, and terrestrial incidents such as the question of an arid

1079

Amazon suggest that such conservatism is wise.

1080
1081

4. Conclusion/Summary

1082

Studies of aeolian bedforms over a wide range of planetary bodies have resulted in significant

1083

progress in our understanding of past and present climate and surface conditions, physical processes,

1084

and the interconnectivity of dynamics over a range of spatial and temporal scales. These studies

1085

contribute, in meaningful and often unique ways, towards a range of planetary science investigations.

1086

For example, as discussed, interpretation of dune morphology often provides unique, if proxy,

1087

groundtruth data about past or present wind conditions, and the proven presence of a large amount of

1088

sand grains can drive investigations about processes responsible for creating such grains. Beyond studies

1089

that involve this type of direct interpretation of the aeolian bedforms, aeolian science studies also yield

1090

information about many tangentially-related areas of investigation. In particular, aeolian-driven sand

1091

flux appears to be an important force in erosional modification of a planetary surface. Quantitative

1092

estimations of wind speeds and sand flux and identification of sediment transport pathways yield

1093

quantitative estimates of erosional process rates. This can, for example, lead to improved interpretation

1094

of observed landforms – such as yardangs (e.g., Ward 1979), or the rate of crater degradation by aeolian

1095

processes which is important for accurately estimating the age of a planetary surface (e.g., Golombek et

1096

al., 2014; Grant et al., 2006; 2008; 2016). This can also provide bounds on surface-ages of exposed rock

1097

surfaces, which is can be of importance to rover missions – such as Mars missions searching for
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1098

reachable-environments near the surface that may have been habitable and that may include preserved

1099

biosignatures (e.g., Arvidson et al., 2015).

1100

As discussed, planetary aeolian studies have also made key contributions towards improving the

1101

methodologies employed in aeolian science, and in challenging assumptions built (perhaps

1102

inadvertently) into aeolian process models based on terrestrial observations. To-date, this has resulted

1103

in the refinement of several models of dune-field forming processes, from interactions between sand

1104

grains and the wind or with each other, up through interactions between dunes and topography and

1105

climate shifts.

1106

Given all of the ways in which our aeolian study results impact our understanding of planetary

1107

surface conditions and histories (as well as the Earth’s), it is thus very important to critically look at how

1108

we progress in planetary aeolian science, and in particular to consider carefully which results (and

1109

resultant models) are based on assumptions versus observations – and then to revisit those results

1110

when new information becomes available. Here, we have proposed one framework for identifying

1111

progress within planetary aeolian studies, and have used that framework to chart the progression of

1112

data, assumptions, and generated knowledge. We hope this framework, and our identification of gaps,

1113

will help future planetary aeolian researchers strategically fill knowledge gaps or at least carefully

1114

recognize where assumptions are being used to progress a study.

1115

Additionally, this framework may help identify the types of data that would be most useful for

1116

future planetary missions. Pluto, Io, and Comet 67P were all discussed as having reached Phase 1, where

1117

at least a potential aeolian bedform has been observed. On Titan, global datasets exist and have

1118

contributed to large shifts in our understanding of the Titan climate and organic cycles. Venus also has a

1119

global topography dataset, but the low resolution and apparent lack of dune fields stalled progress in its

1120

aeolian science investigations (and thus related advancements in planetary surface studies).
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1121

Unfortunately for Venus and Titan, further progression within Phases 2-4 (and movement into Phases 5

1122

and beyond) will likely need to wait for new and higher-resolution surface datasets.

1123

Mars’ aeolian bedforms are the best studied within planetary aeolian science (outside of

1124

Earth’s), with both widespread coverage in certain data-types and many regions with high-resolution

1125

data regarding the dunes’ and dune field environment’s morphology and composition, collected over

1126

the past 43 years. However, with the progress that has been made, we cannot lose sight of the fact that

1127

much of it has been built on interpretations of remote data. (As discussed under Phase 7, in situ dune

1128

field observations have not been possible until just recently.) Furthermore, much of the work involves a

1129

meshing of coarse global data with a few more-deeply monitored and studied dune fields, and thus

1130

much extrapolation is done that assumes certain types of consistency between fields. This is an odd

1131

contrast with Earth dune field studies, where the global dataset (Phase 4) is what is missing.

1132

For all planetary bodies (including Earth), we look forward to further advancements in the

1133

interpretation of aeolian bedforms and what interpretations about those bedforms will imply about the

1134

environmental conditions and processes. If history is to be any guide, with each advance into a new

1135

phase (due to acquisition of a new type of data and/or enablement of a new type of analysis), we find

1136

exciting new understandings about that planetary body and the general understanding of aeolian

1137

processes. One area of intriguing advancement is the prediction of where dunes and/or ripples could be

1138

found (which could be thought of as a “Phase 0” within our framework). As we explore more bodies and

1139

learn more about the conditions under which bedforms resembling aeolian dunes are found, we can

1140

wonder about the next place where we may expect to find potential dunes, as well as identify lessons to

1141

aid in such predictions (e.g., when we return to Venus). In addition, perhaps in the near future, we will

1142

move into a yet-undefined Phase 8 (e.g., through comparison between in situ measurements of some

1143

very different types of aeolian bedforms? Hints of that are starting with sand grain comparisons (e.g.,

1144

O’Connell-Cooper, 2016)), yielding a new type of data that can supersede assumptions made in Phases
61

1145

1-7, further expanding our broad understanding of aeolian processes and bedforms, and increasing the

1146

overall information gained from planetary aeolian studies.
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6

Dunes, dune fields, and smaller aeolian bedformsripples are unique and useful records of the interaction

7

between wind and granular materials – finding a dune fieldsuch features on a planetary surface

8

immediately suggests certain information about climate and surface conditions (at least during the

9

dunes’ formation and evolution). Additionally, studies of dune characteristics under non-Earth

Abstract (253 words)

10

conditions allow for “tests” of aeolian process models based primarily on observations of terrestrial

11

features and dynamics, and refinement of the models to include consideration of a wider range of

12

environmental and planetary conditions. To-date, the planetary aeolian community has found and

13

studied dune fields on Mars, Venus, and the Saturnian moon Titan. Additionally, we have observed

14

candidate “aeolian bedforms” on Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the Jovian moon Io, and – most

15

recently -- Pluto. In this paper, we hypothesize that the progression of investigations of aeolian

16

bedforms and processes on a particular planetary body follows a consistent sequence – primarily set by

17

the acquisition of data of particular types and resolutions, and by the maturation of knowledge about

18

that planetary body. We define that sequence of generated knowledge and new questions (within seven

19

investigation phases) and discuss examples from all of the studied bodies. The -- with an aim of such a

20

sequence is to better define our past and current state of understanding about the aeolian bedforms of

21

a particular body, to highlight the related assumptions that require re-analysis with data acquired during

22

later investigations, and to use lessons learned from planetary and terrestrial aeolian studies to predict

23

what types of investigations could be most fruitful in the future.

24
25

Keywords (at least 6): Planetary; terrestrial; aeolian bedforms; aeolian science; dunes; ripples
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27

Highlights (max 85 characters, including spaces)

28

• Planetary dunes yield useful/unique information about climate & surface conditions.

29

• Aeolian bedform studies progress logically in questions/assumptions/new knowledge.

30

• Considering this progression exposes gaps/assumptions to be reviewed with new data.

31

• Comparinge planetary progression with Earth aeolian studies to yields lessons for each.

32
33
34

1. Introduction
Over the past couple of centuries, explorers and scientists of terrestrial dune fields have shown

35

that the interaction between wind and granular material results in regular geometries and rates of

36

evolution. Field observations and studies have inspired modeling and experimental works that have

37

aided in the interpretation of measurable ripples and dunes as proxy indicators of wind speed and

38

direction(s), grain sizes and sources, and underlying topography. The study of such landforms has been

39

greatly extended and advanced by observation of analogous features on other planetary bodies. The

40

comparison of these extraterrestrial features with aeolian process models has increased our

41

understanding of aeolian bedform evolution in both directions – observations of (potential) aeolian

42

bedforms generate investigations into the wind regime and granulometrics of surface materials on a

43

planetary body, and also enable refinement of bedform evolution models as hypotheses about

44

dominant effects are “tested” outside of Earth-conditions.

45

In this paper, we will review how our understanding (or assumed understanding) of the aeolian

46

bedformssand dunes and/or ripples on a planetary body, and the information those aeolian bedforms

47

yield about planetary conditions and processes, has progressed on different bodies. We hypothesize

48

that the progression of investigations of these types of aeolian bedforms on a particular planetary body

49

follows a consistent sequence – primarily set by the acquisition of data of particular types and

50

resolutions, and by the maturation of knowledge about that planetary body. Our aim is to define that
2

51

progression so we can better constrain our understanding level of knowledge aboutof the aeolian

52

bedforms of a particular body, highlight the gaps in our knowledge (i.e., our assumptions), and predict

53

what type of future investigations could be most useful in addressing new questions and/or enabling

54

improvement over an assumption.

55

In the interests of space and focus, most discussion (and cited literature) will focus on dunes and

56

dune fields – i.e., the larger aeolian bedforms and thus usually the first seen on a planetary body. We do

57

delve into ripples (and martian mega-ripples) in portions of the discussion, but primarily as features seen

58

on dunes and that complement dune analysis; and we acknowledge that far more could be said about

59

these smaller-scale bedforms and that studies of these bedforms on Mars has contributed much more

60

towards our understanding of the aeolian environment and processes than is presented here. We also

61

do not generally discuss other types of aeolian bedforms within this paper. In particular, we do not

62

include discussion of Transverse Aeolian Ridges (TARs) on Mars as there is still much debate about their

63

formation mechanism (perhaps as they are an example of a feature that does not have a good terrestrial

64

analog?). It is likely, however, that one could trace advancements in our understanding of TARs or other

65

aeolian features along a similar progression of ideas as is presented here for dunes, as all of these

66

features are studied via similar observation types and their dynamics and morphologies tie into similar

67

questions about atmospheric and surface conditions. We also consider only the observation and analysis

68

of aeolian bedforms on the surface of a planet, not e.g., evidence of past bedforms recorded within

69

sandstone stratigraphy (and thus, while dunes and ripples can also form due to the flow of other fluids,

70

such as water, in this paper we focus on aeolian dunes). Thirdly, in discussing our evolution in thinking

71

about aeolian bedforms and processes on other planets, we focus on observation-driven science

72

advancements; we touch on but do not delve as deeply into the parallel lines of investigation focused on

73

model development and validation, empirical studies, and (analog) terrestrial field work – investigations

74

that feed into advancements within (and between) the Phases that we outline here. Finally, we
3

75

recognize that we present only a sampling of relevant studies – we aimed for enough to map out

76

advances in understanding, to justify our proposed framework, and to provide a starting ground for any

77

reader interested in learning more on a more specific topic.

78

In defining the “progression” of understanding (Section 2), we focus on Mars, Venus, and the

79

Saturnian moon Titan – all planetary bodies where aeolian bedforms have primarily been explored with

80

remotely acquired data. We also will comment on recently discovered candidate “aeolian bedforms” on

81

Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and possible dune-like landforms on Io and Pluto. Within each

82

phase of investigation (Subsections 2.1-7), we aim to identify the type of observations generally needed

83

and connect these to the primary knowledge, assumptions, and questions that result, and then lead into

84

future investigations (summarized at the end of each section). Furthermore, we identify the typical

85

investigations (outside of direct studies of the aeolian bedforms) that follow each gain in knowledge, to

86

show how aeolian bedform studies contribute to the larger study of that planetary body.

87

Our proposed framework of phases, regarding investigation of aeolian bedforms on a planetary

88

body, is summarized in Table 1. We again note that this framework is not meant to be fully

89

comprehensive for aeolian bedform dune studies – we focus here on investigations relying on remote

90

observations (exception: Phase 7) and on planetary studies, not the (parallel) development and

91

validation of the models and terrestrial in situ studies that often feed information into those studies. We

92

also note that progression in investigations and understanding is not necessarily linear/sequential – for

93

example, planetary missions are generally focused on objectives other than aeolian bedform

94

investigations, so observation types can be acquired in a “mixed” order. Additionally, the advent of new

95

missions, methods, or models can lead to renewed activity within “lower” phases along with advances

96

into higher phases. Science questions also often end up circling back as an assumption becomes

97

superseded by new information and derived products and assumptions must be re-thought. Thus, in

98

addition to identifying typical assumptions associated with each Phase, s, we use that framework to
4

99
100
101

identify some example areas of knowledge gaps or the types of typical assumptions and results that
need re-evaluation when new data becomes available (Section 3.1).
We also then discuss how modeling (Section 3.2) and terrestrial studies (Section 3.3) relate to

102

planetary aeolian studies. In particular, we highlight lessons learned regarding our understanding of

103

aeolian processes and their drivers, as well as in methodologies employed. These lessons translate (or

104

could translate) to improved results within other areas of aeolian science.

5

Table 1. Summary of the investigation phases
Phase of aeolian bedform study on Area of
a planetary body
interest

“Unit”/Characteristic
(s)/Feature(s) of
interest
Dune morphology
(and i.e.,
recognizable,
distinctive gross dune
shape or crestline
patterns within a
field)
Dune morphology,
characteristics of
surface materials

1 Recognition of dune(s)

Dune
(possibl
y a dune
field)

2 Analysis of gross individual
dune characteristics: e.g.,
morphology and composition

Dune

3 Pattern Aanalysis of the dunes
within a field, including
variations due to e.g., sediment
supply and wind variations

Dune
field

Dune shapes
throughout the field

4 Regional and gGlobal surveys
and aggregate-analysis of dune
characteristicss;, with a reaggregation of data for e.g.,
estimates of age or sand
volumes, identification of largescale sediment transport
pathways, or identification/

Regional
or
Global
(i.e.,
multiple
dune
fields)

Dune field
characteristics
(including
morphology of field
and dunes within
each field) and
spatial distribution

Data needed to move to this phase
(from an earlier phase)

Complementary science
investigations

Images (visible, radar, spectral, etc.)
with sufficient resolution to
distinguish dune from non-dune
surroundings, e.g., linear/arcuate and
isolated/repeated morphology

Knowledge of and about
analog features (terrestrial
or planetary)

Images (visible, radar, spectral, etc.)
with sufficient resolution to
identify/correlate with dune margin
and/or crestline patterns (possibly
same data as Phase 1)
Coverage (of images, see above)
throughout dune field

Global/regional-scale
climate models (specifically:
wind velocity, direction, and
variation); Dune formation
models
Regional/local-scale climate
models (specifically: wind);
Regional/local-scale
topography; Studies of nonaeolian dune-modifying
processes (e.g., polar or
surface crust forming
processes); Maps of other
aeolian features around the
dune field
Expansive composition
maps for identification of
potential sand sources;
Maps of other aeolian
features; Global or regionalscale climate models

At least regional Global coverage of
images or (often coarser and/or less
definitive) proxy data (e.g., thermal
inertia)

6

estimation of the effect of
location-related non-aeolian
processes
5 Analysis of superposed
bedforms on the dune “details”
(such as ripples) formed due to
wind interaction with the dune

Dune

Within/on-dune
features (e.g.,
ripples)

(Very) high-resolution images

6 Observation of activity on the
dune, including non-aeolian
activity

Dune

7 Groundtruth data

Dune

Smaller-scale
evidence of change
(e.g., ripple
crestlines, dune
margins)
All features and
components of the
dune, especially sand
size/composition

Repeat images for seeing planform
changes (e.g., movement of
material); these images need
sufficient resolution and temporal
baseline for changes to be observable
In situ observations of the dune,
In situ observations of
sampling and analysis
potential sediment sources
for fluvio-sedimentary
landforms

7

Ripple formation models;
High-resolution topography
(dune); Very high resolution
climate model (CFD)
(specifically: wind)
Ripple and dune migration
models

95

2. The Phases of Investigation

96

2.1. Phase 1: Recognition of dune(s)
In this first phase of aeolian studies, we focus on the occurrence of the first observation of a

97
98

dune (or, more likely, a dune field). This has geologic significance as aeolian bedforms – dunes and

99

ripples – directly record an interaction between the atmosphere and surface: specifically, the movement

100

of granular material due to wind 1. Furthermore, a dune or ripple is more than a pile of sand – it is a

101

distinctive landform that requires certain conditions to organize, and that appears to evolve and move

102

“as a unit” through the aggregation of the actual movement of individual grains of sand, onto and off of

103

the dune. Specifically, the existence of an aeolian bedform implies:

104

•

A sufficient supply of sand saltatable (sand) grains,

105

•

A wind of sufficient velocity and consistency to move those grains, and

106

•

A period of consistent wind blowing, long enough for the bedform to form and evolve.

107

(We now examine what each of those underlined terms imply about the planetary body’s environment,

108

focusing on the larger-scale dunes that are typically observed first. A more technical summary of the

109

conceptual framework for dune field dynamics and how this is affected by the sediment state of a dune

110

field -- related to sediment supply, sediment availability, and transport capacity of the wind – is

111

described within Kocurek and Lancaster (1999).)

112

A sufficient supply means much more than the volume of the dune – for most dunes to form

113

and evolve, sand must be able to move onto and off of the dune (possible exceptions would be climbing

114

dunes or other such features where the sand accumulates due to blockage). Barchans in particular are

115

an inefficient dune shape due to sand leakage from the horns (Hersen, 2004). Thus, an important

116

implication with the first recognition of a dune feature on a planetary body is that a process must exist

117

that will yield a significant amount of sand (discussed in within an example more detail in Phase 43).
1

Dunes and ripples can also form due to the flow of other fluids, such as water. In this paper, we focus on aeolian
dunes.

8

118

Depending on the body, that process may involve erosion of larger rocks (e.g., as is common on the

119

Earth) or a process that directly forms grains of that size. For instance, martian volcanic activity has been

120

proposed to create sand-sized particles (Edgett and Lancaster, 1993; Wilson and Head, 1994) and

121

photochemical processes in the Titan atmosphere may eventually lead to sand saltatable grains, perhaps

122

via an intermediate evaporite or sedimentary location (Soderblom et al. 2007; Radebaugh, 2013; Barnes

123

et al. 2015).

124

On the Earth, nearly all dunes and ripples are comprised of sand grains – and this refers to a

125

specific size.Although sand is commonly defined based on size (e.g., the Canada Dept. Agriculture (1976)

126

lists sand as grains 0.05-2 mm in diameter). However, “sand grains”, it can also be defined as a size class

127

defined based on dynamics. “Sand” is the size of grains most easily moved by a fluid (Bagnold, 1941) –

128

smaller grains are held together by interparticle, cohesive forces and larger grains have more mass and

129

so are held down more by gravity. Under the Earth’s atmosphere and gravity, grains ~1 mm in diameter

130

are able to saltate, and thus are the most easily moved by the wind. On Earth, this correlates with the

131

size range generally considered as sand; but on other bodies (withHowever, under the influence of a

132

different atmospheric (or fluid) density and gravity), the grain size most easily moved by the wind could

133

be a different size (Figure 1; Edgett and Christensen, 1991; Greeley et al., 1974; 1980; 1992a; Moore et

134

al., 2015). Thus, hroughout this discussion, when discussing “sand grains,” we mean “the grain most

135

easily moved by the wind (or fluid)” and not a fixed size range. Thus, the existence of a dune (i.e., a

136

landform composed of sand grains) on a planetary surface gives usyields a coupled constraint on the

137

grains and the wind velocity.

138

Even if the wind reaches sufficient strength to transport sand, if it is not consistent (in direction

139

and velocityspeed) over a sufficient period of time, the wind would just move small amounts of sand

140

back-and-forth until that sand became trapped into depressions, sheltered areas, and other sand-traps;

141

that sand would not be able to organize into a bedform. Models have shown that sand dunes have a
9

142

minimum size (e.g., Claudin and Andreotti, 2006; Parteli et al., 2007); below this size the slipface is

143

unable to develop. A slipface is necessary to stabilize the dune (as sand then can be captured on the

144

sheltered, lee slope) to allow it to continue growing and migrating.

145

146
147

Figure 1: Wind shear velocity needed to move grains of different sizes, on different planets. Plot

148

showing the estimated threshold shear velocity for moving wind-driven transport of a grain of a specific

149

diameter for (from top) Pluto, Mars, Earth, and Titan; curves are taken from Moore et al. (2015; Fig. 17).

150

The general shape of the curve is reflective of smaller particles experiencing stronger interparticle forces

151

(such as electrostatic forces), while larger particles have more mass – either effect thus requiring more

152

shear velocity to initiate and sustain grain movement. The curve’s minimum indicates the expected size

153

of “sand grains” (i.e., the grains most easily lifted and moved by a shearing fluid – by saltation) on that

154

planetary body, that would be involved in the formation of aeolian bedforms. On Earth, sand grains are

155

commonly ~0.1mm in diameter. On Mars observations of saltatable grains (“sand grains”) in sand

156

aeolian deposits and such as dunes (e.g., Figure 11) yield comparable diameters, which is consistent with

157

the curves shown. The differences in shear velocity needed to initiate motion are due primarily to
10

158

differences in the estimated air (fluid) and grain densities on each planetary body. The first investigations

159

into these curves and how they shift under different planetary conditions (Greeley et al., 1974) were

160

initiated based on observation of dunes on Mars (as described in the text: Belcher et al., 1971; McCauley

161

et al., 1972; Cutts and Smith, 1973).

162
163

To date, we have seen potential dunes on every deeply-studied body with an atmosphere and

164

observable surface (including one Titan, where dunes were considered unlikely: Lorenz et al., 1995), as

165

well as a few bodies with no known atmosphere (Table 2). Based on the connections outlined above,

166

this first “sighting” suggests the accumulation of a lot of sand (leading to questions about where the

167

sand is coming from and why it is accumulating) and implications about wind strength, direction, and

168

consistency. This yields (yielding a “groundtruth” observation for comparison with atmospheric models

169

in both wind strength and direction (, although it may be unclear when the bedform was created and

170

thus what input conditions should be used for the model, or how the bedforms may have since been

171

modified by non-aeolian processes).

172

Two classic examples of this are Mars and Titan. On Mars, signs of aeolian processes had been

173

seen in cyclic, large-scale albedo changes and Mariner 6 imaged crescent-shaped features that were

174

hypothesized to be very large barchan or parabolic dunes (Belcher et al., 1971). The first clear example

175

of martian dunes was observed by Mariner 9 (McCauley et al., 1972; Cutts and Smith, 1973). Those

176

observations suggested a wind regime that would allow for transport and collection of, as well as the

177

presence of, a large amount of granular materials 2, leading into laboratory studies of aeolian granular

178

transport (Greeley et al., 1974; 1980). When Viking 2 imaged the north polar erg (Figure 2), this led to

2

As Cutts and Smith [1973, p4151] put it: “The principal implication of dunes is a supply of noncohesive particles in
the Martian surface environment and wind velocities sufficient for saltation transport. … Dunes are not amenable
to an alternative explanation of this sort. Thus we feel that we can now confidently assert the existence of a
saltation regime on Mars”, which leads to “many implications of a saltation regime such as wind abrasion, wind
scour, and dust production.”
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179

investigations of martian erosional processes (acting on polar layered deposits or soils of lower

180

latitudes?) and climate models (Cutts et al., 1976). (A summary of results from Viking and Mariner-based

181

aeolian studies can be found in Greeley et al., 1992a.) On Titan, “cat-scratch” features had been

182

observed circumnavigating its equator, but were not immediately recognized as dunes until Vic Baker

183

brought the large draa of Saharan/Arabian/Namib deserts to the attention of the Cassini RADAR Team.

184

The presence of dunes was a surprise as it had been hypothesized that while Titan’s atmosphere may be

185

capable of moving sand grains, it seemed unlikely that grains of the right size would exist (Lorenz et al.,

186

1995). Observation of the dunes (Lorenz et al., 2006) led immediately to detailed investigations of what

187

grains could be made of and how they would form (furthering studies of the chemistry on this Saturnian

188

moon: Lorenz et al. 2006; Soderblom et al. 2007; Barnes et al. 2015) as well as leading to attempts to

189

reconcile the observed dune morphologies with the model- predicted wind regime around the equator

190

(Lorenz and Radebaugh 2009).

191

192
193

Figure 2. An early image of the martian north polar erg. (a) These linear features, imaged near the

194

martian north polar cap by Viking 2 (frame 59B32: 62 km x 104 km), were hypothesized to be dune fields

12

195

based on their consistent orientation and wavelength, and low sinuosity, branching and merging. Image

196

and description are taken from Cutts et al. (1976; Fig. 7). (b) Higher-resolution images have proven that

197

these are dune fields, with a wavelength (between primary crestlines) of approximately 0.4 km. A few

198

more orders of aeolian bedforms (e.g., the smaller crestlines, transverse to the primary crestlines) are

199

also visible. Image is a portion of HiRISE PSP_007115_2600 (MRO/NASA/UA).

200

201
202

Figure 3. A ~5 m boulder and potential aeolian features at Philae lander’s touch-down-1 site. This

203

ROLIS descent camera image shows a depression partly surrounding the boulder and a triangular-shaped

204

apron on the opposite side have been interpreted as a moat and a windtail, indicating transport of

205

granular material across the comet’s surface (Mottola et al., 2015). Initial studies evaluated possible

206

aeolian mechanisms for this transport. © ESA/Rosetta/Philae/ROLIS/DLR

207
208

Contrarily, while Venus has a dense atmosphere, only two potential dune fields and a few

209

possible microdune fields have been identified within Magellan radar data ( Greeley et al., 1992b; 1995;

210

Weitz et al., 1994),, which covers 98% of the surface with 100 - 200 m resolution( Greeley et al., 1992;

211

Weitz et al., 1994) and shows wide coverage in other aeolian features such as windstreaks and potential

212

yardangs (Greeley et al., 1995). This confirmed the hypothesis that aeolian bedform development on
13

213

Venus must be limited, based on Venera 13 and 14 observations of the venusian surface that showed a

214

dearth of aeolian ripples within loose material (Basilevsky et al., 1985; Florensky et al., 1983). (Note that

215

for Venus, surface observations were first, before the mapping of surface topography from orbit.) The

216

implication was implies that either venusian conditions and processes commonly obliterate features,

217

the conditions for dune formation are not common on Venus (e.g., that there are few sands available on

218

Venus or wind is not sustained at the surface), or that dunes are not generally visible via the radar

219

images (Greeley and Arvidson, 1990; Weitz et al., 1994). Wind tunnel (Greeley et al., 1984a; 1984b;

220

Marshall and Greeley, 1992; Williams and Greeley, 1994) and sand flux modeling (Kok et al., 2012) has

221

shown that saltation under venusian conditions may occur in a very thin near-surface layer with very low

222

velocity, which does not favor formation of large dunes. Thus, venusian sand transport appears more

223

comparable to terrestrial bedform formation under water (Marshall and Greeley, 1992; Kok et al. 2012;

224

Neakrase, 2015). Unfortunately, no new data about Venus has been acquired since Magellan, so Venus

225

dune investigations remain stuck just past Phase 1 (with a small start withinat Phases 2-4, see discussion

226

of Phase 2; Figure 13).

227

Potential aeolian bedforms have also been seen on planetary bodies lacking an atmosphere. For

228

example, planetary scientists were recently very surprised to see features that looked like aeolian

229

bedforms (i.e. moats, wind tails, and aeoliandune-like ridges) on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko

230

(Figure 3; Mottola et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2015a; 2015b). A comet seemed clearly to be a planetary

231

body that would lack an atmosphere, and thus any wind -- yet the features were observed. This

232

immediately led to studies trying to determine how a “wind” could exist on this comet, if even

233

transiently. One mechanism proposed to explain particle mobilization on comets was gas outflow from

234

reservoirs of subsurface sublimating ice that emerges and erodes particles from channel walls (Cheng et

235

al., 2013). However, since this process would only affect localized regions and the aeoliandune-like

236

features on 67P have been observed in a much wider area, Mottola et al. (2015) suggested “splashing”
14

237

initiated by airfall, i.e. ejection of particles by incoming projectiles, has been suggested asto be the most

238

significant mechanism to explain particle mobility (Mottola et al, 2015; Thomas et al., 2015b). A three-

239

dimensional cellular automaton model has proven that moats can result from abrasion of the surface by

240

impinging particles, whereas wind tails develop where granular surface materials were shielded by

241

obstacles from particle transport (Mottola et al., 2015). The results of this study put forward the

242

explanation that the aeolian bedform-like features on comet 67P are of erosional nature, rather than

243

depositional – but the questions and investigations that arose in response to the recognition of features

244

that resembled aeolian bedforms were consistent with typical Phase 1 discussions.

245

The surface of Io is covered in a ubiquitous frost of SO2 as seen by the Galileo Near Infrared

246

Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS), likely mixed with dust and fine-grained materials, all ejected from the

247

continuously erupting volcanic plumes and explosive volcanic eruptions (Kieffer et al. 2000, Milazzo et

248

al. 2001). The surface as seen by the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) instrument on Galileo is mostly

249

uniformly light-colored from this frost and generally smooth, with some fractures, slumps and pits

250

(McEwen et al. 2000). In a few regions, there are landforms with dune-like characteristics: regular

251

spacing, a slightly meandering form, “crestline” defects, and apparent topography visible through the

252

uneven collection of frosts (not possible to confirm with Galileo’s instruments). In one location, the

253

dune-like landforms are found near a particularly active volcanic plume source, the Prometheus plume,

254

which is sourced by advancing lava flows over vaporizing frosts (Figure 4; Kieffer et al. 2000; Milazzo et

255

al. 2001). It is possible this plume forms a localized atmosphere dense enough to loft particles from the

256

surface and deposit them nearby in dunes, much like one of the processes hypothesized for forming the

257

features on comet 67P.

258
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260

Figure 4. Potential aeolian bedforms on Io. This ridged terrain has been postulated as potential aeolian

261

bedforms, formed from volcanic plume deposits. Lava is erupting from a fissure about 40 km east (right)

262

of the edge of this mosaic, and the 100 km tall Prometheus plume is erupting from somewhere near the

263

western (left) end of this mosaic. The bright streaks radiating from the area where the lava flows (the

264

dark features) overrun the field are where the hot lava recently vaporized the sulfur dioxide, which then

265

coated the lava-facing sides of the ridges. These images were taken by Galileo during a flyby of Io on

266

February 22, 2000, with a resolution of 12 m/pixel. Image and description are taken from NASA

267

Photojournal PIA02568.

268
269

The flyby of Pluto by New Horizons in July 2015 produced one of the most striking increases in

270

imagery quality of a planetary surface in the history of planetary exploration (Moore et al., 2016; New

271

Horizons, 2015; Stern et al., 2016). The landscape revealed imaged byduring the flyby revealed a

272

surprising diversity of landforms, which suggest varied geological and geomorphological processes active

273

within recent geological history surface (Moore et al., 2016; Stern et al. 2015; Trilling et al., 2016).
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274

Mountains, glaciers, plains, possible cryovolcanism and a surprisingly low density of craters covered

275

much of the surface. Initial science results from the flyby noted the possible existence of ‘windstreaks’

276

(Stern et al. 2015) on Sputnik Planum, apparently extending in the lee of dark hills protruding through

277

the nitrogen ice of which the plains are composed. Aeolian bedforms were speculated on before New

278

Horizons arrived (Moore et al., 2015), and dunes have since been posited in the Baré Montes and

279

enigmatic features in the Tartarus Dorsa have been interpreted variously as dunes or erosional aeolian

280

features (Fenton, 2016; New Horizons, 2016). However, recent imagery from Sputnik Planum (Figure 5)

281

provides perhaps some of the most convincing examples of potential aeolian bedforms, with continuous

282

linear features with a spacing of ~400-600 m. These features extend across the polygonal dark features,

283

which have been interpreted as convectional cells within the ice, suggesting that they are the result of

284

surface processes not related to the convective movement within the ice. Pluto is thus tentatively within

285

Phase 1 of the progression, and if an aeolian origin can be shown to be feasible, then available data may

286

be sufficient for progression into Phases 2-3.The dune-like landforms on comet 67P, Io and Pluto are

287

well in Phase 1 discussions and primary work remains to be done for these features to determine their

288

ultimate origin.

289
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291

Figure 5. Possible Pluto aeolian bedforms at the margins of the nitrogen ice of Sputnik Planum. These

292

features are oriented approximately parallel to the ‘shore’ where the ice abuts mountains. Image width

293

is approximately 75 km. Image credit: NASA/JHUAPL/SwRI.

294
295

Summary of Phase 1

296

Data needed: Images of the surface topography, of sufficient resolution to identify the distinctive

297

shapes of dunes -- images could be visible or spectral imagery or radar scans of the planetary body’s

298

surface; identified analog (usually terrestrial) aeolian bedforms.

299

Knowledge gain (from that data): Existence of a potential aeolian bedform.

300

Assumptions generated: Conditions (wind conditions and grain size/supply) conducive to dune

301

formation and evolution exist or have existed – note that this is a coupled constraint, and further

302

information is needed to estimate each individual measurement.
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303

Questions: What is the composition of the grains? How were sand-sized grains formed? Why do the

304

grains accumulation in that particular location (related to winds, topography, sand source)? Are the

305

dunes active? If conditions are unusual (e.g., tenuous atmosphere), how does sustained saltation and/or

306

reptation occur on this world?

307

Lead to investigations of: Models of surface processes and rates (chemical, erosional, etc.) that could

308

create “sand” grains; comparison to (global) atmospheric models; independent measurements of

309

surface conditions/composition for comparison to grain-formation models; independent studies of wind

310

speeds and/or grain sizes (e.g., thermal inertia) to decouple saltation conditions.

311

(Alternatively: ) Table N. Summary of Phase 1
Data needed
within Phase 1
Knowledge gain
(from that data)
Assumptions
generated
Questions
generated

Leads to
investigations of

312
313
314
315

Images of the surface topography, of sufficient resolution to identify the distinctive
shapes of dunes -- images could be visible or spectral imagery or radar scans of
the planetary body’s surface;
Identified analog (usually terrestrial) aeolian bedforms.
Existence of a potential aeolian bedform.
Conditions (wind conditions and grain size/supply) conducive to dune formation and
evolution exist or have existed – note that this is a coupled constraint, and further
information is needed to estimate each individual measurement.
What is the composition of the grains?
How were sand-sized grains formed?
Why do the grains accumulation in that particular location (related to winds,
topography, sand source)?
Are the dunes active?
If conditions are unusual (e.g., tenuous atmosphere), how does sustained saltation
and/or reptation occur on this world?
Models of surface processes and rates (chemical, erosional, etc.) that could create
“sand” grains;
Comparison to (global) atmospheric models;
Independent measurements of surface conditions/composition for comparison to
grain-formation models;
Independent studies of wind speeds and/or grain sizes (e.g., thermal inertia) to
decouple saltation conditions.

2.2. Phase 2: Analysis of gross individual dune characteristics
Analysis of the dune morphology (Phase 2) typically closely follows Phase 1, often via the same
medium of an image of the surface. As models (e.g., Pelletier, 2009; Sauermann et al., 2001; Werner,
19

316

1995) and laboratory studies (e.g., Andreotti et al., 2006; Parteli et al., 2009) have established, a dune’s

317

overall shape and orientation yields additional information about wind conditions when the dunes were

318

forming and evolving 3. Thus, this investigation stage generally involves detailed mapping of dune shape

319

(outline and crestline) and comparison to analog terrestrial dunes. Numerical models of sand transport

320

and dune evolution are also used for comparison between dune-generated predicted wind directions

321

and atmospheric models (possibly down to a mesoscale or regional scale and including the effects of

322

large-scale topography).

323

For example, once it was recognized that the long, generally linear cat-scratch features on Titan

324

were dunes (Lorenz et al. 2006), researchers began investigating what type of dunes were observed and

325

what wind conditions were required for their formation and persistence (in addition to questions about

326

what the sand may be made of). From the morphology of the dunes, visible in 350 m/px Synthetic

327

Aperture RADAR (SAR) data from the Cassini spacecraft (slightly hyper-resolution in nature in some

328

locations because of the high contrast between SAR-absorbing sands and fractured, signal-scattering

329

bedrock), it was determined they are longitudinal in type (also called linear; Lorenz et al. 2006;

330

Radebaugh et al. 2008). Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) data in select, high-

331

resolution regions confirmed the general morphology of Titan’s longitudinal dunes as well as their

332

spectral contrast between sand and substrate (Barnes et al. 2008). On the Earth, longitudinal dunes are

333

typically formed via when several alternating winds of roughly equal transport strength (i.e., they move

334

the same amount of sand) are >90° apartblow slightly off-axis (within ~15°) to the dune crestlines,

335

yielding a single sand transport direction that is along the dune crestline (Fryberger and Dean 1979;

336

Parteli et al., 2009; Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990; Tsoar, 1983). (An alternate

3

However, establishing a connection between wind directions and dune slipface orientations sometimes is not a
straightforward process – such studies often rely on many assumptions about timing of the winds and their
consistency, and results are usually non-unique. Thus additional information is usually needed to evaluate a
proposed interpretation. See Phase 3 for more discussion of the complexity that can be found in many dune fields.
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337

hypothesis that had been put forth connecting longitudinal dune morphology and wind directionality for

338

Titan and some Earth dunes is discussed in Subsection 3.2.)

339

Further information about these dune fields was then used to also predict the dominant wind

340

directions, for comparison with climate models (discussed here, but merging into Phase 3-type

341

investigations). Titan’s dunes are found strictly between 30°N and S, ringing the equator, and are

342

oriented roughly parallel to the equator (Lorenz et al. 2006; Radebaugh et al. 2008). Their morphology,

343

and especially behavior around topographic obstacles (wherein sands grains are piled up at the upwind

344

margin and are more sparse at the downwind margin), indicated a general sand transport direction from

345

west to east (Figure 6; Courrech du Pont et al., 2014; Lorenz and Radebaugh 2009; Lucas et al., 2014;

346

Radebaugh et al. 2010;). However, this was found to be at odds with the global atmospheric transport

347

direction of east-to-west predicted in the equatorial zone by global climate models. Subsequent

348

modeling studies revealed that seasonal or storm-driven winds could produce fast westerlies near the

349

equator (Tokano 2010; Charnay et al., 2015), possibly resolving this inconsistency.

350
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351
352

Figure 6: Earth and Titan dunes, diverging around topographic obstacles. (a-b) Landsat 7 ETM+ and

353

SRTM C-band images of dunes in Namibia (centered on 25° 23′ S 15° 16′ E). The right image (b), a

354

Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) image of the same dunes, shows bedrock as bright, because it is rough,

355

and unorganized dune sands as dark, because dunes are smooth at the SAR wavelength of 6 cm (black

356

areas are regions devoid of data returned to the SAR antenna).The right image (b) shows bedrock as

357

bright and unorganized dune sands as dark (black areas are unprocessed voids). The winds blow SE to

358

NW (bottom L to upper R), as evidenced by the dune-free regions in the lee of the bedrock topography

359

and the diversion of dunes around the upwind sides of the topography. In the lower image (c), dunes

360

similarly divert around topographic obstacles and resume on the downwind side, within this region of the
22

361

Belet sand sea, Titan. This is a Cassini Radar image (300 m resolution) centered on 6.5° S, 251° W, with

362

winds interpreted to blow SW–NE (L–R). Images and description are from Radebaugh et al. (2009).

363
364

On Mars, mapping of the duneforms observed by Mariner 9 and Viking orbiters2, combined with

365

information about the surrounding surface topography and composition (including other potential

366

aeolian features), was used to determine the wind direction(s) that would yield the dune crestline

367

orientation(s), the wind and topography that would yield sand accumulation within that area and its

368

likely stability (i.e., was this a stable sink for sand, or a temporary repository), and possible sand sources

369

(Cutts and Smith, 1973; Greeley et al., 1992a; Thomas, 1981; 1982; Tsoar, 1979). For example, the large

370

number of transverse dunes observed within southern mid-latitudes and north polar region on Mars (vs.

371

longitudinal dunes), in Viking and Mariner images, implied that dune fields were forming within regions

372

of near unidirectional winds, and the asymmetry in dune field complexity between the north and south

373

hemisphere was seen as evidence of a more complex southern wind regime (Greeley et al., 1992a;

374

Thomas, 1981). Afters higher resolution images became available and atmospheric modeling became

375

more refined in technique and topography/boundary inputs, a more detailed comparison was then done

376

to see if atmospheric models could reproduce the observed dune shapes and orientations. For example,

377

mesoscale modeling of dunes within Proctor Crater on Mars based on MOC NA images matched two

378

sets of dune slipface orientations (the primary and tertiary) to seasonal winds that were impacted by

379

daily and seasonal insolation patterns and the crater topography, as predicted by a Global Circulation

380

Model mesoscale model (Fenton et al., 2005; however, the secondary dune slipface orientation

381

remained unexplained). This study validated the mesoscale atmospheric model by providing a

382

reasonable explanation for the range of slipface orientations seen within that dune field, and thus

383

advanced the use of these models within model-observation comparison studies for understanding

384

aeolian processes on Mars.
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385

Coupled with analysis of wind direction, observations of the dune’s local surroundings can also

386

be studied to identify sediment sources and sand transport pathways. In some areas, Ddistinct sand

387

transport pathways leading from the sediment layer to the dune bodies have been revealed by the

388

detection of congruent material composition. For example, on Mars, local sediment sources for intra-

389

crater dunes have been identified proposed at impact crater walls by comparative analyses of high

390

resolution image and spectral data of dune bodies and the sediment layers exposed (e.g., Fenton, 2005;

391

Geissler et al., 2013; Silvestro et al., 2010a; Tirsch et al., 2011). Within the Valles Marineris rift system,

392

spectral analysis, morphological evidence of erosion and sand transport, and topographic information

393

was used to show that diverse and distinct sediment sources serve as local and regional sources

394

(Chojnacki et al., 2014). Distinct sand transport pathways leading from the sediment layer to the dune

395

bodies have been revealed by congruent material composition.

396

On Venus, analysis of dune morphology is almost impossible due to lack of data. Dunes in both

397

recognized dune fields are at the resolution limit of radar images obtained by Magellan mission (Figure

398

7), the only adequate data source. Therefore, results of attempted of detailed analysis are not reliable

399

and are controversial (Greeley et al., 1997; Lorenz, 2015). Modeling of anisotropic radar scattering

400

(Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko, 1999) indicated that the microdune fields identified proposed by Weitz et

401

al. (1994) possess abundant unresolved steep slipfaces.

402
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403
404

Figure 7: Venusian dune field. This Magellan SAR image of the Aglaonice dune field (25°S, 340°E) shows

405

a field of white dots that are interpreted as specular reflections from the slopes of transverse dunes

406

(between the arrows). This type of reflection occurs if the slope is mostly smooth, and is oriented near-

407

normal to the incidence angle of the radar (which is 35° or near the angle of repose); similar features are

408

observed withing Seasat and space shuttle radar images of terrestrial sand dunes. The implied wind

409

direction of these features, based on their orientation, is also consistent with nearby bright and dark

410

wind streaks extending from behind cones (not included in this cropped image). Radar illumination is

411

from the left, and north is at the top. Image is from NASA Photojournal PIA00483, and description is from

412

Photojournal and Weitz et al. (1994).

413
414

In general, Phase 2-type investigations can continue for a long period with refinement of the

415

investigations as higher-resolution images of the dunes are acquired, more information becomes

416

available about the local topography and other evidence of aeolian processes and conditions, and/or

417

atmospheric or bedform formation models are improved. This investigation phase may eventually grade

418

into (and occur concurrently with) Phases 3 and 5 which involve, respectively, higher-resolution analysis
25

419

of features within the dune field and features on the dunes formed by the dune-wind interaction (such

420

as ripple patterns on the stoss or lee dune slopes of dunes). Additionally, as new observations, models,

421

and analysis methods are developed, Phase 2 investigations can be renewed and revisited (as with all

422

Phases beyond Phase 1).

423
424

Summary of Phase 2

425

Data needed: same as Phase 1.

426

Knowledge gain: Morphology of the potential crestlines and general dune shape; composition of the

427

dunes and surroundings; possibly identification of local sand sources.

428

Assumptions generated: Wind direction and consistency hypothesized to generate the observed shapes;

429

variations in wind speed implied by changes in sinuosity and shape through the dune field.

430

Questions: What sets the wind direction and causes its variations (e.g., daily or seasonal cycles)? Are

431

these representative of present-day wind conditions, conditions during a past period, or a convolution

432

of conditions during different past periods?

433

Lead to investigations of: Comparison over one to several dune fields with (global/mesoscale)

434

atmosphere models; reliably identify wind direction(s) consistent with the dunes’ forms.
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Table 2: Recognition and first analysis of dunes and dune fields on planetary bodies (Phases 1-2), as presented in the literature
Planet.
“Aeolian”
Data used
Immediate Implications
Immediate Questions
body
bedforms
first sighted
Mars
Mariner 9,
Visual image of
Dune material is dark (so some
Which “dark splotch[s] or
Hellespontu surface, <1 km/pixel dark low albedo areas are regions
streak[s]” are due to deposition of
s region of
material (vs. deflation of overlying bright
of deposition, not erosion; and
Mars, dense
material)? What is the source of the dark
some dark material will saltate);
and large
material? Does the wind reach transonic
Due to the lower atmospheric
transverse
velocities? Is high-velocity sand-blasting
density on Mars, wind velocities
dune field
resulting in highly-efficient wind erosion?
may need to be much higher to
move sand.
above; comparisons Presence of lots of sand and
What is the composition of the sand? Why
to other albedo
saltation processes; Dune material
is it so dark?
markings indicative
accretion directions and influence
of wind direction
of topography (craters) on field
location and dune morphologies;
comparable scale and shapes as
terrestrial dunes
Viking 2,
Visual image of
Lots of sand  some erosional
What is the composition and source of
north polar
surface, 30-60
process; Variability in wind regime; sand? Why is it accumulated around north
erg,
m/pixel
two wind directions in portions
polar cap?
transverse
Strong winds; Two wind directions, Are the dunes active, and how mature is
and barchan
thought to be seasonal; grains may the dune field? Are the dunes modified
dune fields
be eroded from the northern plains during the winter/early spring, when the
entire region is covered by CO2 ice?
Venus
Magellan,
Radar images, 75
Lots of sand in specific areas 
What is the composition and source of the
transverse
m/pixel; compared
some erosional process (perhaps
sand? What are the saltation dynamics
dunes, two
with orientation of
impacts?)
under a much denser atmosphere?
fields
other aeolian
features in same
dataset
Titan
Cassini,
Synthetic Aperture
Lots of sand  some “grain”
What is the composition and source of the
longitudinal Radar images, 175
formation process; one dominant
sand? What is the underlying topography,
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Referenc
e
Sagan et
al., 1972

Cutts
and
Smith,
1973

Cutts et
al., 1976
Tsoar et
al., 1979
Greeley
et al.,
1992b

Lorenz et
al., 2006

dunes, large
field around
equator

m/pixel
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causing accumulation in equatorial region
and divertion of dunes? Is there any
connection with the potential fluvial
channels? Has the sand circumnavigated
the globe several times (implying a lack of
sand-sinks in the area)?
What information does the variability in
dune coverage and height, and in the
terrain that they cover, yield for the
evolution history and conditions for these
mature and recently active dunes? What
are the dune grains made of, given their
lower relative waterice content than
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How does granular transport work on a
body without atmosphere? What is the
moving agens? Are these bedforms
accumulative or erosive? What is the
grainsize of the bedform materials? What
are the material sources? How long does it
take to form bedforms?

Barnes et
al., 2008
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et al.,
2015;
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et al.,
2015a;
2015b
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2.3. Phase 3: PatternA analysis of the dunes within a field
Dune field evolution is related to the evolution of its constituent dunes, but occurs on a larger

396

spatial and temporal scale and involves areas of investigation that are different from (and can be larger-

397

than) the sum of its parts. For example, as dunes evolve within a field they exchange sand between each

398

other through both sand flux and collisions, and environmental boundary conditions such as the sand

399

influx geometry can affect dune field pattern development (Diniega et al., 2010a; Ewing and Kocurek,

400

2010). As such, it is necessary to model dune field evolution as more than just a collection of individually

401

evolving dunes, and to recognize that the large-scale dune field pattern can reflect conditions (and

402

changes in those conditions) around and throughout the field. For example, sand and dune influx

403

conditions will be different near the start upwind margin of the dune field than near the terminus or

404

boundaries lateral margins (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010) due to proximity to sand sources or other dunes,

405

or changes in topography or “cementing” influences (e.g., chemical duricrust or, on the Earth,

406

vegetation) within the field (Kocurek and Ewing, 2005) (Figure 6: examples of dune interactions with

407

topography on Titan and Earth). Such changes can result in different dune sizes, spacing, or defect

408

frequency (Diniega et al., 2010a; Ewing and Kocurek, 2010).

409

The effect of underlying topography is also a key parameter affecting dune characteristics at the

410

dune field scale (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010). On Earth, bedrock topography has been linked to the effect

411

of roughness variations induced by the dune field itself producing an internal boundary layer decreasing

412

the shear stress downwind (Jerolmack et al., 2012) and/or to the feedback mechanism between long-

413

wavelength topography and the dunes (Pelletier, 2015). The role of topography in enhancing and

414

deflecting regional winds has also been invoked to explain complex dune field pattern on Mars in

415

Olympia Undae (Ewing et al., 2010) and complex dune arrangements in Moreux (Cardinale et al., 2012)

416

and Matara crater (Diniega et al., 2010b; Silvestro et al., 2012). However, it was only thanks to the

417

availability of high resolution DTMs from the HiRISE instrument that the effect of underlying topography
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418

could be more precisely linked to different dune characteristics such as migration rates, dune heights

419

and density (Cardinale et al., 2016, Vaz et al., submitted). In particular, in Herschel crater dune density,

420

slip face advancements and migration rates are all controlled by two major topographic highs on the

421

crater floor (Vaz et al., submitted).

422

The dune field may also record changes in conditions over a longer-timescale than that recorded

423

within any individual dune. Multiple patterns (e.g., different types of dunes) can be superimposed

424

(creating a complex, versus a simple, dune field) as smaller dunes migrate and change in response to the

425

new environment faster than larger dunes (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010; Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2010;

426

Kocurek and Ewing, 2005). We note that this possible complexity within dune fields can complicate

427

analysis of the dune morphology (Phase 2). For example, even identification of the dominant (or most

428

recent?) slipface orientations can be non-trivial. This is especially true within planetary dune fields

429

where datasets may be limited to remote images, so dune slope angles and potential activity have to be

430

interpreted from images of the dunes’ planform appearance, possibly under suboptimal illumination

431

conditions for this type of image analysis. For example, within the north polar erg on Mars, many dunes

432

contain slipfaces pointing in opposite directions (sometimes on the same dune). One interpretation is

433

that some of these fields may contain both active and fossil dunes (Gardin et al., 2012). Within the Mars

434

southern mid-latitudes, at least two periods of dune-building (or dune-building occurring over 2

435

different timescales) are apparent as within the same field one can often find a dense collection of

436

transverse dunes (with slipface towards the east) and then barchans clearly climbing up and over the

437

transverse dunes on the east side (with slipfaces towards the west) (Figure 8; Diniega et al., 2010b).

438
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439
440

Figure 8: The complex dune patterns found in along the eastern edge of Matara dune field, Mars

441

(49.5°S, 34.8°E). This dune field, like many others in the Mars southern mid-latitudes, is a dense

442

transverse dune field, captured within a crater. The transverse dune crestlines are oriented north-south

443

with the clearest slipfaces towards the east (white arrows extend up the possible stoss slope, towards the

444

dune brink). However, along the eastern side of this field, many smaller dunes (mostly barchans – yellow

445

arrows, some possible transverse crestlines near the bottom of the image) are oriented with towards the

446

northwest. This potentially reflects two periods (or just two timescales?) of dune evolution, with a
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447

change in the dominant wind direction. North is up and illumination is from the left. Image is a portion of

448

HiRISE PSP_006648_1300 (MRO/NASA/UA).

449
450

A lack of variations can also yield information about the field’s and planetary body’s history. On

451

Titan, dune width and spacing measurements over more than 7000 linear dunes showed a high level of

452

consistency uniformity around the moon, with no signs of compound or complex dunes (Savage et al.,

453

2014). This, coupled with the dunes’ large sizes, indicates that Titan’s dunes are mature features that

454

have evolved within consistent and stable environmental conditions for a long period of time.

455
456

Summary of (3)

457

Data needed: Observations of dunes fields, of sufficient spatial coverage and resolution to note changes

458

in dune patterns throughout the field, especially in tracing crestlines; possibly need knowledge of

459

topography.

460

Knowledge gain: The dune field pattern and shape; maturity state (and possibly relative age) of the

461

bedforms; possible temporal changes in e.g., sediment supply and wind patterns.

462

Assumptions generated: Changes in the environmental conditions, in space or time.

463

Questions: For a given dune field, is sand sourced from one or several locations? Is the dune evolving

464

through one dominant wind pattern, or several? Have the dominant effects (sand source or wind

465

pattern) changed over the lifetime of the dune field?

466

Lead to investigations of: Explore influences on dune shapes beyond current dominant winds (Phase 2)

467

– such as the location of sand source(s) or of sand-starved regions of the field, a transition between

468

wind regimes, interactions between dunes (such as dune collisions), or other environmental

469

influences/processes.

470
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471

2.4. Phase 4: Regional and Global global surveys and aggregate-analysis of dune characteristicss

472

As we gather information about dunes in more and more different dune fields around a

473

planetary body, it becomes possible to aggregate data to deal with high-level, large timescale questions

474

about aeolian processes and sediment supply, such as “How much sand is available in total?” and “Are

475

there primary types/locations of sediment sources that can yield information about how that sand has

476

been created, how it is transported, and whether it has been recycled?” Addressing such big-picture

477

questions can provide important information for investigations of grain-producing processes (e.g.,

478

surface erosion) and planetary surface history over the lifetime of the involved sand grains. Note that

479

while studies of grain history and sediment transport pathways involving terrestrial dunes can may rely

480

on detailed petrographic and heavy-mineral techniques, with geochronology (e.g., Garzanti et al., 2013),

481

studies of planetary bodies often are based only on surface topography and, possibly, coarse

482

compositional information.

483

For example, on Mars, a near-global map of sediment deposits (including dunes) and wind

484

streaks to generate early estimates of sediment transport pathways/source regions (Thomas, 1982). the

485

An early global map of aeolian features showed variations in time and space in the large-scale wind

486

directions recorded by the orientation of dunes, wind streaks, yardangs, wind grooves, and deflation pits

487

(Ward et al., 1985). Such studies have since been updated with increased coverage and image resolution

488

(e.g., Hayward et al., 2007; 2014), and still provide important information about direction and variability

489

in the wind patterns (down to intra-field scales), the influence of topography and local geology on wind-

490

flow and bedform development, and likely sediment sources for the observed deposits. At a regional

491

scale, the martian north polar erg volume has been estimated as ~1130-3250 km3 of dark sand (Greeley

492

et al., 1992a; Hayward, 2011), which is significant as the Planum Boreum Cavy unit, which is part of the

493

icy layers of the north polar cap, has been identified proposed as the source of the circumpolar dune

494

fields (Byrne and Murray, 2002; Tanaka et al, 2008). These deposits are appear composed of recycled
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495

aeolian sediments, which were likely transported poleward and deposited there (Breed et al., 1979;

496

Byrne and Murray, 2002). This suggests that a huge volume of sand may have formed on Mars during an

497

earlier epoch and that these sand grains have survived at least a couple of sustained dune-forming

498

periods.

499

The Titan dune fields provide an example of how an analysis of the distribution of dune field

500

locations (on the planetary body, or relative position within regional topography) and morphologies (i.e.,

501

field outline or crestline patterns) can yield additional information about larger-scale atmospheric and

502

topographic/surface conditions. Mapping of 16,000 Titan dune segments (covering 8% of Titan’s surface

503

which suggested that dunes cover a total of 20% of the global surface: Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009)

504

showed general dune field orientation and spacing patterns and confirmed that these features are

505

within a global field with few longitudinal trends, but with latitudinal trends in orientation and limited to

506

within 30° of Titan’s equator. Although dunes on Titan are organized into several separate sand seas

507

across the equator, all have some level of broad interconnectedness (Le Gall et al. 2012; Radebaugh

508

2013; Savage et al. 2014). As such, studies of the Titan sand sources, sediment transport pathways, and

509

deposition patterns are best analyzed from a “global” perspective.

510

Titan sands may be derived directly from the atmosphere, perhaps through clumping on the

511

surface, though it is perhaps more likely the sand has been processed through erosion of organic

512

sedimentary layers (Radebaugh 2013), possibly close to the equator, where fluvial channels have been

513

imaged (Burr et al., 2013; Lorenz et al., 2008; Radebaugh et al., 2016). Other possible sources include

514

erosion of the SAR-uniform mid-latitudes, a possible sedimentary deposit (Malaska et al., 2016), and the

515

northern dry lakebed evaporite deposits, which have similar spectral characteristics to the VIMS

516

instrument (Barnes et al., 2015). Once the materials are incorporated transported into the Titan sand

517

seas, they are absorbed incoporated into the giant linear dunes, and either stay confined to one sand

518

sea or another or contribute to a global system of west-to-east sediment transport that persists over
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519

time (Savage et al., 2014). Topography appears to play an important role, as it does for sand seas on

520

Earth, in that it can help confine the sands to certain regions or preclude them from others, like from the

521

rugged Xanadu region (Lorenz et al., 2006; Radebaugh et al., 2011). Decreases in dune density within

522

radar-bright and elevated regions may provide regional-scale constraints on Titan’s winds for

523

atmospheric models (Lucas et al., 2014). Furthermore, topographic obstacles can cause diversion of

524

dunes and dune/topography relationships and perhaps reveal longer-term climatic changes (Ewing et al.

525

2015).

526

Consideration of the dune fields in aggregate can also allow for analyses that require a larger

527

area or more numerous measurements to reflect larger-scale temporal or spatial trends. For example,

528

dune fields on Mars appear very young as they lack craters, but constraints on their age had large

529

uncertainties due to their low individual areal coverage. Adding the dune fields together allowed for a

530

more robust estimated crater-retention age of <10 000 years (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). These dune

531

fields also exhibit latitude-dependent morphological trends in crestline sharpness/pattern, dune slopes,

532

and field shapes, so considering the dunes over the hemisphere enables studies ofwhich reflect different

533

degrees of influence from polar as well as aeolian processes (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). Another study

534

of southern intracrater dune fields on Mars compared dune field centroid locations, relative to the

535

crater center, with mesoscale atmospheric modeling to look at broad-scale atmospheric trends (over a

536

much longer time period than that recorded in dune slipface orientations within an individual dune

537

field) (Hayward et al., 2009).

538

Although only two dune fields and a few microdune fields were identified with some certainty in

539

the whole set of Magellan radar images of Venus, a few lines of indirect evidence suggest that

540

unresolved small-scale anisotropic topographic features are ubiquitous; such features have been

541

interpreted as unresolved gently sloping aeolian bedforms (Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko, 1999;
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542

Bondarenko et al., 2006). A comprehensive global inventory of aeolian bedforms on Venus will require

543

global imaging data set(s) of a higher resolution than presently exists.

544

Beyond global imaging of the data-type first used to identify the dunes, proxy measurements

545

can sometimes be used to supplement limited image coverage. For example, thermal inertia can be used

546

to identify large deposits of unconsolidated, granular material. On Mars, further evidence that these

547

dark patches with high-thermal inertia were aeolian deposits were that these were found downwind of

548

topographic depressions (Christensen, 1983; Mellon et al., 2000). Thus global maps of thermal inertia

549

with resolution ~100 m/pixel have been used to map dune fields around Mars and estimate the number

550

of dune fields and their surface areal extent (Christensen et al., 2003; Hayward et al., 2007; Hayward,

551

2011).

552
553

Summary of (4)

554

Data needed: Identification of dunes around globe (from the data used in Phases 1-3, and possibly from

555

proxy data such as thermal inertia).

556

Knowledge gain: Dune field location and (possibly) morphology/type distributions; variations in location

557

and morphology related to sediment supply, climate history, and/or and other active processes (e.g.,

558

related to latitude, regional topography); identification of large-scale sediment transport pathways

559

(larger-scale than field-specific results of Phase 2 and 3; and possibly first produced earlier based on

560

low-resolution, but high-coverage datasets) based on (global/mesoscale) atmospheric models and

561

observation of sediment sources.

562

Assumptions generated: Correlations between dunes and proxy data; feasibility of extrapolation from

563

studies of individual dune fields/sand sources to a global model.
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564

Questions: How much sand is there, where is it from/stored, and how did it get there? Over what spatial

565

and temporal scale is the sand being transported (i.e., what is the lifetime of a sand grain and is

566

sand/bedforms being recycled)?

567

Lead to investigations of: Age estimation of dune fields (as can aggregate together land-areas to

568

statistical significance; likely to be a relative or crater-retention age); identification/investigation of

569

large-scale sediment sources (locations and/or processes; perhaps updated from Phase 2); global

570

surface areal coverage of dunes/volume of sand.

571
572

2.5. Phase 5: Analysis of superposed bedforms on the dune “details” formed due to wind interaction

573

with the dune

574

Ripples, like dunes, form spontaneously within sand beds due to wind (or fluid) flow and record

575

wind and sediment conditions through their period of formation and evolution. However, as these are

576

much smaller features, they record conditions over smaller temporal and spatial scales and thus can be

577

reflective of a different set of environmental conditions than dunes. To-date, ripple-like features have

578

been only observed on Mars, where HiRISE images of the martian surface have resolution up toas fine as

579

0.25 m/pixel (McEwen et al., 2007). These features have wavelengths of 1-to-a-few meters, have been

580

found within sandy regions including on the slopes of dunes, and have been individually mapped and

581

monitored for movement (Phase 6) (Figure 9; Bridges et al., 2012; Silvestro et al., 2011). The study of

582

ripple morphologies and dynamics on Mars yields information about the wind flow over the dunes,

583

under the influence of the local wind patterns as well as the dune topography. This yields information

584

about the recent, local wind regime within several areas on Mars (Bridges et al., 2012b). This Such

585

information about the temporally and spatially small-scale surface wind dynamics can be compared with

586

meso and microscale climatic models and in-situ wind measurements (e.g., Jackson et al., 2015; Silvestro

587

et al., 2013). In addition, because ripple morphology and migration rates are controlled by the
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588

topographic and wind flow boundary conditions imposed by the dune morphology (Kocurek and Ewing,

589

2012), studies of the ripples’ form and variation provide insights to the underlying dune’s evolution

590

(Ewing et al., 2010; Vaz et al., 2016submitted).

591

Ripple mapping and monitoring have been an important tool within recent martian studies,

592

where the crestline orientations and migration rates and directions of the large martian ripples are

593

commonly used to reconstruct the wind regime over the dunes and to estimate sand fluxes (Ayoub et

594

al., 2014; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b; Cardinale et al., 2016; Silvestro et al., 2010b, 2011, 2013).

595

Automatic approaches have been developed to derive ripple trend and migration rates, enabling high-

596

resolution wind regime estimations and sand flux measurements to be computed over large areas

597

(Ayoub et al., 2014; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b; Silvestro et al., 2011; Vaz and Silvestro, 2014).

598

However, all of these studies have assumed that that the observed “smaller” bedforms on the

599

dunes are analogous to terrestrial sand ripples, and that ripple trends and migrations are normal to the

600

last wind of sufficient strength to move sand, as is typically the case for aeolian ripples on Earth. Recent

601

work has drawn those assumptions into question:

602

• Most ripple patterns on Mars are dominated by sinuous crestlines (Vaz et al., 2016submitted), while

603

on Earth ripple crestlines are typically straight (Rubin, 2012) (Figure 9). In some areas, ripple

604

patterns observed on Mars show complex arrangements with two crestlines intersecting at right

605

angles (Figure 10; Silvestro et al., 2011, 2013). This suggests that some of the ripples on Mars might

606

not be in equilibrium with the last sand-moving winds or that the two sets of crestlines are

607

contemporaneous, but oblique to the formative winds (Silvestro et al., 2016).

608

• Additionally, unusual longitudinal displacement of crest-line defect terminations and oblique crest

609

migrations have been observed within orbital data in Gale and Herschel crater, suggesting that the

610

large ripples of Mars might beare different from terrestrial impact ripples (Silvestro et al., 201in

611

press5; Vaz et al., 2016submitted). This hypothesis may beis in agreement with recent in situ
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612

observations from the NASA MSL Curiosity rover, which shows that large ripples have sinuous and

613

sharp crests and slip faces with evident grainfall and grainflow structures (Bridges et al., 2016;

614

Lapotre et al., 2016a) (Figure 10) that are not common within terrestrial impact ripples. Superposing

615

these large bedforms are smaller "terrestrial-like" impact ripples of ~10 cm in wavelength (Bridges

616

et al., 2016; Lapotre et al., 2016a).

617

These observations suggest that terrestrial aeolian impact ripples might not be good analogs for

618

the Martian large ripples (Lapotre et al., 2016a; Silvestro et al., 2016; Vaz et al., 2016submitted). As this

619

gets worked out, previous studies will need to be carefully reviewed, such as where the interpretation

620

has been that a multidirectional wind regime exists, perhaps triggered by the local dune topography or

621

by larger topographic features (e.g., Jackson et al., 2015; Silvestro et al., 2011). Also, the presence of

622

such large ripples on the dune's stoss side and their migration across the slipface (Figures 9-10) may

623

alter the wind profile above the dune and the slipface dynamics, beyond the way that these processes

624

are typically captured in dune evolution models applied to terrestrial dunes and their ripples (e.g., Ewing

625

et al., 2016). Increased coverage of high-resolution images coupled with in-situ observations by rovers

626

are necessary to progress understanding of the nature and dynamic of the martian large ripples. This is

627

fundamental for understanding how these ripples can be used to constrain local wind directions and to

628

tune sand flux estimations over the dunes.

629
630

Summary of (5)

631

Data needed: Higher-resolution images of dune field, reflecting variation over the dune, including in

632

composition or granulometrics; mapping and analysis of second-order and higher-order bedforms (e.g.,

633

ripples) and how these reflect the wind pattern around the dune.

634

Knowledge gain: Measurements of ripple movement and characteristics over the dune.
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635

Assumptions generated: Use of the right analog features/models for interpretation of the smaller-scale

636

features.

637

Questions: What is the local sand flux and wind patterns over the dunes (as reflected in ripple

638

movement)? Are grains sorted within the ripples, and if so, why? Is ripple movement coupled

639

with/connected with current dune evolution, or e.g. does ripple movement reflect a surficial mobile

640

layer of sand over a relict dune core?

641

Lead to investigations of: Wind diversion around dune topography; observation/better understanding

642

of local source regions.

643

644
645

Figure 9. Observed ripple movement on Mars. Images show (a) a rippled dome dune in the Bagnold

646

dune field, Gale Crater, with (b) ripple migration over the dune stoss side between Mars years 28 (2006)
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647

and 29 (2008) (Silvestro et al., 2013). (c: T1-T2) The zoom-in shows one ripple (white arrow) moving over

648

the dune brink, reflecting grain transport onto the slipface and suggesting that dune migration may also

649

be occurring. HiRISE images shown: (a,c/T1) PSP_001488_1750 (taken 20 November 2006), (c/T2)

650

PSP_009650_1755 (17 August 2008) (MRO/NASA/UA).

651

652
653

Figure 10. Ripple morphology on Mars. (a-b) HiRISE images of High Dune, an active dune within the

654

Bagnold dune field, Gale Crater, that has also been investigated by MSL Curiosity (Bridges et al., 2016;

655

Lapotre et al., 2016a). Visible in these orbital images is a complex ripple pattern on High dune's stoss

656

slope, with what appears to be two sets of large ripples intersecting at right angles (Silvestro et al.,

657

2016). This ripple configuration is typical of the Bagnold dunes and seems to be common on Mars. HiRISE

658

images are: (a) ESP_042682_1755, (b) PSP_009294_1750. (MRO/NASA/UA) (c) This image of the High

659

Dune stoss slope was taken by the Mast Camera on Curiosity, showing the complex morphology of these

660

large ripples, which in this closer-inspection perhaps do not appear analogous to terrestrial sand ripples.

661

The scalebar (one meter length) is for the lower portion of this cropped image. Image is from NASA

662

Photojournal PIA20168.

663
664

2.6. Phase 6: Observation of dune activity (aeolian or otherwise)
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665

Only recently has it been observed that martian dunes and ripples are very actively migrating

666

and evolving within the present-day climate (Figure 9; Bourke et al., 2008; Bridges et al., 2012a; 2012b;

667

Chojnacki et al., 2011; 2015; Fenton, 2006; Geissler et al., 20132; Silvestro et al., 2010b; 2011; 2013).

668

Previously, an incongruence appeared in our understanding of present-day martian sand transport, as

669

the morphology of many aeolian bedforms (apparently sharp crestlines of dunes and ripples) and a

670

surface observation of saltation (Greeley et al., 2006) and ripple movement (Sullivan et al., 2008)

671

suggested that some aeolian bedforms should be active. However climate models did not produce the

672

wind velocities predicted for saltation processes to occur under present conditions and no bedform

673

motion was observed within higher-resolution images (although some dome dunes were seen to

674

disappear (Bourke et al., 2008)). This was taken to imply that martian dunes may be stabilized (e.g.,

675

Zimbelman, 2000) and possibly relict features of a past climate with a denser atmosphere (e.g., Breed et

676

al., 1979), and that surface degradation processes must be slow. However, acquisition of a sufficient

677

temporal baseline and careful comparison of overlapping high-resolution images now yield measurable

678

and consistent changes in dune margin and ripple crestline locations through several fields (e.g.,

679

Endeavor Crater: Chojnacki et al., 2015), and show that sand fluxes on Mars are comparable to, and in

680

some cases exceeding, terrestrial sand fluxes in the Antarctic Dry Valleys (Bridges et al., 2012b). Within

681

Endeavor Crater, these martian sand fluxes are sufficient for dune turnover times to be much less than

682

the time since known large climatic shifts (e.g., an obliquity shift or increased atmosphere density),

683

implying that these dunes are not records of paleo-climate conditions (Chojnacki et al., 2015).

684

These new observations, proving that sand is currently moving on Mars in large volumes and

685

that at least some aeolian bedforms are presently active, were helpful in the advance of sediment flux

686

models and understanding how sediment flux dynamics may vary on different planetary bodies. For

687

example, an update to the model of steady state saltation (Kok and Renno, 2009) and application to

688

Earth and Mars conditions (Kok, 2010) showed that saltation can be maintained on Mars by wind speeds
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689

an order of magnitude less than that required to initiate it, while nearly the same wind speed is needed

690

to both initiate and maintain saltation on Earth. This provides a viable explanation for why aeolian

691

bedforms appear to evolve at lower-than-predicted wind velocities (as well as an explanation for the

692

smaller-than-expected minimum dune size on Mars: Kok, 2010). Estimates of aeolian sand flux (in the

693

present or past) are important as they feed into models of surface erosion rates (e.g., Golombek et al.,

694

2006; 2014).

695

Sand dunes on Mars are also subject to other processes in the present-day. For example, ; in

696

particular, small- and large-scale gullyalcove-apron and alcove-channel-apron (i.e., gully) formation

697

activity has been observed in southern mid-latitude dune fields (Figure 8; Diniega et al., 2010b; Dundas

698

et al., 2012; 2015) and similar alcove-fan formationactivity has been observed in the north polar dune

699

fields (Hansen et al., 2011; 2015; Horgan and Bell, 2012), moving large volumes of sand downslope and

700

possibly contributing to the overall migration of the dunes. Some have proposed that martian gully this

701

activity may have aeolian drivers (Horgan and Bell, 2012; Treiman, 2003), but most studies have shown a

702

seasonal control on the timing of gully activityfeature formation and evolution, possibly related to CO2

703

frost processes (Diniega et al., 2010b; Dundas et al., 2012; 2015; Hansen et al., 2011). It is also possible

704

that both aeolian and seasonal frost processes have an influence on these types of dune modification

705

activities (Hansen et al., 2015). Regardless of underlying process, these changes are actively modifying

706

the dune slopes (Allen et al., 2016; Diniega et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2011) and thus need to be

707

investigated and explained to form a complete story for the martian dune evolution and accurate

708

interpretation of observed dune morphology.

709

It is also important to note that some dunes have features indicative of a lack of activity, such as

710

fissures on north polar dunes (Portyankina et al., 2012) and pits and softened topography on southern

711

mid-latitude dunes (Fenton and Hayward, 2010). Such evidence for stability can provide constraints on
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712

the current availability of mobile material and the near-surface wind environment, as well as a contrast

713

with the conditions when the (now inactive) bedform had evolved.

714
715

Summary of (6)

716

Data needed: Repeat images of sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to detect (and measure)

717

changes in surface morphology (or lack thereof).

718

Knowledge gain: Observation and constraints on the estimated (average/net) amount of (and possibly,

719

measurement) of sediment transport.

720

Assumptions generated: Activity rates observed in the present-day can be extrapolated to past times

721

and conditions.

722

Questions: What other processes are contributing to dune evolution? How much sediment is moving

723

within the present climate? Has that amount of aeolian sediment transport changed since a previous

724

climate?

725

Lead to investigations of: How the estimated sediment transport may affect surface erosion rates

726

(including formation of sand) and formation of other aeolian features such as yardangs; How the climate

727

has shifted, if changes in sediment transport are apparent.

728
729

2.7. Phase 7: Groundtruth measurements

730

To-date, we have only visited – at ground-level and up-close – dunes on one planet other than

731

the Earth. While various Mars rovers have in situ imaged sand deposits and ripples (e.g., Greeley et al.,

732

2006; JPL, 2012; 2014; Sullivan et al., 2005), Curiosity’s visit to Bagnold Dune Field is the first in situ

733

observation of dunes and dune sand (JPL, 2015; Bridges et al., 2016). This rover has examined dune sand

734

on several different slopes on and around dunes slopes thought to be undergoing different levels of

735

aeolian activity (based on orbital observations of ripple migration and the strength of spectral signatures
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736

of dust cover (Lapotre et al., 2016b)). Within even the first observations of dune sand (scooped from the

737

stoss slope and imaged on the lee slope; Figure 11), grain size differences have been noted that are

738

perhaps correlated with differences in grain composition (as grains of different sizes appear to

739

correspond to different materials) (Achilles et al., 2016; Cousin et al., 2016; Ehlmann et al., 2016).

740

Images of the lee slope of the more active “High dune” have yielded many grainflow features and

741

potentially evidence of some level of induration (Figure 12; Ewing et al., 2016) – none of which was were

742

visible in the orbital images. The first results of this work are currently being put together, and we look

743

forward to learning more about the first in situ investigated extraterrestrial dunes.

744

745
746

Figure 11. Image of the undisturbed surface within the base a Martian sand dune called "High Dune"

747

visited by NASA's Curiosity rover. The image covers an area 3.6 by 2.7 centimeters. Grain sizes show

748

some range, but a fairly consistent size – comparable to dune sand on Earth. It was taken by the Mars

749

Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) camera on the Curiosity rover's arm on Dec. 5, 2015. Image and description

750

are from JPL (2015).

751
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752
753

Figure 12: An active dune slipface on Mars, imaged by NASA’s Curiosity Mars rover. Multiple grain

754

flows, slumps, and ripples are visible on the slipface of "Namib Dune," a dune within the "Bagnold

755

Dunes" field along the northwestern flank of Mount Sharp, Gale Crater. None of these fine details are

756

visible from orbital (HiRISE) images. The overall slope is 26-28°, and 4-5 m in height. This view combines

757

multiple images from the telephoto-lens camera of the Mast Camera (Mastcam), taken on Dec. 21, 2015.

758

The scene is presented with a color adjustment that approximates white balancing, to resemble how the

759

sand would appear under daytime lighting conditions on Earth. Image and description are from NASA

760

Photojournal PIA20283.

761
762

Summary of (7)

763

Data needed: In situ observations of the dune and dune sand (possibly from different portions of the

764

dune); possibly observations of saltation on the dune or grainflow on the slipface.

765

Knowledge gain: Size, composition, and other characteristics of grains involved in saltation.
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766

Assumptions generated: That the observed characteristics and activity are not anomalous, in time and

767

space (i.e., the observation didn’t catch a rare circumstance/event).

768

Questions: Why do the grains look as they do, and what causes the variation/distribution in grain size?

769

How representative is this observed dune’s characteristics and activity? What causes the dune’s

770

features? How can observations of sediment grain size and bedform morphology provide insight

771

regarding transport processes and the nature/frequency of mobilization events?

772

Lead to investigations of: Models of dune activity and evolution, and generation of the observed sand

773

grains (extending or perhaps redirecting previous work); Based on in situ observation of features that

774

may not be visible from orbit, what is implied about dune activity and characteristics and how does

775

information that feed back into models of dune evolution (and what assumptions and related results

776

should be re-evaluated).

777
778
779

3. Discussion
There are some differences between the aeolian science investigations undertaken on each

780

planetary body – in particular as study methods of more recently studied bodies can build from lessons

781

learned in aeolian bedform studies of a previously observed body, and as overall our understanding of

782

aeolian processes becomes more refined as models are forced to reconcile with a wider range of

783

environmental and planetary conditions. But, as has been described, studies of aeolian bedforms on

784

planets (other than Earth) broadly tend to follow a similar pattern of gained knowledge, generated

785

assumptions, and follow-up investigations (that rely on the new knowledge and assumptions). The

786

similarities in the history of aeolian science over different planetary bodies (Figure 13) are due partially

787

to the knowledge-advancement at each body being based on the same types of data. Such data is

788

usually acquired in the same order, which is based on the way in which higher-resolution and increased
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789

coverage are acquired during extended or subsequent missions, and as concepts and investigations

790

mature and become more specific within all areas of planetary exploration.

791

Within that progression, we focus here on the gaps that seem likely to occur for any planetary

792

body. We then move beyond planetary aeolian studies, to look at the interplay of planetary aeolian

793

bedform studies with investigative fields that follow their own sequences of discovery and refinement:

794

aeolian process modeling and terrestrial aeolian studies.

795

796
797

Figure 13. Timelines showing movement into and through different investigation phases, for Mars,

798

Titan, and Venus. Darker colors indicate publication dates for relevant studies (as referenced within this

799

paper), and lighter colors indicate the general period of activity (again, based The timespans for the

800

investigations phases are based on publication datesreferences within this paper and checked against

801

google.scholar search results with keywords e.g., “Venus dunes”). Under Mars, Phase 6 is divided into

802

observations of “no dune activity due to aeolian bedform processes” (6/n) and of such activity (6/a).

803

Within Phase 1 for Titan and Venus, publications predicting a limit on aeolian bedform formation on

804

those bodies are highlighted with a P – and the first observation of a bedform occurs later. Arrival dates
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805

of relevant spacecraft, to the planetary body, are included – for obvious reasons, these often initiate or

806

re-invigorate investigations begun during a previous mission.

807
808
809

3.1. Gaps that can form within the planetary aeolian science sequence of investigations
Over time and as more data is acquired, our understanding of aeolian processes and

810

interpretation of the aeolian landforms builds. However, as that understanding builds, it is important to

811

keep track of which building blocks are assumptions and not actual observations. While Iit is necessary

812

for assumptions to be made to keep the science investigations moving forward and to guide

813

development of the next set of investigations, but an assumption that is treated like an “observation”

814

can lead to models with unrecognized limitations, which in turn can lead to incorrect interpretations of

815

new observations or even a lack of attention paid to “contradictory” observations. Thus, assumptions

816

should be recognized as such (and not treated as data) and be re-evaluated for consistency with new

817

and different data, until direct measurement of the assumed variable or process is possible – doing this

818

can make it easier to identify and investigate intriguing new understandings about processes and

819

conditions.

820

Several examples of areas where new information has supplanted previous assumptions have

821

been mentioned within the discussion of the investigation phases (Subsections 2.1-7). Some additional

822

examples:

823

• As higher-resolution and more detailed studies are completed about specific dune fields, results of

824

these studies (Phases 5-7) should be inserted into field (Phases 2 & 3) and global studies (Phase 4)

825

that previously relied on lower-resolution or less complete data and assumptions about form and

826

process uniformity (in time and space) through the field. As was discussed under Phase 7, the

827

martian large ripples are a new example of this -- where in situ observations are drawing into

828

question previous work done regarding the scaling of aeolian bedform size between Earth and Mars
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829

and interpretations of ripple crestline complexity, that had been based on interpretation of orbital

830

images. In general, as more detailed studies are conducted over specific martian dune fields, it is

831

important to regularly consider how those results fit within the results of larger-scale studies.

832

• These observations have also led into a model of a potential new mode of subaerial bedform

833

migration and evolution (Lapotre et al., 2016a). As discussed in Phase 5, on the stoss slope of Namib

834

dune, two types of ripples have been imaged: The large ripples (few m-wavelength) were previously

835

observed in orbital images, and were through to be analogous to the wind ripples that we see on

836

the slopes of terrestrial dunes (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2008). However these large ripples have very

837

different morphology and dynamics (Silvestro et al., 2016) and in fact are superimposed by small

838

ripples (~10s cm wavelength) that have morphology more similar to terrestrial sand impact ripples

839

(but were not visible within orbital images; Figure 10). The large ripples are now hypothesized to be

840

fluid-drag ripples (Bagnold, 1951; Wilson, 1973), which on Earth form under water, but on Mars are

841

able to develop sub-aerially because of the higher kinematic viscosity of the low density atmosphere

842

(Lapotre et al., 2016a)a form of aeolian bedform that does not form on the Earth, due to our much

843

thicker atmosphere. Although this model is still being worked out and debated, tThis example has

844

already shownshows that the limitations of analysis from only orbital imagery resolution need to be

845

remembered, even when we think that we understand what we are looking at. Additionally, the

846

limits of comparative planetology can mean we misinterpret observations where we lack a

847

terrestrial analog.

848

• Dune sSand grain sizes on Mars have been estimated since dunes were first seen, based on

849

assumptions about conditions for dune formation (Phases 1 & 2). Efforts to “measure” grain sizes

850

from proxy thermal inertia estimates have also been undertaken (mentioned within Phase 4), and

851

compared to and debated against the assumptions about the ability of the wind to move grains of

852

different sizes. Studies based on these estimations, and their results, now should be re-evaluated as
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853

Curiosity has recently completed the first in situ investigation of a dune located on a planet other

854

than Earth (Phase 7), yielding the first direct measurements of martian dune grain sizes (Figure 11).

855

While on Titan sand grain sizes have not yet been measured in situ (and won’t be in the near-

856

future), studies have explored what grain sizes can be reached via feasible physical processes which

857

puts constraints on models of dune formation conditions, and visa-versa.

858

Additionally, it is important to recognize the gaps and limitations that can occur in aeolian

859

studies if only the “standard” aeolian science inputs are considered (e.g., the “complementary sciences”

860

listed in Table 1 also need to be considered). As in all areas of planetary science and geology, it is

861

important to consider many pieces of information (and observations, as possible), and all need to be

862

consistent with the model for the model to be validated. For example, while potential sediment sources

863

can possibly be tracked from visible imagery, climate models, and/or topography models, compositional

864

information about the dune grains and the potential sand sources is needed to check that the model is

865

consistent with the full environment. This may extend beyond compositional information in the local

866

environment (which was included in Phase 2), as grains may have been transported over large distances

867

or have been recycled a few times – and this history may not be apparent without a broad-swath of

868

environmental information. Additionally, processesing outside of standard, dune-forming aeolian

869

processes may be playing a role in dune evolution and observed morphology. For example, the dunes in

870

the martian polar regions have morphologies and features different from those in the equatorial region,

871

making it clear that polar processes are altering the aeolian bedforms and thus must be considered in

872

their interpretation (e.g., in the north: Hansen et al., 2011; 2015; in the south: Fenton et al., 2010).

873
874
875
876

3.2. Connections to modeling of the physical processes
As discussed above, looking at aeolian bedforms on other planets allows models to be tested
against a range of environmental and planetary conditions. From that, we refine our understanding of
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877

aeolian processes without assumption of Earth-conditions. This can especially have a large impact on

878

models of the small-scale and complicated dynamics of sand-wind and sand-sand interactions. For

879

example, as discussed under Phases 2 and 6, our understanding of the way in which sand is picked up by

880

the wind, causing or continuing saltation, has now been “tested” under terrestrial, martian, and

881

venusian conditions (Kok, 2010; 2012), resulting in an updated model of how saltation and reptation are

882

initiated and interact.

883

On Titan, questions about how “sticky” organic sand particles would interact with the wind

884

were part of an investigation to explain how the dunes had formed, and from that to connect the

885

crestline orientation to the forming-wind direction(s). The Titan dune sand color appears consistent with

886

a composition of organics, and such long-chain molecules (of as-yet undetermined exact composition)

887

could be derived from the atmospheric photodissociation of methane, which creates small particles

888

(Carl Sagan’s “tholins”) that snow down from the atmosphere (and then perhaps get incorporated into

889

surface sedimentary layers or clump together into larger granules, that are eroded and transported to

890

the dune-forming regions) (Radebaugh, 2013; Barnes et al., 2015). Studies of clay-rich dunes in China

891

had revealed that “sticky” particles could form dunes, but would anchor themselves to the downwind

892

edge of a longitudinal dune and thus progress grow and migrate the dune in their transport direction,

893

along the dune crestline; this was proposed as a potential analog to the Titan dunes (Rubin and Hesp,

894

2009). Although the Titan dune morphologies were overall found to be generally more consistent with

895

freely-moving particles (i.e., the saltation more usually observed on Earth) and thus this longitudinal

896

dune formation model is less favored than the model discussed in Subsection 2.2. This type of

897

questioning highlighted a different type of terrestrial dune-formation mechanism and “tested” behavior

898

of the traditional dune formation model if one does not assume a non-cohesive sand grain. This led to

899

further development of a dune-wind alignment model that brought these two hypotheses together as

900

well as explained how bedforms with different alignments can exist within the same multidirectional
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901

wind regime (Courrech du Pont et al., 2014). Within this single model, dune alignment reflects growth

902

via either a “bed instability mode” (which approximates the longitudinal dune growth process proposed

903

by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990)) or a “fingering mode” (the growth process

904

proposed by Rubin and Hesp (2009)), depending on sediment availability.

905

Models that examine larger-scale dynamics can also be tested through application to different

906

planetary surfaces. For example, it was in studying martian dunes that a discrepancy was noticed

907

between the minimum dune size expected on that planet (~100x the minimum Earth dune size) and that

908

observed (~10x), thus driving new models of dune formation to explain the scaling factor. Model studies

909

aiming to replicate the observed minimum barchan dune size on Earth and Mars addressed this

910

question, and tested assumptions about how saltation, reptation, and wind drag interact in setting

911

characteristic sand trajectory distances, and from this the generation of instability within a sand bed

912

under a moving fluid (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006).

913
914
915

3.3. Connections to terrestrial studies and knowledge gain
The trajectory of terrestrial dune studies has differed markedly from the framework proposed

916

here for planetary dune studies. In essence, the difference is one of top-down vs. bottom-up approaches

917

as in situ observations of terrestrial landforms, conditions, and activity are significantly easiery to carry

918

out. However, this has not resulted in the history of terrestrial dune fields being an opposite to the

919

sequence suggested as being characteristic of planetary dune research. The earliest published studies of

920

terrestrial dune fields were linked with exploration by non-indigenous people, and many of the founding

921

points of contemporary dune science can be traced to these expeditions. The exploration of the

922

southern African and Australian interior (mid-19th century), the Sahara (around the beginning of the

923

20th century, mostly by the French in the west and the English in the east) and the Arabian Rub al’Khali

924

(most notably by Wilfred Thesiger in the late 1940s) all had exploration as their primary goals. As with
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925

contemporary rover exploration of the martian dune fields, many dune fields were approached with

926

trepidation due to the hazards they posed. Despite science being incidental rather than implicit to most

927

of the explorations, there was, nonetheless, early recognition of the great spatial extent of many dune

928

fields, the remarkably organized nature of dunes and the fact that dunes could exist at differing activity

929

levels.

930

Although Bagnold’s work in the 1930s and 1940s is most commonly cited as being the

931

foundation of modern understanding of aeolian processes and landforms, there were significant

932

precursors. George Perkins Marsh (1864) considered geoengineering problems associated with drifting

933

sand, and the role of vegetation in stabilizing dunes, and Russian geologist Nikolay Sokolów had

934

discussed dune sedimentology and theories of dune formation in a 300 page book devoted to the

935

subject (1894). Georges Rolland, a French mining engineer, set out a series of propositions in 1890

936

based on fieldwork in the Algerian Sahara which addressed such issues as sediment source, the

937

distribution of dune fields, varying levels of dune activity and the relationship between wind regime and

938

different dune shapes (Burt et al., 2008). At this point, the role of the wind in dune formation was still

939

contested by many, and it was widely held that dunes would prove to have rocky cores (Goudie, 2002).

940

Many other aspects of contemporary aeolian science date from surprisingly early studies. Aerial imagery

941

was used to examine dune planform morphology in the 1930s (Aufrère 1932, Madigan 1936), and the

942

recognition of dunes as a particulate waveform in a fluid medium can be traced to the work of Cornish

943

(1914). Bagnold’s work, utilizing field and wind tunnel experimentation, is an early example of the

944

‘quantitative revolution’ widely recognized in geosciences in the middle of the 20th century. This directly

945

influenced the next half-century of research, via fieldwork and laboratory experimentation, in a phase

946

perhaps best summarized by Lancaster’s (1995) state-of-the-art textbook. Coincidentally, the same year

947

saw the publication of Werner’s (1995) application of cellular automata models to aeolian bedforms,

948

which accepted that dunes formed as an emergent property of a complex system, one of the first
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949

indications of the failure of reductionist approaches to fully explain aeolian landscapes (Livingstone et

950

al., 2007). The same period saw the rise of the use of luminescence dating to provide ages for dune

951

emplacement, since described as having has a transformative effect on studies of dryland science

952

(Singhvi and Porat, 2008).

953

Planetary studies of aeolian dunes therefore have the advantage of decades of terrestrial work

954

to draw upon, and this is reflected in the very rapid progress made on newly-discovered dunes (e.g.

955

Titan, Comet 67P). Terrestrial science, conversely, has had the advantage of a relatively steady

956

progression in the quality of the available data -- although the related understanding of aeolian systems

957

has not progressed as steadily. The progress made in understanding terrestrial dunes has not been

958

without challenges, and it is instructive to reflect on whether there are lessons for the planetary

959

community can be drawn from progress on terrestrial dune fields, and conversely whether the evolution

960

of extraterrestrial dune research can inform the research strategies of Earth’s dune studies.

961
962

What can planetary science learn from the history of terrestrial dune studies?

963

Much of planetary dune science is already directly influenced by the methods, theory and

964

process understanding derived from terrestrial studies, manifest in the numerous analog studies.

965

However, there are some less well-discussed points that are worthy of consideration.

966

As was noted in section 3.1, close attention must be paid to the difference between assumed

967

and observed knowledge. Cautionary tales can be drawn from terrestrial dune studies, and this is

968

perhaps best illustrated by the roll vortex hypothesis for longitudinal (linear) dune formation. First

969

proposed by Bagnold (1953), and promoted subsequently (e.g. Hanna, 1969) this suggested that

970

thermally induced vortices in regional wind-flow would lead to the development of helical horizontal

971

flow cells that might lead to sand accumulation in linear bedforms extending downwind. The theory is

972

strikingly devoid of empirical supporting evidence, and yet still persists in the literature. Quite simply,
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973

vortices of sizes that might explain dune spacing have never been observed despite numerous

974

experimental attempts, and the transverse component of roll vortices does not appear to have sufficient

975

velocity to move sand (Lancaster 1995). Planetary studies should be careful to question existing

976

paradigms and theories, and be willing to point out when data do not support these hypotheses.

977

Bagnold’s great advances in aeolian science can be largely attributed to willingness and

978

fearlessness towards innovation, in terms of methods and physical exploration. The novel application of

979

wind tunnels to aeolian transport and sedimentation and the methods developed to enable remote

980

desert travel directly enabled the advances in understanding that Bagnold brought. Planetary

981

perspectives support this, with the radical advances in data brought from missions such as MSL,

982

Cassini/Huygens, Rosetta/Philae and New Horizons. Such evidence supports the potential knowledge

983

gains from similarly ambitious mission concepts of other planetary surface exploration missions, such as

984

AVIATR (Barnes et al. 2012) and VISE (NRC, 2013) which have been considered for Titan and Venus

985

exploration, respectively. The evidence from both terrestrial and planetary dune studies suggests that

986

high-risk, innovative research has led to some of the greatest advances.

987

The discrepancy between the timescales of aeolian process and the timescales evident in

988

aeolian landscapes is also very evident – possibly even more so – on some planetary bodies. Despite

989

processes operating within dune landscape on timescales of seconds to– hours, the resultant landscape

990

development frequently operates on timescales of >103 years. Dating of aeolian sediment, primarily via

991

the suite of luminescence dating methods, has been adopted very widely on terrestrial dune studies,

992

and has played a crucial role in linking the short-term process understanding with the long-term

993

geomorphological record. It has enabled calculation of rates of landform evolution beyond that possible

994

using observational records (e.g. Kocurek et al., 2007; Telfer, 2011), revealed complex spatial variability

995

in aeolian accumulation (Telfer and Thomas, 2007) and frequently been used to infer external drivers of

996

dune activity (e.g. climatic changes). Experimentation with luminescence readers suitable for Mars
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997

missions has been explored (e.g. McKeever et al., 2003; Jain et al. 2006), and if the substantial technical

998

challenges can be overcome (Doran et al. 2004), martian luminescence dating offers the potential to

999

extend understanding of accumulation beyond the period of direct observation. Recent progress

1000
1001

suggests that solutions may exist to these challenges (e.g. Sohbati et al., 2012).
Much of the focus of this paper has been on the increasing availability, resolution, and coverage

1002

of new remotely sensed data. The same has been true for Earth, and here lessons learned in planetary

1003

studies help guide interpretation of terrestrial images at the margins of the spectral and/or spatial

1004

resolution of the imagery. This is perhaps best illustrated with the example of the highly contested issue

1005

of extensive palaeo-dune fields in the Amazon Basin, presently covered with extensive tropical forest.

1006

Tricart (1974), working with recently-released first-generation Landsat imagery, identified widespread

1007

stabilized aeolian landforms in the tropical Amazon Basin. This interpretation was repeated numerous

1008

times (e.g. Klammer, 1982) and lead to a widespread belief in arid phases accompanied by vegetation

1009

loss during the late Quaternary evolution of the region, with huge implications for understanding of

1010

regional biogeography in one of the world’s most biodiverse regions. However, whilst subsequent

1011

reanalysis of high-resolution data has revealed aeolian dune fields around the margins of the Amazon

1012

basin (e.g. Teeuw and Rhodes, 2004; May, 2013) and/or immediately adjacent to large rivers where the

1013

sediment supply has at times been the dominant control (e.g. Carneiro, 2002), the existence of wide

1014

swathes of paleodunes across the Amazon basin has not withstood closer scrutiny (Colinvaux et al.,

1015

2001). Tripaldi and Zarate (2014) reviewed the evidence, and demonstrated the importance of

1016

groundtruthing when image interpretation is challenging. Planetary geomorphologists are usually

1017

admirably conservative in terms of implying process from (apparent) landform, especially when imagery

1018

is at the limit of its spatial or spectral resolution, and terrestrial incidents such as the question of an arid

1019

Amazon suggest that such conservatism is wise.

1020
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1022

What can terrestrial dune studies learn from the history of planetary science?
Although at least parts of Phases 1-3 and 5-7 have been investigated on Earth for 70 years or

1023

more, a striking difference between planetary and terrestrial dune studies is that currently there is no

1024

global catalogue of dunes for Earth (Phase 4). The first editions of the Mars Global Digital Dune Database

1025

(Hayward et al., 2007) was published within six years of the start of THEMIS data collection (which are

1026

used to identify the thermal inertia proxy identifiers for dune fields), and global mapping of Titan’s

1027

dunes within the constraints of the available data (Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009) was published within a

1028

similar timeframe since the arrival of Cassini at Titan. Although some terrestrial regions have been

1029

mapped and duneforms catalogued (e.g., Namib; Livingstone et al., 2010), and a global database of

1030

dunes with dating constraints has recently been complied (Lancaster et al., in press), global-scale

1031

consideration of terrestrial dune fields is currently lagging behind planetary science. Efforts in this

1032

direction are currently in progress (Hesse et al., 2015) -- but it has been over 40 years since the advent

1033

of global terrestrial satellite coverage. The focus of planetary global catalogues of dunes has been on

1034

understanding global circulation patterns (e.g. Charnay et al. 2015, Ewing et al. 2015), sediment sources

1035

(e.g. Tirsch et al., 2011), identification of large-scale variations in dune form due to different evolution

1036

processes or rates (e.g., Hayward and Fenton, 2010; Savage et al., 2014), and targeting areas for detailed

1037

study (e.g., Hayward, 2011). Whilst it is not necessary to use dune morphology to understand modern

1038

circulation patterns on Earth, applications of such a database would include quantification of aeolian

1039

sediment volumes and flux, improved understanding of regions where dunes are currently stabilized,

1040

and potential for monitoring change in environmentally-sensitive, dynamic landscapes.

1041

Livingstone et al. (2007), reviewing the state of understanding of terrestrial dune

1042

geomorphology, concluded that decades of largely inductive, and increasingly reductionist, study had

1043

not brought the completeness of understanding that had been hoped, and that integration of

1044

methodologies (field, modeling and remote sensing) offered the best prospects for knowledge. Perhaps
58

1045

due to the difficulties in conducting ‘field study’ of extraterrestrial dunes (i.e., Phase 7), which are only

1046

very recently being overcome on Mars, such combined strategies are often exemplified by planetary

1047

aeolian studies, where studies employing a wide range of methodologies including numerical modeling,

1048

laboratory experimentation, field study (presently via analog environments), and remote sensing are

1049

commonplace (e.g., Lucas et al. 2014). Although some terrestrial studies do synthesize such diverse

1050

methodologies, the example set by many planetary studies is a good one for terrestrial dune studies.

1051

Much of the focus of this paper has been on the increasing availability, resolution, and coverage

1052

of new remotely sensed data. The same has been true for Earth, and here lessons learned in planetary

1053

studies help guide interpretation of terrestrial images at the margins of the spectral and/or spatial

1054

resolution of the imagery. This is perhaps best illustrated with the example of the highly contested issue

1055

of extensive palaeo-dune fields in the Amazon Basin, presently covered with extensive tropical forest.

1056

Tricart (1974), working with recently-released first-generation Landsat imagery, identified widespread

1057

stabilized aeolian landforms in the tropical Amazon Basin. This interpretation was repeated numerous

1058

times (e.g. Klammer, 1982) and lead to a widespread belief in arid phases accompanied by vegetation

1059

loss during the late Quaternary evolution of the region, with huge implications for understanding of

1060

regional biogeography in one of the world’s most biodiverse regions. However, whilst subsequent

1061

reanalysis of high-resolution data has revealed aeolian dune fields around the margins of the Amazon

1062

basin (e.g. Teeuw and Rhodes, 2004; May, 2013) and/or immediately adjacent to large rivers where the

1063

sediment supply has at times been the dominant control (e.g. Carneiro, 2002), the existence of wide

1064

swathes of paleodunes across the Amazon basin has not withstood closer scrutiny (Colinvaux et al.,

1065

2001). Tripaldi and Zarate (in press) reviewed the evidence, and demonstrated the importance of

1066

groundtruthing when image interpretation is challenging. Planetary geomorphologists are usually

1067

admirably conservative in terms of implying process from (apparent) landform, especially when imagery

59

1068

is at the limit of its spatial or spectral resolution, and terrestrial incidents such as the question of an arid

1069

Amazon suggest that such conservatism is wise.

1070
1071

4. Conclusion/Summary

1072

Studies of aeolian bedforms over a wide range of planetary bodies have resulted in significant

1073

progress in our understanding of past and present climate and surface conditions, physical processes,

1074

and the interconnectivity of dynamics over a range of spatial and temporal scales. These studies

1075

contribute, in meaningful and often unique ways, towards a range of planetary science investigations.

1076

For example, as discussed, interpretation of dune morphology often provides unique, if proxy,

1077

groundtruth data about past or present wind conditions, and the proven presence of a large amount of

1078

sand grains can drive investigations about processes responsible for creating such grains. Beyond studies

1079

that involve this type of direct interpretation of the aeolian bedforms, aeolian science studies also yield

1080

information about many tangentially-related areas of investigation. In particular, aeolian-driven sand

1081

flux appears to be an important force in erosional modification of a planetary surface. Quantitative

1082

estimations of wind speeds and sand flux and identification of sediment transport pathways yield

1083

quantitative estimates of erosional process rates. This can, for example, lead to improved interpretation

1084

of observed landforms – such as yardangs (e.g., Ward 1979), or the rate of crater degradation by aeolian

1085

processes which is important for accurately estimating the age of a planetary surface (e.g., Golombek et

1086

al., 2014; Grant et al., 2006; 2008; 2016). This can also provide bounds on surface-ages of exposed rock

1087

surfaces, which is can be of importance to rover missions – such as Mars missions searching for

1088

reachable-environments near the surface that may have been habitable and that may include preserved

1089

biosignatures (e.g., Arvidson et al., 2015).

1090
1091

As discussed, planetary aeolian studies have also made key contributions towards improving the
methodologies employed in aeolian science, and in challenging assumptions built (perhaps
60

1092

inadvertently) into aeolian process models based on terrestrial observations. To-date, this has resulted

1093

in the refinement of several models of dune-field forming processes, from interactions between sand

1094

grains and the wind or with each other, up through interactions between dunes and topography and

1095

climate shifts.

1096

Given all of the ways in which our aeolian study results impact our understanding of planetary

1097

surface conditions and histories (as well as the Earth’s), it is thus very important to critically look at how

1098

we progress in planetary aeolian science, and in particular to consider carefully which results (and

1099

resultant models) are based on assumptions versus observations – and then to revisit those results

1100

when new information becomes available. Here, we have proposed one framework for identifying

1101

progress within planetary aeolian studies, and have used that framework to chart the progression of

1102

data, assumptions, and generated knowledge. We hope this framework, and our identification of gaps,

1103

will help future planetary aeolian researchers strategically fill knowledge gaps or at least carefully

1104

recognize where assumptions are being used to progress a study.

1105

Additionally, this framework may help identify the types of data that would be most useful for

1106

future planetary missions. Pluto, Io, and Comet 67P were all discussed as having reached Phase 1, where

1107

at least a potential aeolian bedform has been observed. On Titan, global datasets exist and have

1108

contributed to large shifts in our understanding of the Titan climate and organic cycles. Venus also has a

1109

global topography dataset, but the low resolution and apparent lack of dune fields stalled progress in its

1110

aeolian science investigations (and thus related advancements in planetary surface studies).

1111

Unfortunately for Venus and Titan, further progression within Phases 2-4 (and movement into Phases 5

1112

and beyond) will likely need to wait for new and higher-resolution surface datasets.

1113

Mars’ aeolian bedforms are the best studied within planetary aeolian science (outside of

1114

Earth’s), with both widespread coverage in certain data-types and many regions with high-resolution

1115

data regarding the dunes’ and dune field environment’s morphology and composition, collected over
61

1116

the past 43 years. However, with the progress that has been made, we cannot lose sight of the fact that

1117

much of it has been built on interpretations of remote data. (As discussed under Phase 7, in situ duene

1118

field observations have not been possible until just recently.) Furthermore, much of the work involves a

1119

meshing of coarse global data with a few more-deeply monitored and studied dune fields, and thus

1120

much extrapolation is done that assumes certain types of consistency between fields. This is an odd

1121

contrast with Earth dune field studies, where the global dataset (Phase 4) is what is missing.

1122

For all planetary bodies (including Earth), we look forward to further advancements in the

1123

interpretation of aeolian bedforms and what interpretations about those bedforms will imply about the

1124

environmental conditions and processes. If history is to be any guide, with each advance into a new

1125

phase (due to acquisition of a new type of data and/or enablement of a new type of analysis), we find

1126

exciting new understandings about that planetary body and the general understanding of aeolian

1127

processes. One area of intriguing advancement is the prediction of where dunes and/or ripples could be

1128

found (which could be thought of as a “Phase 0” within our framework). As we explore more bodies and

1129

learn more about the conditions under which bedforms resembling aeolian dunes are found, we can

1130

wonder about the next place where we may expect to find potential dunes, as well as identify lessons to

1131

aid in such predictions (e.g., when we return to Venus). In addition, Pperhaps in the near future, we will

1132

move into a yet-undefined Phase 8 (e.g., through comparison between in situ measurements of some

1133

very different types of aeolian bedforms? Hints of that are starting with sand grain comparisons (e.g.,

1134

O’Connell-Cooper, 2016)), yielding a new type of data that can supersede assumptions made in Phases

1135

1-7, further expanding our broad understanding of aeolian processes and bedforms, and increasing the

1136

overall information gained from planetary aeolian studies.
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Abstract (253 words)
Dunes, dune fields, and ripples are unique and useful records of the interaction between wind and
granular materials – finding such features on a planetary surface immediately suggests certain
information about climate and surface conditions (at least during the dunes’ formation and evolution).
Additionally, studies of dune characteristics under non-Earth conditions allow for “tests” of aeolian
process models based primarily on observations of terrestrial features and dynamics, and refinement of
the models to include consideration of a wider range of environmental and planetary conditions. Todate, the planetary aeolian community has found and studied dune fields on Mars, Venus, and the
Saturnian moon Titan. Additionally, we have observed candidate “aeolian bedforms” on Comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the Jovian moon Io, and – most recently -- Pluto. In this paper, we
hypothesize that the progression of investigations of aeolian bedforms and processes on a particular
planetary body follows a consistent sequence – primarily set by the acquisition of data of particular
types and resolutions, and by the maturation of knowledge about that planetary body. We define that
sequence of generated knowledge and new questions (within seven investigation phases) and discuss
examples from all of the studied bodies. The aim of such a sequence is to better define our past and
current state of understanding about the aeolian bedforms of a particular body, to highlight the related
assumptions that require re-analysis with data acquired during later investigations, and to use lessons
learned from planetary and terrestrial aeolian studies to predict what types of investigations could be
most fruitful in the future.
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Keywords (at least 6): Planetary; terrestrial; aeolian bedforms; aeolian science; dunes; ripples
Highlights (max 85 characters, including spaces)
• Planetary dunes yield useful/unique information about climate & surface conditions.
• Aeolian bedform studies progress logically in questions/assumptions/new knowledge.
• Considering this progression exposes gaps/assumptions to be reviewed with new data.
• Comparing planetary progression with Earth aeolian studies yields lessons for each.
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